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ABSTRACT
Reinforced concrete waffle slabs have been used 
quite often in buildings and other structures, resulting 
in a reduced dead weight and material cost. The use of 
prestressed concrete waffle slabs for rectangular and 
skew decks of short and medium span bridges can also 
lead to further economics in dead weight and material.
In this investigation, a series solution for the 
analysis of rectangular and skew concrete waffle slabs 
by the orthotropic plate theory is presented. Single 
spans of reinforced and prestressed concrete deck bridge 
models are investigated. The deflection function of the 
slab is assumed in the form of a Fourier series so as to 
satisfy the governing differential equation of equilibrium. 
The arbitrary constants in the deflection function are 
chosen to satisfy the appropriate boundary conditions.
The in-plane prestressing force along the edges and the 
resulting edge moment are represented by a Fourier series 
using a graphical technique.
Available computer program for solving orthotropic 
plates or slabs subjected to lateral loads is modified to 
compute the stresses and deflection due to the prestress­
ing force. This computer program can be used for rein­
forced and prestressed concrete waffle slabs of rectangular 
and skew shapes subjected to uniform as well as concentrated
iv
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transverse loads.
The experimental study is carried out on three 
one-eighth models of reinforced concrete waffle slabs 
and two one-eighth models of prestressed concrete waffle 
slabs. The first slab is tested under uniformly distri­
buted load applied by means of air pressure while the 
remaining slabs are tested under concentrated loads only 
at various positions; the tests were carried in the 
elastic domain as bridge•slabs and finally to collapse. 
The effect of concrete cracking on the rigidities of the 
slabs is studied. The strains and deflections obtained 
from the tests are found to be in satisfactory agreement 
with the theoretical solution. Furthermore, theoretical 
studies are carried out on two types of structures, the 
waffle-type and the slab-type with a uniform thickness, 
both structures having the same volume of concrete and 
reinforcing steel. The comparison of stresses and 
deflection for the two types of structures show that the 
waffle type exhibits much smaller deflections and lower 
stresses, especially for prestressed concrete waffle 
slabs.
v
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In recent years reinforced and prestressed concrete 
waffle slabs have become quite popular in buildings and 
deck bridges. Orthotropic plate structures are often 
required as component parts of large scale structures as 
floor system in buildings, auditoriums, aircrafts, ship 
bottoms, tunnels, highway structures, etc. The trend 
towards high-rise buildings, modern highway interchanges 
and the commercial availability of high strength light­
weight concrete have re-focused attention on concrete 
waffle slabs all over the world. The use of prestressed 
concrete waffle slabs for rectangular and skew decks of 
short and medium span bridges can also lead to economical 
design by having a crack-free concrete wearing surface, 
lower maintenance costs and better live load distribution.
1.2 Objective
The primary objective of this investigation is to 
determine the behaviour of reinforced and prestressed con­
crete waffle slabs over the total range of loading up to 
the point of collapse, from the standpoint of deformation, 
stresses, cracking and ultimate strength capacity. A 
waffle slab can be classified as geometrically orthotropic 
as such its orthotropic flexural and twisting rigidities 
must be accurately predicted before and after cracking of
1
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2the concrete in order to reliably estimate its performance 
under working and collapse loads. In general, the deflec­
tion of a concrete waffle slab is rather small in compari­
son with the thickness of the slab so that for a proper 
design of such structures a linear (small deflection) 
analysis is sufficient. An experimental investigation and 
a theoretical study based on a series solution are under­
taken; this solution is found by superimposing three 
solutions due to three different loadings, namely: the 
transverse loads (uniform as well as concentrated load at 
various locations), in-plane edge loads and edge moments, 
the latter two being due to in-plane prestressing.
1.3 Scope
The test of a structural concrete one-eighth scale 
"direct" model can simulate the behaviour of the prototype 
both before and after cracking of the concrete. This 
investigation covers reinforced and prestressed concrete 
waffle slabs, including both rectangular and skew plan 
forms and subjected to uniformly distributed, as well as 
concentrated lateral loads.
A review of the theoretical and experimental studies 
of orthotropic structures, reinforced and prestressed con­
crete waffle slabs are presented together with simple 
expressions for estimating the orthotropic rigidities. 
Mathematical formulation of the problem using a Fourier 
series for lateral and in-plane forces are derived.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3Analysis and discussion of the theoretical and 
experimental results from three reinforced and two 
prestressed concrete waffle slabs are presented in this 
work. An approximate method is proposed to solve the in­
plane stress problem due to the prestressing force along 
the four sides of the slab.
The experimental work comprises the following two
groups:
1) Group A, includes three reinforced concrete 
waffle slabs. The first and second slabs were rectangular 
in plan with identical geometry and subjected to uniform 
and concentrated lateral loads, respectively. The third 
slab had a skew of 4 5°, and was subjected to a concentrated 
lateral load.
2) Group B, includes two prestressed concrete 
waffle slabs, one was rectangular in plan and the other had 
a skew of 45°, and subjected to concentrated lateral loads.
All the slab models are analysed as bridge slabs 
having two opposite edges simply supported and other two 
edges free (Group A) or elastically supported (Group B ) .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL REVIEW
2.1 Review of Literature
The study of theory of plates goes back to the 
French mathematician, Sophie Germain (1816), who obtained 
a differential equation for vibration of plates, but she 
neglected the work done by warping of the middle surface. 
The first corrected differential equation for the free 
vibration of plates was used by Lagrange by adding the 
missing term in Sophie's equation. This work, which was 
improved by researchers such as Navier, Poisson and Kir- 
choff, is considered to be the basis for the classical 
thin plate theory. Solutions of many problems in plates 
of circular, rectangular, skew, triangular shapes are 
available (see Timoshenko (31) and Szilard (29,30)). The 
exact solution to a plate problem should satisfy the boun­
dary conditions as well as the governing differential 
equation of equilibrium or minimize the potential energy 
of the plate. The deflection function could be in the 
form of an infinite series and its sum to infinity gives 
any deflection pattern of the plate which satisfies the 
imposed geometrical conditions by suitable choice of 
values for the infinite number of constants of integration 
The development of the modern aircraft industry 
provided another strong impetus toward more rigorous analy 
tical investigations of plate problems. Plates subjected
h
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5to in-plane forces, postbuckling loads, stiffened plates, 
etc., were analyzed by various scientists and engineers.
Most recently, the invention of high-speed electronic 
computers exerted a considerable influence on the static 
and dynamic analysis of plates. Probably the first 
approach used in computer analysis was the finite differ­
ence method.
Considerable attention has been given recently to 
developing methods of designing more economical concrete 
bridges. Various methods of estimating the load distribution 
in concrete bridge decks have been proposed to date. In 
all these methods values of the effective flexural and 
torsional rigidities of the deck system are required before 
the analysis can proceed. Little information was available 
as to how these rigidities might be assessed for many of the 
bridge-deck systems.
In 1956, Huffington (10) investigated theoretically 
and experimentally the method for the determination of 
rigidities for metallic rib-reinforced deck structures. It 
was applied to the case of equally spaced stiffeners, of 
rectangular cross section, and symmetrically placed with 
respect to its middle plane.
Methods of analysing rectangular and skew deck 
plates with simple boundary conditions have been recently 
investigated by Kennedy et a l . (12,14,15,16). They
solved the problem of skew plate under uniform load by 
means of variational techniques and a series solution were
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6presented for rib stiffened plates under uniform and con­
centrated loads; the results were verified with experiments. 
They observed that critical stresses often occur in obtuse 
corners of such skew plates.
In 1968 Jackson (11) proposed a method to estimate 
the torsional rigidities of concrete bridge decks, using 
the membrane analogy and the estimation of the junction 
effect. The effect of the continuity of the slab on the 
flange plate was not accounted for.
In 1972, Perry and Heins (21) studied a series of 
equations for preliminary design of transverse floor beams 
in orthotropic deck bridges. The applied loads were 
represented in the form of a Fourier series. This method 
is not exact since it neglected the effects of contributions 
of bending to the torsional rigidities of the plate. Car­
dens et al (4,5) investigated the in-plane and flexural 
stiffnesses of isotropically and nonisotropically reinforced 
concrete plates. Results indicated that the stiffness of 
such plates was related quantitatively to the relative 
orientation of the reinforcement with respect to the applied 
forces.
Mathematical analysis of grid systems with particular 
regard to bridge type was given by Bares and Massonnet (2) 
and Rowe (24) together with practical applications.
2.2 Prestressed Concrete Slabs
Possibly, Guyon, in the early 1 9 5 0 ’s was the first
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7to realize that slabs, prestressed in two directions 
behaved analogously to the two-way arch action of thin 
shell structures. In the late 1950's several prestressed 
slab research projects were undertaken in the United 
States. Scordelis et al, 1960, (26,27) studied the
ultimate strength of continuous prestressed slabs and pro­
posed several design recommendations. They investigated 
the load distribution between the column and the middle 
strips and the following conclusions were obtained:
1. The elastic plate theory may be used satis­
factorily to predict the behaviour of a pre­
stressed concrete slab loaded within the 
elastic limit.
2. The slab can sustain a large increase in load 
before widespread cracking takes place.
Possibly the largest stride in the design of pre­
stressed slabs was taken by Lin (18) who was the first to 
introduce the Load Balancing Method. It was soon made 
apparent that the tendon profiles could be designed so 
that the upward cable force neutralized the vertical 
downward load. Between 1957 and 1969, many researchers 
developed the method and studied the load distribution in 
bridge slabs (Sherman (28) , Rowe (24) and Wang (32)) . In 
1969, Muspratt (20) used the load balancing method on 
prestressed concrete waffle slabs. For other applications 
of this method in U.S.A. see references (19) and (23). 
Another investigation was made by Hondros and Smith (9) on
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8a post-tensioned diagrid flat plate, simply supported on 
four edges using the link force method of analysis. The 
force method applies compatability but disregards the in­
fluence of torsion on the plate.
Burns and Hemakom in 1977 (3), investigated the 
problem of post-tension flat plate using frame analysis; 
furthermore, the cracks' were predicted and the stresses 
compared with that obtained by ACI code (318-71), (1).
Although an appreciable amount of work has been 
done on the analysis of prestressed flat slabs, very 
little work is available on prestressed concrete waffle 
slabs. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to give a 
comprehensive survey of the entire literature in this 
field. However, a study of the literature shows that no 
exact solution is available for prestressed concrete 
waffle slabs under a general type of lateral load and in­
plane prestressing force.




With reinforced concrete structures cast in-situ, 
it is common practice to cast the slab and the supporting 
beam grid at the same time. The grid elements may be 
either reinforced or prestressed concrete beam or steel 
girders. Since a reinforced concrete slab has to with­
stand the local effects of heavy concentrated loads, the 
slab thickness is usually substantial, and composite 
action of the grid-and-slab system must be taken into 
account. Due to the action of concentrated loads, the 
transverse direction becomes important and the transverse 
strength of the structures has to be considered carefully. 
In dealing, herein with orthotropic concrete structures, 
it is assumed that orthotropy is a result of geometry and 
not of material, see Figure 3.1.
3.2 Assumptions
The analytical approach to the problem of the ortho­
tropic plate has to be based on some simplifying assump­
tions related to the form and material of the plate and to 
the state of strain induced by the external loading. The 
assumptions for orthotropic plates are based on the same 
assumptions used in the analysis of isotropic plates, 
and they are as follows:
a) The material of the plate is elastic, i.e., the
9
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stress-strain relationship is given by Hooke's 
law.
b) The material of the plate is considered to be 
homogeneous, by transforming the steel area 
into an equivalent area of concrete.
c) The thickness of the plate is uniform and small
in comparison to the other lateral dimensions
of the plate. Thus the shearing and normal 
stresses to the plane of symmetry are small and 
can be neglected.
d) Straight lines normal to the middle plane of 
the plate remain straight and normal to the mid­
dle plane of the plate after bending.
e) The deflections of the plate are small in com­
parison with its thickness; and are such that 
there is no normal strain in planes tangent to 
the middle plane.
It should be mentioned that the theory of orthotropy 
is applicable for structures which have a small ratio of 
stiffness spacing relative to any lateral length of the 
structure.
3.3 Governing Differential Equation For The Lateral Loads 
And Edge Moments
It is assumed that the material of the plate has 
three planes of symmetry with respect to its elastic pro­
perties. Taking these planes as the coordinate planes, the 
relations between the moments and deflections are:
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M = - (D W, + D..W, )x x xx 1 yy
M = -(D W, + D„W, ) } (3.1)y y yy 2 'xx' '
M = D W, xy xy xy
where,
D^,Dy = flexural rigidities of the plate per unit 
width in x and y directions respectively 
D^,D2 = coupling rigidities, measuring the contri­
bution of bending to torsional rigidities 
of the plate.
D , D = torsional rigidities of the plate and ribs xy yx
Substituting expressions 3.1 in the following 
general differential equation of equilibrium, given by 
Timoshenko (31),
+ M - zM = -q(x,y) (3.2)x,xx Y/yy xy,xy M /Jr v '
The following fourth order differential equation governing 
the deflection of the orthotropic plate is obtained in 
rectangular coordinate:
DxW ' m x  + 2HW'xxyy + V ' y y y y  = q(x'y) (3'3)
where,
H = (D. + D_ + D + D )/2 1 2 xy yx '
and known as the effective torsional rigidity of the plate 
and characterizes the resistance of the plate element to 
twisting.
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To generalize the solution from the rectangular 
slab to a skew slab the following transformation is used:
u = x/cos9
(3.4)
v = y - x tan9 
where, 9 is the skew angle.
Equation 3.3, known as Huber's equation, becomes,
D W, - E.W, + E _ W , - E_W, + E.W,x uuuu 1 ,uuuv 2 uuvv 3 uvvv 4 vvvv
= c q (u ,v) (3.5)
where,
E 1 = 4sDx
E 2 = 2(3Dx s 2 + H e 2)
E ~ = 4 s (D s 2 + H e 2)J IK
E. = D s ^ + 2Hs 2c 2 + D c urt x y
c = cosQ and s = sin©
3.4 Relation of Stress and Strain for Bending Action
Solving equations 3.1 and 3.3 to find W, and W,. xx yy
and substituting these two terms in the following formulae 
(31) relating strain to curvature,
s = - z W ,
X XX
£ = ~ zW ,y  ' y y
(3.6)
yields the strains in x and y directions in terms of the 
rigidities and moments:
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z is the depth of the neutral axis from the top fibre.
3.5 Elastic Properties of the Waffle Slab Model
As mentioned earlier, the condition of orthotropy 
for the slabs treated herein, was mainly due to geometry 
and steel reinforcement. The problem was idealized by 
assuming that the slab is made of a homogeneous material 
with different elastic properties in two mutually perpen­
dicular directions. Waffle slab construction considered 
as a "composite system" consists of two parts, the grid, 
and the plate. This "composite system" displays a high 
degree of torsional rigidity, especially for skew slabs. 
The composite system may be arranged in a sequence of 
structural forms; the sequence may consist of limiting 
case having a simple grid with no plate and the other 
extreme case of a true orthotropic slab; various types of 
composite systems fall between these two limits.
In addition to the basic assumptions in deriving 
the governing differential equation for an orthotropic 
plate, the following assumptions are made with respect to 
waffle slab construction:
1. The number of ribs in both directions is large 
enough for the real structure to be replaced by 
an idealized one with continuous properties.
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2. The neutral plane in each of the two ortho­
gonal directions coincides with the centre of
gravity of the total section in the corres­
ponding direction.
3. The area of the flange plate is magnified by 
the factor 1/(1 - y 2) due to the effect of 
Poisson's ratio y.
Since the thickness of the slab is constant and the 
slab material is continuous, as assumed before, the dif­
ferent elastic properties in two principal directions must
be due to different moments of inertia per unit width of
the slab. The modulus of elasticity in two perpendicular 
directions are equal (E^ = = E) as well as Poisson's
ratio (y = y = y) and the torsional rigidities D and Dx y xy yx
are equal.
There is no difficulty in determining the flexural 
rigidities Dx and D of the slab models, but the difficulty 
is to find an accurate value for the torsional rigidities. 
Various methods of estimating the load distribution in 
concrete bridge decks (2,13,26) have been proposed to date. 
In all of these methods, values of flexural and torsional 
rigidities of the deck structures are required before the 
analysis can proceed. Some of the methods used for estimat­
ing the torsional rigidities are very limited in their 
application and can lead to appreciable errors in the value 
of the torsional parameter, unless their limitations are 
recognized. A method of determination of rigidities was
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investigated by Huffington (10).
3.6 Rigidities of Uncracked Sections
3.6.1 Flexural Rigidities
It is assumed that the neutral planes in each of 
the two coordinate directions coincides with the centre of 
gravity of the total section. This is an approximation only, 
since it can be shown that the location of the neutral sur­
faces is a function of the deflection as well as the geo­
metry of the section.
Figure 3.2 shows a typical section of a waffle-type 
slab. Based on the assumptions made before, the orthotropic 
flexural rigidities and Dy , as well as the coupling 
rigidities and D 2 due to the Poisson's effect (13) can 
be put in the form,
where,
D = the flexural rigidity of the flange plate with
respect to its middle plane, E h 3/12(l - y 2) .
E = modulus of elasticity of the concrete
= 5700CVfI ■ (1)
f 1 = 2 8  day concrete cylinder strength in psi c
Dx = D + ) Eh(ex - h/2) 2/(l - y 2) > + EI^/Sx
Dy = D + ^Eh(ey - h/2) 2/(1 - y 2) \ + EI^/Sy
(3.8)
d 2 = yD'
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h = thickness of the flange plate 
y = Poisson's ratio of concrete 
= 350 (8 ,12)
Sy = spacing of longitudinal ribs
S = spacing of transverse ribs
X
e = depth of neutral plane from top fibre for
X
bending in the x direction 
e^ = depth of neutral plane from top fibre for 
bending in the y direction, i.e.,
e = b d (h + dv/2) + (n - l ) A ( h  + d - d') + S h 2/
x  I x  x  X  S X X
2(1 - y 2) / bxdx + (n - 1)A^ + sxh/(l - y 2)
e = \ b d (h + d /2) + (n - 1)A (h + d - d") + S h 2/ 
y | y  y y S v y y '
2(1 - y 2) /jb d + (n - 1)A + s h/(l - y 2) ?
j |.y y s y
(3
1 1 = moment of inertia of transverse rib withX
respect to the assumed neutral axis 
Iy = moment of inertia of longitudinal rib with 
respect to the assumed neutral axis, i.e.,
I' = b d
X X X
(h + d /2) - e x' X + (n - 1)A'w (h + d - d') - ev x x
+ b d 3/12 x x
I' = b d
y y y
(h + d /2) - e / + (n - 1)A
y y } s
+ b d 3/12
y y
(h + d - d") - e
y y
(3.10)
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in which,
n = modular ratio
= E /E s c
b = width of longitudinal rib
b = width of transverse rib
X
d = depth of the longitudinal rib
d = depth of the transverse rib
A
d" = concrete cover to the centre of the longitudinal
reinforcements
d' = concrete cover to the centre of the transverse
reinforcements
A„ = area of reinforcement steel in the longitudinal s 3
direction
A' = area of reinforcement steel in the transverse s
direction
D* = flexural rigidity of the flange plate with
A
respect to the neutral plane of the gross- 
section associated with bending in the x 
direction
D^ , = flexural rigidities of the flange plate with 
respect to the neutral plane of the gross- 
section associated with bending in the y 
direction
Since it is assumed that the number of ribs in both 
directions is large, the effective width of the flange plate
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acting with one rib is taken as the distance between two 
adjacent ribs. Most of the investigators who have taken 
the same effective width have obtained very good results.
3.6.2 Torsional Rigidities
Reliable information on the estimation of the 
torsional rigidities of a bridge deck are very limited.
The effective torsional rigidities H, in E q . 3.3 is given 
by,
H = (Dxy + Dyx + D1 + D2)/2 (3.11)
For the analysis of reinforced concrete slabs with 
different reinforcements in the two prependicular direc­
tions, Huber recommended the expression, H = v/DxDy ; 
such an expression gives a too high an estimate for T- 
beam section.
The main problem lies in finding the values of D 
and Dy x , which are given by
xy
D = G I xy xy xy
D = G I yx yx yx
(3.12)
where,
G = G xy yx
= shear modulus
= E/2(l + y)
I and I are the torsional constants xy yx
A number of investigators have obtained the torsional 
constants for structural steel and aluminum-alloy sections,
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using membrane analogy and/or numerical methods. Massonet 
and Rowe (2,2 5) have determined the torsional constants 
by dividing open section into a number of rectangular areas. 
Thus the torsional constant is given by,
V * or V sy = (Hkx ai bi + 1I2 Ki al (3-13)
where,
S ,S = spacing of transverse (longitudinal) ribs x y
a^ = the smaller dimension of the cut area
b^ = the larger dimension of the cut area
K = factor depend on the ratio aj_/h^ (31)
Jackson (11) has considered the value mentioned above 
as not accurate enough since it neglects the junction 
effect on the torsional rigidity. The twisting rigidity 
of the uncracked section of concrete waffle-type slab is 
estimated by means of the membrane analogy method (31) 
taking into account the stiffening effect afforded by the 
ribs in the orthogonal direction to the one under considera­
tion. Considering the geometry of the deflected membrane, 
the torsional constant for the rectangular sections 1, 2 
and 3 as shown in Figure 3.3 are calculated to give the
total torsional constant, I .xy
'xy xyx x y 2 xy3= I . + I + (3.14)•K-y
in which,
I = Jsk-, S h 5
xy-L 1 y
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where,
I is reduced by factor H which accounts for the 
xyl
continuity of the flange plate. The torsional constant
I is modified by (Kennedy and Bali (13)) taking into 
xyl
account the effect of transverse ribs in both directions. 
It is assumed that the presence of the transverse rib will 
increase the torsional constant of the slab as:
I (modified) = I (i /I ) (3.16)
xyl xyl x y (S+W) x y (S)
in which,
I = torsional rigidity of slab and rib of
x y (S+W)
the transverse or longitudinal ribs 
Equation 3.14 becomes
Jxy - 1*y^“ d ified> + 1*y2 + 1*y3 <3 '17>
in which,
Iv„ = torsional rigidity of transformed section 
of steel (13)
xy3
Similarly, the torsional rigidities D can be calculatedyx
in the same way.
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3 .7 Plane Stress Problem Due To Prestressing Force
3.7.1 Elastic Constants For Membrane Action 
Assuming the corresponding strains in the flange 
plate element (deck) and the ribs are equal, and that 
shearing action is resisted by the flange plate alone, the 
following relations for equivalent elastic constants can 
be developed. The stress resultants per unit length in an
isotropic flange plate element, shown in Figure 3.2, are:
<TX )1 = °xh = h <Ex/(1 “ y2))(£x + W£y)
(xy ) = ayh = h(Ey/(l - u 2) ) ( £y + ye^ (3.18)
(Txy)1 = Txyh = hGYxy
where E, G and y are the material properties of the concrete 
For the same strains in the rib, the stress resul­
tants per unit length, are:
(x ) = E e A*
x 2 x x x  
<xy)2 = Ey£yAy > (3'19)
(Xxy>2 = <>
where A* and A* are the cross-sectional areas per unit x y
length of the ribs in the x and y directions, respectively. 
The total stress resultants per unit length of an element 
a r e :
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where,
E ’ = E (1/(1-y 2) + A / h )X X  X
E1 = ViEx/(l-y2)
E 2 = uEy/(l-y2)
E^ = Ey (l/(l-y2) + A*/h)
Based on the directions of the axes, x and y, as shown in 
Figure 3.2,
A * = < b x )<a - h ) / S
A = (b ) (d - h)/S
y y y
solving equations 3.20 to find the strains in both direc­
tions yields,
ex ■ <<Vh)Ey - <V/h)E2)/(EiEy ' E1E2)
ey = « V h)Ex ' <Vh)El)/(EiEy - E1E2>
(3.21)
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in which e and e are the strains in the x and y direc- x y
tions due to the in-plane prestressing.
It should be noted that the deflection due to in­
plane stresses is very small and can be neglected. There­
fore the total deflection in the slab can be considered to 
be due to the lateral loads and the edge moments. On the 
other hand, the total strain in the slab is due to the 
lateral loads, in-plane forces and edge moments.
3 . 8 Boundary Conditions
A solution for the deflection function W, . in
\ ^  / y /
cartesian coordinates or for W, . in oblique coordinates
I U , V;
to the plate problem must be consistent with the conditions 
at the edges of the plate. The kind of support is theore­
tically defined by three "boundary conditions" along each 
edge. The boundary conditions have to,be re-formulated 
first in terms of the deflection, if the solution is to be 
based on the deflection. Thus rectangular and skew slabs 
have 12 boundary conditions which are to be satisfied by 
the solution of the partial differential equation governing 
the problem. However, this governing equation is of the 
fourth order in the variables x and y or u and v, and its 
solution involves only 8 arbitrary constants. These con­
stants can be made to fit only 8 boundary conditions, two 
for each edge, so that the three conditions mentioned above 
must be reduced to two conditions. The boundary conditions 
for single span waffle slabs are presented below.
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3.8.1 Bridge Slabs
The simple bridge type shown in Figures 3.4, 3.5 is 
simply supported along two opposite edges (v = ±b) and 
free or elastically supported at the remaining two edges 
(u = ±a).
deflection, and the bending moments about these edge-lines 
equal the edge moments due to the prestressing. These 
two boundary conditions can be formulated as follows:
R 2 - -s2 (Dxs / c 2 + 2H) - c 2Dy
It should be noted that W, = 0  and W = W, = 0uu u
on the simple support
3. According to Timoshenko (31), combining the shear 
force along the edge with forces replaced by the twisting 
couples and equating this to the pressure transmitted from 
the plate to the supporting edge beam, lead to the following
At the simply supported edges, there is no vertical




M external at v=±b for -a < u < a
(3.23)
where
R. = s (2D s2/ c 2 + 2D_ + D + D ) 1 x 2 xy yx
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equation:
- (Q - M ) = El W,X xy, y yyyy
i.e.,
D W, + (D. + D + D )Wf = El W,x xxx 1 xy yx xy YYYY
or
R_W, + R.W, + R _ W , + R.W, - El W, = 03 uuu 4 uuv 5 uvv 6 vvv vvvv
@ u = ±a for -b < v < b (3.24)
where,
R 3 =  Dx / c S
R. = -3D s/c34 x '
R c = (3D s 2/ c 2 + D. + D + D )/c5 x ' 1 xy yx '
R c = -s(D s 2/ c 2 + d, + D + D )/c6 x 1 xy yx
El = flexural rigidities of the edge beam
4. Along the elastically supported edge (u = ±a), equating 
the external moment due to prestressing force combined with 
the change in twisting moment in the edge beam to the 
plate internal moment parallel to the x-axis, yield:
-M„ = -GJ(W, ) - Mx x y ry a x t . (u=±a)
i.e.,
D W, + D,W, = -GJ(W, ) - M .x 'xx 1 yy xyy' ext.,  ^ x(u=±a)
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or
R_W, + + Rf» W / + G J W , + R VI, = -cM ,7 uu 8 uv 9 vv uvv 10 vvv ext,
@ u = ±a for -b < v < b (3.25)
where,
R_ = D /c 7 x'
Rg — —2D^s/c 
R g = (Dx s2 + DlC2)/c 
R^ q = -sGJ
GJ = torsional rigidity of the edge beam
The boundary conditions for the bridge slab where 
the two edges are free are obtained by putting the rigi­
dities for the edge beams El and GJ equal to zero.




The mathematical solution comprises of finding a 
suitable complementary function which satisfies the govern­
ing equation (Eq. 3.5), and a particular solution which 
satisfies all the given boundary conditions. Combining 
the two solutions, a complete solution for the slab is 
obtained as follows:
W = W + W (4.1)c p
where,
W = The total deflection at a point on the 
plate
W c = Deflection found from the complementary
solution of the homogeneous equation (Eq. 3.5)




According to Levy's solution, the deflection of 
the plate surface is assumed in the form of a Fourier 
series as
VI = I” e Xn U (P„ sin B v + Q cos 3 v) (4.2)
c n=l n n n n
wh ere,
X , P and Q are basic functions of the elastic 
n' n n
properties and the geometry of the plate; n equals number
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of harmonics chosen to make the series closely convergent;
and, $n = nir/b
Solving equations 4.1 and 3.5 for q(u,v) equals 
zero, and equating the coefficients of sin Snv and cos Snv, 
yields two equations in Pn and Qn - According to Gupta
(8) the final expression for Xn is
Xn = |±[ (H ± /h 2 - DxDy )/Dx ]0 ’5 c ± is}en (4.3)
It can be observed, from equation 4.3, that there are 
eight possible values for X^ which give rise to eight 
possible solutions.
For the slab model considered herein, it is assumed 
that the slab is flexurally stiff and torsionally weak, 
i.e., (H2<DxDy ). This case includes all T-beam and open 
rib deck bridges.
4.2.1 Waffle Slab Which is Flexurally Strong and 
Torsionally Weak 
The solution of a waffle slab can be taken as
W . = £ (C, cosh k-B u + C 0 sinh k , 8 u)cos(k.u + v) 8„cl n=l 3 n 2n 3 n 4 n
+ (C3ncosh k 33nu + C 4nsinh k 3Bnu)sin(k4u + v)Bn
+ (Cc cosh k^B u + C, sinh k-,8 u)cos(kcu - v) B bn J n bn 3 n b n
+ (C., cosh k-jB^u + c Qv,sinh k-B„u) sin (k-u - v) B„ (4.4) /n 3 n bn 3 n b n
in which X for this case can be written in the form n
X = ±(k. ± is)B_ or ± (k ± is)0 (4.5)n 1 n 2 n
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w h ere,
k x = (c(H + 2 - DxDy )/Dx )
k 2 = (c (H - /h 2 - DxDy )/Dx )
0.5
0.5
C^n to Cgn are arbitrary constants dependent on n 
and adjusted to satisfy the boundary condition. See 
references (7,8) and Appendix (A) for a more general repre­
sentation of the deflection function W. Another possible 
complementary solution of W can be written as;
W = c2
2?(Cn cosh x0k_a v + C 1n sinh x k_a v) cos (x-k.v + u) a n=l 9n 2 3 n lOn x 3 n 2 4 n
+ (Cllncosh x 2k 3anV + C i2nSinh X 2k 3anV ^s i n x^2k 4V + U ^an
+ (C13noosh y 2k 3c<nv + C 14nsinh y 2k 3anv)cos(y2k 5v - u) <*n
+ (C15ncosh y 2k 3anv + C 16nsinh y ^ c ^ v ) s i n ( y 2k 5v - u)an
(4.6)
w h ere,
a = ntr/a n
x 1 = 1/ (k2 + s2 )
x2 = 1 / (k2 + s2 )
The boundary conditions used for the slab are eight 
in number (two along each edge) and the deflection function 
is made to satisfy these boundary conditions. Expanding 
each boundary condition in a Fourier series, will yield 
three equations and hence 24 equations for the eight
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boundary conditions.
To use the same number of arbitrary constants in 
the deflection function, the following polynomial function 
is assumed and added:
W c3 = {C 17 + C 18u/a + C 19V/b + C 20u V a 2  + C 21V 2/b 2 +
C 22u 3/ a 3 + C23v 3/ b 3 + C 2 4 (Tu4 - v ^ / b V  (4.7)
in which,
T = (s^D + 2s 2c 2H + c^D )/D x y x
to C 24 are arbitrary constants. Thus the total 
complementary solution becomes,
W = W - . + W 0 + W _  (4.8)
c cl c2 c3
4.3 Particular Solution
The particular solution has to be determined and 
added to the complementary solution and must satisfy the
boundary conditions. The uniform load or concentrated 
load acting on a limited area as shown in Figure 4.1 is 
expanded into double Fourier series over the entire area 
of the slab. Following Gupta (8) the particular solution 
can be taken a s :
W = |(a c V 4 E . )  (v4/24 - v 2b 2/4 + 5 b V 2 4 )P I O 4
+ S°°(T_ cosa u + T_ sina u)1 5m m 7m m
+ lZ” (T6noosSnv + T 8nsin6nv)
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00 CO
+ , E , E (K cosa u cosB v + p sina u cosS v 
1 1 mn m n rmn m n
Q cosa u sin3 v + L sina u sin$ v) > (4.9)mn m n mn m n '
4.4 Symmetric and Anti-Symmetric Loading
The loading on the structure is divided into sym­
metric and anti-symmetric components. This division is 
applied to the lateral load and the prestressing force 
along the edges of the slab. For symmetric loading odd 
terms vanish, i.e.,
C 2n = C 3n = C 6n = C 7n = C 10n = C lln = C 14n = C15n
C 18 = C 19 = C 2 2 = C 23 = Q 7m = Q 8n = Q 3mn = Q 4mn = 0 (4*10)
For the anti-symmetric loading, all even terms 
vanish, i.e.,
C ln = C 4n = C 5n = C 8n = C 9n = C 12n = C 13n = C 16n = C 17
C20 = C 21 = C 24 ao Q 5m = Q 6n = Q lmn = Q2mn = 0 (4 * H )
By superposition, the results for any lateral load­
ing can be obtained with the added advantage that the
number of boundary conditions is reduced to four for each 
loading component.
4.5 Expansion of the In-Plane Prestressing Force In a 
Fourier Series by Graphical Method
When the equation for a periodic function is not
known but a graph of the waveform is available (such as a
variable prestressing force along the edges of a slab
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bridge), it is possible to obtain an approximate solution 
for the Fourier coefficients by means of graphical tech­
niques (17,33). Actually this method represents a concept 
of graphical integration. This is accomplished by dividing 
one cycle into m equal divisions. The dependent-variable 
value (donated by Y^'s) in Figure 4.2 is obtained at the 
mid-point of each of these intervals. The coefficients of 
the Fourier series representing the in-plane prestressing 
force can be shown to be, (See Appendix C ) ,
a o -  ( 2 / r a > k £ "  Y k
m n
an = (2/m) (-1) Y^cos (2nir/m) (k - h) I (4.12)
rrt n
bn = (2/m) Z (-l)nYksin(2nir/m) (k - h)
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CHAPTER V 
SATISFACTION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
To obtain the matrix equations, the deflection
function must satisfy the boundary conditions for the slab 
subjected to any arbitrary lateral load. This is accom­
plished by dividing such a load into symmetric and anti­
symmetric loads.
5.1 Symmetric Load
Substituting equations 3.22, 4.4, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 
4.10 in equation 4.1, the following equation is obtained
1) The deflection must be zero at the edge v = ±b.
(8) .
f (u) + 2°° (f (u) + A cosa u + B sina u)o i n n n n n
00
in which
V U) “ C 17 + C 20 u V a ' + C 21 + C24C(T uVb,,) - 1]
+ C 5ncosh u 3n003 u 5n + C 8nsinh u 3nsin u 5n]
An
and
Bn ~C 9nK 4n + C 12nK 3n + C 13nL 4n " C 16nL 3n
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In which, u 3n, u 4n, u 5 n , K ln to K gn and L ln to L Sn are
defined in Appendix (A).
The function f (u) and fn (u) must be expanded in 
Fourier series to satisfy the boundary condition along the 
entire length of the edge, thus:
0°  \
f (u) = a + 2 (a cosa u + b sina u) Io oo n om m om m 1
(5.2)
00
f (u) = c + 2 (c cosa u + d sina u)n no i nm m nm m
where, a , a , b ^ ,  c , c m and are Fourier coeffi-oo om om no nm nm
cient and defined in Appendix (B).
Substituting equation 5.2 in equation 5.1 and equat­
ing the coefficients of sina u and cosa u and the constant 3 m m
term to zero, the following three equations are obtained:
OO co
a + 2 c = - 2 (-1) T coo i no i 6n
a + Z°°c + A = -T_ - Z (-l)nK ) (5.3)nm i nm m 5m ^ mn
B„ = 0 for each m. m
Substituting the Fourier coefficients in equation 
5.3, yields three equations:
C 17 + C 20/3 + C 21 + C 24[(T a ‘/5b‘) - 1]
+ ^ " ( - D n (clnw ln + c 4nw 2n + c5nw 3n + c 8nw 4n)
= - r < - l ) nT 6n (5.4)
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S o h m  + C 24T I 3m a V b *
V " ( “ l)n (ClnA jl + C 4nA j2 + C 4nA j2 + C 5nA j3 + C 8nA j 4 )
+ C 9mK lm + C 12mK 2m + C 1 3mL lm + C 16mL 2m
=- T c_ - £°° (-1) n K (5.5)5m 1 mn
-C_ K- + C-. „ K 0 + C, L „ - C, c L-j = 0  (5.6)9n 4n 12n 3n 13n 4n 16n 3n
2) Boundary condition 3.23 relates the moment 
normal to the support to the deflection function. Thus,
f (u) + ,2°°(f (u) + A cosa u + B sina u)o v 1 v n ' n n n n
=nl I ( - l > X T 6nR2 + n i I (-1)nen (R2Kmn^n “ RlLm n % )cosV
+ (l/mu )k|^u m^ + (2/mu ) k£™u n|" (-1) nmk cos[n7T (k - }s)/mu ]
(5.7)
w h e r e ,
fQ (u) = 2C21R 2/ b 2 - 12C24R 2/ b 2
fn (u) = (-l)n B^{cl n (A7cosh u 3noos u 4n - ^ K j S i n h  u 3nsin u 4n)
+ C 4 n (RlK 3cosh u 3ncos u 4n + A 7sinh u 3nsin u 4n>
+C5 n (B7cosh u 3ncos u 5n + RiK 3slnh u 3nsin “ sn'
+ c 8 n (_RlK 3cosh u 3ncos u 5n + ® 7sinh u 3nsin u 5n>}
A n - an{C 9 n (A8K ln + A 9K 2n> + c 1 2 n (-A 9K ln + A 8K 2n>
+C1 3n(B8L ln + B 9L 2n> + c6n (-B 9Lln + B 8L 2n>}
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the values of , A g , ...Bg are defined in Appendix (A) 
= total number of concentrated edge moments (for 
-a<u<a) due to prestressing force ( m is for 
-b<v<+b).
m^ = an edge moment at any point along the support.
The second set of three equations due to the boundary 
condition (Equation 3.23) is obtained using the same 
procedure. Hence,
(5.8)
n=l n 2 n mn
nii i m
(-1) m^cos [2n7t (k - for m£l
(5.9)
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“n{C9 n (-A 8K 4n + A 9K 3n> + C12n(A9K4n + A 8K 3n>
+C13n(B8L 4n ~ B 9L 3n) + C 16n<_B9L 4n “ B8L3n'l = 0
for n>l
3) The third boundary condition (Equation 3.2 
for -bcvcb) yields the following three equations:
24C2 4 (R3Ta + EI)/b<‘ - ls“ <-1)noi{C9 n (A5W 5n + A 6W 6n> 
+C12n '-A 6W 5n + A 5w sn > + C 13n(B5W 7n + B 6W 8n> 
+C16n'-B6W 7n + B5W 8n)} “ = “aoEI/ 4E4
revS l (- 1)mam{C9 m (A5A j5 + A 6A j6> + C 12m'-A 6A j5 + A 5A j6>
+C1 3 m (B5A j7 + B 6A j8> + C 1 6 m (-B6A j7 + B 5A j8)
+Sn{C ln'-EIBnK 5n + A 10K 7n + A llK 8n> 
+C 4n(-EXSnK 6n - A llK?n + A 10K an)
+c5 n (-EISnL 5n + B 10L 7n + B llL 8n> 
+C8n<-EI6nL 6n " B llL 7n + B 10L 8n>} 
V " (- 1 >I\ m 8n E1 + T 6n Bn EI ' for
~ 24C24R 6ISn/b3 + 1E <_1) am { ° 9 m (A12B j5 + A 13Bj6) 
+C1 2 m (“A 13B j5 + A 12B j 6} + C 1 3 m (B12B j7 + B 13B j8) 
+C1 6 m (-B13B j7 + B 12B j8>}
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4) The fourth boundary condition (Equation 3.25) 
for -b<v<b) gives the following equations:
+  1 Z (“ 1 )n a n { C 9 n (A17W 5n + A 18v,6n' ' v'12n' ~ 1 8 " 5 n  ‘ ~17"6n
2C20R ?/ a 2 + 2C21R 9/ b 2 + 12C2 4 (R?T a 2 - Rgb 2/3)/b'
W } + C (“A W +
+C13n(B17W 7n + B 18W 8n} + C 1 6n(_B18W 7n + B 17W 8n)} 
B-R7{lZ“ (-l)m (.T5Ba*)} + aoc 4b 2R9/12E4 - c (l/mv )k^ Umk
(5.14)
-12C24R9Iln/b2 + lzC°(-1)mam{C 9 m (A17A j5 + W j G *  
+C12m(“A 18A j5 + A 17A j6} + C 1 3 m (B17A j7 + B18A j8) 
+C1 6 m (“B 18A j7 + B 17A j8}}
+ SnjC l J A 14K5n + A 15K 6n + Bn'-GJK3K 7n + A16K8n>l 
+C4n t A i5K5n + Ai4K6n + ® n (_A16K 7n ~ GJK3K8n) I 
+C5niB 14LSn + B 15L6n + Sn (-GJK3L7n + B16L8n>f
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+C8nf-B15L5n + B 14L 6n + Bn<-BX6L7n ' GJK3L8n>H
-  = *«oblV x . / 8E4 + T6nBnR9 
+ 1l"(-l)m {(a^R7 + - W n R,}
-c| (2/mv) (-l)nmkcos 2nTr(k - ^/m^j, for 1
(5.15)
-24C24R10I5n/bS + lE“ <-1)mam{C9m'A 19B j5 + A 20Bj6> 
+C12m("A 20Bj5 + A 19Bj6) * C13m(B19Bj7 + B20Bj8} 
+C16m'-B20Bj7 + B X9Bj8>} + «AjClnlBn (A16K5n + GJK3K6n> 
+A15K 7n " A 14K8„! + C4n!Bn'-GJK3K5n + A I6K 6n>
+A14K 7n + A X5K In} + C5n!Bn (_B16L5n ~ GJK3L6n)
~B 15L7n + BX4L8n! + C 8nIBn (GJK3L5n ' B 16L6n>
L7n - B 15L8nt | = -c 'aobR1015n/4E4 ' T6nBnR10B X4
^ ” (-X)m 8^(R10SnKmn - G J o . ^ )  for n>X <5.16)
5.2 Anti-Symmetric Load
1) Proceeding as mentioned before for symmetric 
loads, the first boundary condition (Equation 3.22) gives 
the following three equations:
C 19 + C2 3 = 0 (5.17)
c1n„K, + C.. K. + C n . L, + C,e L . = 0 for n >1 (5.18)10n 3n lln 4n 14n 3n 15n 4n
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2) The second boundary condition (Equation 3.23) 
along the support gives the following equations:
6C23R2/ b 2 = 0 (5.20)
an{C 1 0n(A8K 3n + A 9K 4n> + C l ln(-A 9K 3n + A 8K4n>
+C1 4n(B8L 3n + B 9L4n) + c1 5 n (-B9L 3n + B 8L4n)} = 0
for n>l (5.21)
lE“ (-1,mBi{C 2 n (A7B jl ' RlK 3B j2> + C 3 m (RlK 3B jl + A 7B j2>
+C6 m (B7B j3 + R1K 3B :4> + C 7 m (-RlK 3B j3 + B 7B j4>}
+a2/c.rt (AqK, - A 0K 0 ) + C,, (A0K. + A nK_ )n\ lOn 9 In 8 2n lln 8 In 9 2n
+ C , . (-BnL. + B 0L« ) + C,c (-B_L. - B nL- )i14n 9 In 8 2n 15n 8 In 9 2n j
oo m
=nZ (-1) 8 (R-B P + R. 0. 0 )1 in 2 m nm 1 n nm
+ (2/mu ) (~l)nsin 2nTr(k - Js)/mu for nsl
(5.22)
3) The following three equations result from the 
third boundary condition (Equation 3.24):
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BC22R 3/a3 + 5C23R 6/b3 + n ^ ' 1’ n°n{C 1 0n(A12W 5n + A 13W 6n> 
+Cl ln(-A 13W 5n + A 12W 6n> + C1 4 n tB12W 7n + B 13W 8n>
I 00 111
+CTCJ-B, ,w7„ + B 10w 0j |  = m i1 (-l) T ^ a „ Rm n15n' "13"7n ' “12"8n'J m = l ' ^ m ^ m ^  (5.23)
12“ (-l)ma=|ci0m(A12A j5 - A13A j6) + Cllm(-A13A j5 + A12A j6)
+C1 4 m (B12A j7 + B13A j8) +
+ C , ( - B , + B1nA JO) |'15m 13 j7 12 j8
+BA{C 2 n (A10K 5n + A llK 6n " EIBnK 7n>
mn
+C3n<-A llK Sn + A 10K 6n ' EIBnK 8n>
+C6 n (B10L 5n + BllL 6n " EIBnL7n'
+C-, (—B n1L e + B n nL^ - Eie L0 )>7n 11 5n 10 6n Mn .8n f
=T8nBAR 6 + n.tr(-1> > m (ai R3 + Bn V  Pi
+ 6n (am R4 + Bn V QmnS for (5‘24)
j"(-l)ma;jci0m (A5Bj5 + A6B j6) + C U m (-A6B j5 + A,.Bj6>
+C. . (B_B . _ + B-B.0) + (-B ..B . + B c B . _)>14m 5 j7 6 38 1 5 m ' 6 37 5 38 I
+BnjC 2n<EIBnK 6n + A llK7n " A10K8n>
+C3 n (-E 1 BnK 5n + A 10K 7n + A llK 8n>
+C6n (-EIBnL 6n ‘ BllL7n + B 10L8n>
+C7 n (-EIBnL 5n " B10L 7n " BllL 8n>
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4) Finally, the following three equations are 
obtained from the fourth boundary condition (Equation 3.25)
6R7C 22/ a “ + 6R10C 23/b= ♦ O 1 0 n (A19W 5n + A . , ^ )
+Cl l n l~A 20W 5n + A 19W 6n) + C1 4n(B19W 7n + B 20W 8n) 
+C1 5 n (-B 20W 7n + B 19W 8n> = 0 <5 '2S>
00 TT\ * \
m = l (“1' am|C1 0 m (A19A j5 + A 20A j6} + C l l m (~A 20A j5 + A 19A j6} 
+C1 4 m (B19A j7 + B 20A j8) + C 1 5 m (“B 20A j7 + B19A j8)|
+f5n)C 2n en<-GJK3K 5n + A 16K 6n> + A14K7n + A 15K 8n
+C, 3 (-A,-Kc - GJK-Kr ) - A,CK_ + A..K03n n' 16 5n 3 6n 15 7n 14 8n
+C,- 6 (“GJK-L- + B. rh c ) + B. .L_ + B, CL06n n v 3 5n 16 6n 14 7n 15 8n
+C7n 3n ("B16L5n “ GJK3L 6n) " B15L7n + B14L 8n|
=T8 n ^ R10 + + W n ^  '
n>l (5.27)
6R9C23I6n/b3 + lE“ (-1)mam|C10m(A17B j5 + A18B j6) 
+Cllm("A18B j5 + A17B j6) + C14m(B17B j 7 + B18B j8) 
+C15m(-B18Bj7 * B17B j8}|
+ BnjC2n A15K5n " A14K 6n + 6n (A16K7n + GJK3K8n>
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+C- A, .K- - A,,K, + 8 (-GJK-K- + A,CK0 )3n 14 5n 15 6n n 3 7n 16 8n
+C6n "B15L 5n + B 14L 6n + 3n ('B16L 7n “ GJK3K 8n}
+C7n "B14L 5n " B15L6n +  8n (GJK3L7n ~ B16L 8n} J
=8nT8nR9 + I2"'('1)mjR8am8nPmn + (R7am + R98n)Qmnj 
- cj(2/mv) (-l)n sin[2n7T(k - H) /mv]| n>l (5.28)
It should be noted that for one boundary condition, 
(2n+l) equations are obtained. For the slab bridge with 
four boundary conditions, (8n+4) equations are obtained, 
so that for each case of loading (symmetric or anti­
symmetric) the size of the matrix will be (8n+4).
Once the matrix equation is formulated and solved 
for the unknown constants, the deflection function is known 
over the entire area of the slab. The moments and strains 
can be computed readily as follows:
Mx = (-Vc2)W'uu + (2D x s / c 2 ) W 'uv - (D x s2/c2 + Dl)W'vv
(5 .29)
My = (-D2/ c 2)W,u u  + (2D2 s/ c 2)w ,uv - (D2s 2/ c 2 + Dy )W,vv
(5.30)
M = (0)W, + (D /c)W, - (D s/c)W, (5.31)xy v ; 'uu xy' 'uv v xy ' 'vv
The strain can be obtained from Equation 3.7 by substituting 
for M^ and My .
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CHAPTER VI
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
6 .1 Scope of the Experimental Program
To verify the analytical approach proposed in 
Chapters III, IV and V, tests were carried out on two 
groups of concrete waffle-type slabs: reinforced and
prestressed. The waffle slabs tested were one-to-eight 
scale models of concrete bridge decks. The tests were 
aimed at obtaining the deflections, stresses and bending 
moments at various points and determining the cracking 
and ultimate loads.
The first group consisted of three reinforced con­
crete waffle slabs, two were rectangular and the third 
had a 4 5° skew. One rectangular slab was tested for a 
uniformly distributed load by means of air pressure and a 
rubber membrane while the other two slabs were under con­
centrated loads only. The second group consisted of two 
post-tensioned rectangular and 4 5°-skew prestressed con­
crete waffle slabs, each subjected to edge prestressing 




High Early Strength Portland Cement (CSA) manufac­
tured by Canada Cement Company was used in all slab models. 
This type of cement provides high strength within a week.
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A clean sand free of impurities was used. The maximum 
size of aggregate was restricted to 0.25 inch (6 mm) since 
the narrowest dimension between the sides of the formwork 
was equal to 1.25 inch (32 mm) and the concrete cover to 
the reinforcing wires was 0.375 inch (10 m m ) . The combined 
aggregate was prepared according to the ACI code (1) by 
mixing 40 to 60% fine aggregates of the total aggregates. 
This combination gave a well-graded aggregate mix with a 
fineness modulus equal to 2.50. The coarse aggregates used 
were crushed stones with hard, clean and durable properties. 
Natural water having no impurities was used to obtain 
different concrete pastes and varying maximum strength for 
the concrete specimens.
Five trial mixes of air-entrained concrete of medium 
consistency and different water cement ratio varying between 
4 0% to 7 0% were examined. Mixing was done in an Eerich 
Counter Current Mixer, Model EA2(2W) with five cu. ft. 
charging capacity and manually operated. Two batches of 
concrete mix were required for each slab model, each weigh­
ing 700 lbs. The compressive strength of all specimens 
were measured after seven, fourteen and twenty-eight days 
as shown in Appendix (D).
6.3 Steel
6.3.1 Mild Steel For Reinforced Concrete Slabs
To fulfill the code requirements ( 1 ) , and using 
the minimum area of steel, three one-eighth inch (3.2 mm)
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in diameter mild steel wires were used. The wires were 
straightened and twisted in the laboratory, keeping the 
cross-sectional area the same along the whole length by
k
providing the wires with constant number of pitches per
unit length. The wires were cut into different lengths,
hooked at both ends and cleaned from rust. The stress-
strain relationship for the reinforcing wire is shown
in Appendix (E); the yield strength was found to be
2
33,000 psi (227.7 MN/m ). The modulus of elasticity was 
determined from the calibration test using strain gauges 
mounted on the wire and was found to be 30,000 ksi (207 
GN/m2) .
6.3.2 High Tensile Steel for the Prestressed
Concrete Slabs
High tensile steel wire of 0.196 inch (5 mm) in
diameter were used for the prestressed concrete waffle
slabs. Tensile tests on the wire indicated an ultimate
2
strength of 225,000 psi (1.553 GN/m ), and a yield stress
2
of 29,700 psi (204.9 MN/m ); see Appendix (E). This 
wire gave good resistance against slippage from the grips.
Figure 6.1 shows the twisted reinforced steel wire and
the high tensile steel wire used in the slab models.
6 .4 Formwork
Two forms were made from plywood, 3/4 inch (19 mm) 
thick, and wood joists, 2 x 4  inches (51 x 102 mm) cross- 
sectional dimension/ were used as stiffeners. The first 
form was rectangular in shape and used for casting three
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slabs, two reinforced concrete and the third being the 
prestressed concrete slab. The second form was used for 
casting the reinforced and prestressed concrete slabs of 
45° skew as shown in Figure 6.2. Styrafoam cubes were 
used for producing the waffle shape; styrafoam plates of 
3 inch (76 mm) thickness were cut into cubes of 3 x 4 x 4 
inches (76 x 102 x 102 mm) dimensions, to fit the clearance 
between the ribs.
6 . 5 Experimental Equipment
6.5.1 Prestressing Equipment
The prestressing equipment used in prestressing the 
wires, were manufactured by Cable Covers Ltd., England. A 
hydraulic jack of twenty kips (89 KN) capacity was used for 
post-tensioning as shown in Figure 6.3. The mechanical 
gripping devices of the open grip type and washers shown in 
Figure 6.1, were very simple and quick to use. Black wax 
lubricant was applied to the wedges to make it easier to 
release the grips after completing the prestressing opera­
tion.
6.5.2 End Bearing Plate
Fifty-eight end bearing plates, 0.25 inch (6.4 mm) 
thick, with holes of 0.25 inch (6.4 mm) diameter and of
1.5 x 3.0 inches (38 x 7 6 mm) dimensions, were used to 
distribute the prestressing force at each end of the rib. 
Twenty-six steel blocks of 1.5 x 1.5 x 3.0 inches (38 x 
38 x 19 mm) were used for the prestressed skew slab.
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Each steel block was provided with two perpendicular 
eccentric holes to fit the wires in two directions.
Figures 6.1 and 6.4 show the end bearing plates and the 
grooves in the concrete skew slab to accommodate the steel 
blocks.
6.5.3 The Steel Frame For Producing Uniformly 
Distributed Load
The purpose of the steel loading frame, Figures 6.5 
and 6.7, was to apply a uniformly distributed load by means 
of an air chamber and a rubber membrane. The top of the 
air chamber was made of a stiffened steel plate, 0.25 inch 
(6.4 mm) thick and, 104.25 x 87.50 inches (2.65 x 2.22 mm) 
in plan. The bottom of the air chamber was a rubber mem­
brane, 0.09 inch (2.4 mm) thick and 134.25 x 117.5 inches 
(3.41 x 2.98 m) in plan. The steel cover plate was placed 
on the top of the rectangular steel frame made of two steel 
channels as shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. Figures 6.7 and
6.8 show the longitudinal and transverse sections in the 
steel loading frame. Two steel rods of 1.25 inch (31.8 mm) 
diameter, were placed on the top flange of the beams to 
be used as simple supports for the slab. Styrafoam strips 
were placed inside the channel of the air chamber to avoid 
any damage to the rubber membrane from the sharp corners 
of the steel frame.
All supporting beams were tack-welded onto the floor 
to avoid any sliding or uplift during the experiment. Two 
steel rods, 0.25 inch (6.4 mm) in diameter were tack-welded
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onto the flange plate around the supporting steel rods 
to prevent sliding and to allow rotation. Three pressure 
gauges, two valves and a regulator were fixed on the steel 
plate to measure and control the air pressure as shown in 
Figure 6.6. Heavy steel clamps were used to clamp the 
steel plate and the rubber membrane with the steel frame 
as shown in Figure 6.5.
6.6 The Construction of the Slab Models
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the dimension of the cross- 
sections of the five one-eighth scale model slabs. Figures
6.9 to 6.13 show the layout of the five slabs. The rein­
forced concrete slabs (Group A) are denoted by A.l, A.2 
and A . 3, while the prestressed concrete slabs (Group B) are 
referred to as B.l and B.2. The required form was prepared 
as shown in Figure 6.2 and then painted with grease mater­
ial, Vitrea Oil 150, for easy form release after the con­
crete has set. The twisted steel wires for group A were 
placed in the form; they were instrumented with electric 
strain gauges. The bottom steel layer was supported on 
steel wire chairs which provided a clear cover of 0.5 
inch (12.7 mm) from the bottom. The second steel layer 
was supported directly over the first layer and fixed with 
thin wires. All reinforcing wires were hooked at both 
ends.
For the group B slabs, rubber hoses having an inner 
diameter of 0.25 inch (6.4 mm) and 0.062 inch (1.6 mm)
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thick were used to cover the steel wires during casting 
of the concrete. The first layer of the steel wires was 
placed at a distance of one inch from the bottom, and 
supported on thin steel wires fixed between the styrafoam 
cubes. The second layer was placed directly over the 
first layer.
To determine the compressive strength of the con­
crete, six 3 x 6  inches (76 x 152 mm) cylinders were cast 
with each model.
All concrete in the slab models was vibrated with 
a high frequency vibrator. Care was taken during casting 
and vibrating to ensure that no segregation occurred. The 
top surface of the slab models was troweled smooth after 
casting. The slab models and the cylinder specimens were 
cured in water for 14 and 28 days and then were allowed to 
dry at least four days before mounting the strain gauges.
6.7 Instrumentation
6.7.1 Strain Gauges on the Reinforcement 
The longitudinal and transverse wires were instru­
mented with electric strain gauges as shown in Figures
6.10 and 6.11. The gauges used were metal gauges of type 
EA-06-062AP-120. The surface of the reinforcing wire was 
prepared by cleaning it using fine silicon carbide paper 
and acetone. The gauge was mounted using Eastman M-Bond 
200 adhesive with 200 catalyst as bonding agent according 
to the manufacturer's recommendations. The lead wires 
were then soldered to the gauges and water-proofed with a
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plasticised epoxy resin system, Bean Gagekote #3. After 
curing for 24 hours at room temperature a layer of wax 
was applied on the gauge and plastic tape for further 
protection from the wet concrete.
6.7.2 Strain Gauges On The Concrete
To measure the strain on the top and the bottom 
surfaces of the slab models, electric strain gauges of 
type EA-06-500 BH-120 were used. Three-legged rosette 
gauges were used also on the deck surface of the skew 
model at the obtuse corner. All gauges had a nominal 
gauge length of 0.50 inch (12.7 m m ) . The locations of 
the strain gauges are shown in Figures 6.9 to 6.13.
The concrete surfaces at the locations of the 
gauges were smoothed using sandpaper, all dust was re­
moved and then the surfaces were cleaned with acetone. 
Surface cavities were then filled by applying an epoxy 
of high strength (RTC). This epoxy was mixed by one 
volume activator B, and the same volume of resin A.
After the surface was dry, it was again smoothed and the 
gauge was mounted, soldered with lead wires and covered 
by coating epoxy Bean Gagekote #3. The gauges were then 
connected to a strain indicator, Strainsert model TN 20C.
6.7.3 Mechanical Dial Gauges
The deflections were measured using mechanical 
dial gauges having 0.001 inch (.025 mm) travel sensiti­
vity. The locations of the dial gauges are shown in
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Figures 6.9 to 6.13, and are seen in position in Figure 
6.14. In group A slabs, the dial gauges were placed at 
the bottom surface of the slab. In group B slabs, the 
dial gauges were placed at the top surface of the slab
and supported by a light steel frame.
6.7.4 Load Cells
a) Universal Flat Load Cell
Two universal flat load cells, having capacities 
of 5 kips (22.25 K N), and 25 kips (111.3 KN), were used 
in reinforced and prestressed concrete slabs respectively 
to determine the value of the applied concentrated load 
through the hydraulic jack as shown in Figure 6.15. The 
calibrations of these load cells are given in Appendix (E)
b) Cylindrical Load Cell
Thirty-eight cylindrical load cells were used to 
measure the prestressing force in the wires. The cali­
bration of these load cells is given also in Appendix (E).
Figure 6.4 shows the cylindrical load cells in position.
6.8 Experimental Setup and Test Procedure
Due to the heavy weight of each slab model and the 
difficulty in handling, it was decided to cast the slabs 
near the portal loading frame and in the vicinity of a 
crane.
6.8.1 Reinforced Concrete Waffle Slabs, Group A
a) Slab A .1
Reinforced concrete slab A.l was subjected to a 
uniform load, applied by pumping compressed air into a
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chamber formed by a rubber membrane and a steel frame as 
shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8. The setup was designed and 
fabricated. Care was taken to insure that the rubber mem­
brane was in contact with the slab's surface, without 
allowing any tension in the membrane, which might affect 
the results. Shims were provided along the support rods 
so that uniform contact was maintained between the supports 
and the slabs. Clearance of 0.125 inch (3.15 mm) was 
allowed between the edges of the slab and the edge of the 
steel frame to allow rotation of the slab during the test. 
To ensure that the air chamber is totally air tight, heavy 
steel clamps were used every ten inches along the steel 
plate.
To measure the air pressure inside the air chamber
2 2three pressure gauges of 0.15 lb/in (107 KN/m ) accuracy 
were used at various points as shown in Figure 6.6. A 
regulator valve was used to control the air pressure and 
for loading and unloading as shown in Figure 6.6. Forty- 
two strain gauges were mounted on the concrete, at top of 
the deck and bottom surface of the longitudinal and trans­
verse ribs and at mid-depth of the rib to observe the 
strain gradient through the depth of the rib. Nine dial 
gauges were used to measure the deflections as shown in 
Figure 6.9.
b) Slab A.2
Slab A. 2 was identical in geometric shape and amount 
of steel to slab A.l, but was tested under transverse
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concentrated loads, applied through a rigid portal frame 
supporting a cross I beam and a hydraulic jack of 20,000 
lbs. (8 9 KN) capacity. The arrangement was such that the 
concentrated load could be applied anywhere without moving 
the slab; see Figure 6.16. The transfer of the load from 
the hydraulic jack to the slab was made through a small 
rectangular steel plate, 1 inch (25.4 mm) thick and 5 x 6  
inches (127 x 152 mm) in plan. Grooves of 0.187 inch 
(4.8 mm) thickness and 0.75 inch (19 mm) width were made 
on the bottom of the steel loading plate to avoid contact 
with the strain gauge located at loading positions. Load­
ing and unloading were applied three times before starting 
the test,' to minimize the residual strains and for proper 
seating of the slab on the supports. Figure 3.4 shows the 
loading points: points 1 to 6 for the working load stage, 
and point 7 up to failure of the model.
The strains were measured by thirty-five electric 
strain gauges mounted on the concrete and steel. Deflec­
tions were measured by sixteen mechanical dial gauges as 
shown in Figure 6.10. The readings from loading and 
unloading were recorded and averaged.
c) Slab A.3
The dimensions of this slab are shown in Figure 
6.11 and its loading system is shown in Figure 6.17. The 
loading plate was one inch (25.4 mm) thick and 6x 7 inches 
(152 x 179 mm) in plan as shown in Figures 4.1 and 6.15. 
The slab was tested under concentrated load at eight
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locations, Figure 3.4. Twenty-three electric strain 
gauges were used to measure the strains in the concrete, 
and steel. Ten mechanical dial gauges were used to 
measure the deflections; see Figure 6.11.
6.8.2 Prestressed Concrete Waffle Slabs, Group B
This group consisted of two post-tensioned waffle 
slabs, a rectangular slab B.l and a 45° skew B.2.
a) Slab B.l
Forty-five strain gauges were used to measure the 
strain on the concrete surfaces and eleven mechanical dial 
gauges were used to measure the deflections as shown in 
Figure 6.12. The slab was prestressed by twenty-nine high 
tensile steel wires, each one connected to a cylindrical 
load cell to measure the prestressing force.
All care and adequate precautions were taken during 
the prestressing process. To avoid any distortion in the 
edge beam and/or local failure, the wires were tensioned 
in a sequence starting with the odd-numbered wires and 
followed by tensioning the even-numbered wires. Figures 
6.18 and 6.20 show the loading system and the final amount 
of prestressing force.
The slab was tested under concentrated load through 
a universal load cell of twenty-five kips capacity. Fig­
ure 3.5 shows the loading points: points 1 and 2 for the
working load stage, and point 3 up to failure of the model.
b) Slab B .2
The slab was mounted with twenty-five strain gauges
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to measure the strain on the concrete surfaces and eleven 
dial gauges to measure the deflections as shown in Figure 
6.13. The slab was prestressed by thirty-eight high 
tensile steel wires in both directions, thirteen wires in 
the longitudinal direction (parallel to the traffic) and 
twenty-five wires were perpendicular to the edge beams.
To prestress the wires along the skew supports, steel end 
blocks were placed in ninety degree grooves formed before 
casting the concrete; see Figure 6.4. The wires were 
tensioned in the sequence mentioned earlier for slab B.l.
The loading system used is shown in Figure 6.19.
The slab was tested at four points; Figure 3.5 shows the 
loading points: points 1,2,3 and 4 for the working load
stage, and again at point 1 up to the failure of the model.




The theoretical and experimental results for 
deflections and strains of reinforced concrete waffle 
slabs are compared in Figures 7.3 to 7.8, Figures 7.11 to 
7.17 and Figures 7.20 to 7.25. The upward deflections 
(camber) and strains of group B slabs due to prestressing 
force are presented in Figures 7.28, 7.29# 7.30, 7.39,
7.4 0 and 7.41.
The comparisons between experimental and 
theoretical results for stresses and deflections for group 
B slabs, are given in Figures 7.31 to 7.34 and Figures 7.4 2 
to 7.46.
Finally, comparisons between the results for the 
waffle slab type and those for the slab type with uniform 
thickness and having the same volume of concrete and amount 
of steel, are given in Figures 7.47 to 7.56.
7.2 Reinforced Concrete Waffle Slabs (Group A)
7.2.1 Rectangular Slab Under Uniform Load (Slab A.l)
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show the comparison between the
theoretical and experimental results for the load-deflection
relationships at various points on the centre line and on
the free edge of the slab. Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show the
comparison between the theoretical and experimental deflec-
2 2tions for a uniform load of 0.3 lb/in (2 KN/m ) before
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cracking. Close agreement is observed in the results 
before reaching the cracking load, with a maximum differ­
ence between the theoretical and experimental results of 
varying from 5 to 7%.
Load-strain relationships for points at the centre 
and at the free edge are plotted in Figures 7.7 and 7.8, 
showing the strains at the top and bottom fibres in the x 
and y directions. Close agreement between the theoretical 
and experimental results is observed before cracking of 
the concrete. Considering the maximum moments due to self­
weight of the slab, the microcracking occurs at a strain of
— 6
approximately 100 x 10 in/in, which agrees with the results 
formed by Evans (6) .
Figure 7.2 shows the crack progression during load­
ing of slab A .1, and finally the failure of the slab as 
shown in Figure 7.1. It can be observed that the cracks 
appear in the longitudinal ribs between the supports with 
no cracks in the transverse ribs. Figure 7.8 shows that 
the maximum strain occurs in the longitudinal ribs, while 
the strain in the transverse ribs is very small. The 
final failure of the slab occurs when the maximum tensile 
stress due to bending is reached at the centre of the slab. 
The microcracking loads starts at a load equal to one-third 
the ultimate load.
7.2.2 Rectangular Slab Under Concentrated Load 
(Slab A.2)
Figure 7.11 shows the load-deflection curves up to
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the ultimate load due to a concentrated load at the centre 
of the slab. A very good agreement is observed between the 
theoretical and experimental results before microcracking. 
The microcracking occurs at 0.70 of the experimental crack­
ing load and 0.50 of the ultimate load.
Since the slab was tested first up to 0.60 of the 
yield stress of the steel for various locations, local 
cracks occurred near the loading point. It is found that 
these local cracks reduce the rigidities of the slab by a 
ratio of 65 to 75%. Figure 7.12 shows the load-deflection 
curves up to 0.60 yield stress in the steel due to a con­
centrated load at the central point on the free edge. For 
this loading case if one accounts for the presence of local 
cracks by multiplying the experimental deflections by 0.70 
(due to reduced rigidity of the slab) the adjusted experi­
mental results become much closer to the theoretical ones.
Figures 7.13 and 7.14 show the theoretical and 
experimental deflection patterns for a one-kip (4 .45 KN) 
concentrated load at various positions. Curve #1 repre­
sents the deflection due to a concentrated load at the 
centre of the slab and shows good agreement with the 
theoretical results. Curves #2 and #3 show the theoreti­
cal and experimental deflections due to a one-kip load at 
points 2 and 3; it is observed that 70% of the experimental 
deflections, gives good agreement with the theoretical 
deflections; as explained before, this percentage reduction
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is applied because of the reduced rigidities at points 
1 and 2 due to local cracking resulting from prior 
loading of the slab at these points.
Figures 7.15 and 7.16 show the load-strain 
relationships for concentrated loading at the centre and 
at the free edge. There is better agreement between the 
theoretical and experimental results for a concentrated 
load at the centre; comparing the results in Figure 7.15 
with the results for uniform loading, Figure 7.7, the 
orthotropic slab subjected to a concentrated load is more 
efficient than one loaded by a uniform load. In the case 
of concentrated load, the transverse ribs are working 
effectively together with the longitudinal ribs to trans­
mit the load to the supports; which in the case of uniform 
load the slab acts as a wide beam. The differences in the 
strains in the transverse ribs for both slabs can also be 
noted. Figure 7.10 shows the cracks in the bottom fibres 
of the slab A.2, before failure. It is observed that the 
majority of the cracks occur in the longitudinal ribs, 
while only haircracks appear in the transverse ribs.
The strain patterns at the bottom fibre due to a one- 
kip load at the centre of the slab are shown in Figure 
7.17. It can be observed that the strains in the trans­
verse ribs at the loading point equal about 50% of the 
strains in the longitudinal ribs at the same point. The 
recorded ultimate load for this slab was 2.25 kips (10 KN) 
with the corresponding deflection of 2.50 inches (64 mm),
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Figure 7.9.
7.2.3 45° Skew Slab Under Concentrated Load
(Slab A.3)
Figures 7.20, 7.21 and 7.2 2 show the load- 
deflection results before and after cracking and the 
deflection pattern along the transverse direction. A 
very good agreement between the theoretical and experi­
mental results is obtained before cracking as shown in 
Figure 7.20. It is observed that the experimental 
results in Figures 7.21 and 7.22 when scaled down by 
70% (due to the reduced rigidities) are in close agree­
ment with the theoretical ones.
Figures 7.23, 7.24 and 7.25 show the load-strain 
relationships and the strain pattern in both directions 
and in the top and bottom fibres. A study of Figure 7.2 3 
reveals good correspondence between the theoretical and 
experimental results and demonstrates that in skew slabs, 
the transverse ribs work effectively together with the 
longitudinal ribs to transmit the load to the supports.
Figures 7.18 and 7.19 show the diagonal cracks in 
the bottom fibre at the free edge. Referring to Figures
7.10 and 7.19 and comparing the two patterns of cracks, 
it is observed that the cracks in the rectangular slab 
is due to flexure while the cracks in the skew slab is due 
predominantly to twisting.
7.3 Prestressed Concrete Waffle Slabs (Group B)
7.3.1 Rectangular Slab Under Concentrated Load 
(Slab B.l)
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Figure 7.28 shows the upward deflection due to 
prestressing force and edge moment, while Figures 7.29 
and 7.3 0 show the strain pattern in the top and bottom 
fibres of the slab due to prestressing force in both 
directions. The variation in the strain along the edge 
beam is due to the variation in the prestressing force.
Figures 7.31 and 7.32 show the load-deflection 
relationship for a concentrated load at the centre and 
on the edge beam respectively. It can be observed that 
there is very good agreement between the theoretical and 
experimental results before reaching the cracking load 
with a percentage difference of about 1%.
Load-strain relationships are shown in Figures 
7.33 and 7.34 for concentrated loading at the centre of 
the slab and at the centre of the edge beam. It can be 
observed that there is close agreement between the theore­
tical and experimental results. From Figure 7.34 it can 
be noted that the cracks start due to flexure under the 
concentrated load, followed by another crack developing 
in the top fibre leading to the formation of a yield line 
as shown in Figure 7.26. Figure 7.27 shows the final 
collapse due to punching shear around the loading plate.
7.3.2 4 5° Skew Slab Under Concentrated Load
(Slab B .2)
Figures 7.39, 7.40 and 7.41 show the deflection 
pattern and strain distribution in the top and bottom 
fibres over the entire area of the slab. The differences
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between the theoretical and experimental deflections 
(camber) and strains vary between 4 to 6%.
Figures 7.42, 7.43 and 7.44 show the load deflec­
tion curves for the theoretical and experimental results; 
very good agreement is obtained before reaching the crack­
ing load, the difference between the results being less 
than 2%. Figures 7.4 5 and 7.4 6 show the load-strain 
relationships for concentrated loading at the centre and 
at the free edge. Point 3 located near the obtuse corner, 
Figure 7.46, appears to be the critical point on the slab 
as indicated by the magnitude of strains in the bottom 
and top fibres. For concentrated loading at the centre of 
the slab, the cracks start first at the bottom fibre under 
the load, followed by cracks appearing close to the obtuse 
corner as shown in Figure 6.4. Figures 7.3 5 and 7.36 show 
the development of these cracks. The cracking load for the 
concentrated load at the centre is 6 kips (26.7 KN) and the 
slab continues to carry load up to 11 kips (49 KN) and 
finally fails in punching shear as shown in Figure 7.37. 
Figure 7.38 shows the number and direction of cracks in 
the bottom fibre for the same slab under load.
7.4 Comparison Between the Behaviours of a Waffle Slab 
and a Uniform Thickness Slab Having the Same Volume 
of Concrete and Reinforcement
An analytical study, using the computer program 
and the proposed formulae to estimate the rigidities (13) 
is made on two types of orthotropic slabs. The first 
type is a waffle slab structure and the second is a slab
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structure with uniform thickness, both structures having 
the same volume of concrete and reinforcing steel. The 
study includes prestressed concrete waffle slabs as well 
as reinforced concrete waffle slabs before cracking.
According to the proposed formulae for flexural 
and torsional rigidities, the values of the flexural 
rigidities of the orthotropic slab of uniform thickness 
are approximately one-half of the investigated waffle slabs 
in both directions; however, the torsional rigidity of the 
former is four times that of the latter. Figures 7.47 to
7.56 show the results for deflection and strain patterns 
over the entire area of the slab due to uniform load as 
well as concentrated load.
Rectangular and skew slabs are considered in this 
study. The figures show the comparison for deflections 
and strain between the waffle slab and the slab with uni­
form thickness. It can be observed from these figures 
that the waffle slab exhibits much lower stress. For 
example, the reinforced concrete waffle slabs of rectan­
gular shape and subjected to uniform load have deflections 
at the centre and centre of the free edge of 43% and 51%, 
respectively, of those obtained in a slab of uniform thick­
ness. These ratios increase for the skew type to 88% and 
94%. The higher flexural rigidities of the waffle slabs 
produce much smaller deflections and lower stresses, 
particularly for the rectangular slab. It should also be 
mentioned that increase in skew leads to a decrease in the
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advantages cited above as well as when the concentrated 
load moves away from the centre of the slab.
One advantage of waffle slabs over slabs of uniform 
thickness is in prestressed construction. The efficiency 
of the prestressed waffle slabs in carrying load is much 
higher than that of slabs of uniform thickness of the same 
volume of concrete and amount of steel. This is due to 
the presence of the ribs which contribute to increased 
eccentricities in waffle slabs for prestressing. Figure
7.56 shows a comparison for the deflection pattern between 
the two types.
7.5 Sources of Error
The discrepancies between the experimental and 
theoretical results can be attributed to several sources of 
error such as:
1. The assumptions made in the theory.
2. Estimates of Poisson's ratio and the modulus
of elasticity of concrete by means of empirical 
formulas.
3. Approximation of the plane stress problem 
encountered in the prestressed waffle slab.
4. Estimating the strength of the concrete from
tests on 3 x 6 inches cylinder.
5. Distortion in the formwork due to effect of
water, and lack of complete contact between
the support and the test model.
6. Positioning of reinforced and prestress wires.
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7. The calibration of load cell, sensitivity and 
drag in mechanical dial gauges, the stability, 
of strain gauges and the strain gauge measuring 
device.





The overall objective of this study was to obtain 
a better understanding of the behaviour of reinforced and 
prestressed concrete waffle slabs, before and after crack­
ing of the concrete. A Fourier series method of analysing 
single span rectangular and skew waffle slabs by ortho­
tropic plate theory was presented; uniform load as well as 
concentrated loads were considered. Proposed theoretical 
formulae for calculation of the various orthotropic rigi­
dities were used. The theoretical solutions were supported 
by the experimental results obtained from tests on pre­
stressed and reinforced concrete models. An analytical 
study and comparison between the behaviour of a waffle slab 
and a uniform thickness slab having the same volume of 
concrete and reinforcement were made.
Based on the results obtained from the theoretical 
and experimental studies the following conclusions are 
drawn:
1. The good agreement between the experimental 
and theoretical results supports the relia­
bility of the proposed formulae for estimating 
the orthotropic rigidities.
2. The theoretical solution gives good conver­
gence in the results for uniform and concen­
trated loads at the centre of rectangular
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slabs. Such degree of convergency decreases 
as the concentrated load moves away from the 
centre of the slab or when the skew angle 
increases.
The discrepancies between the theoretical 
and the experimental results for reinforced 
concrete slabs are due to microcracking.
Local cracks produced near the concentrated 
load in reinforced concrete slabs can reduce 
the stiffness of the slab by as much as 30%. 
The torsional rigidity of the slab plays an 
important part on the behaviour of a skew 
slab as well as when a concentrated load is 
close to the unsupported edges.
The behaviour of prestressed waffle slabs 
can be much better predicted than that for 
reinforced concrete waffle slabs; this is 
due to absence of local cracking and micro­
cracking.
The presence of the ribs in waffle slab con­
struction makes it possible to accommodate 
the prestressing steel more readily and at 
varying levels of eccentricity, and therefore 
the realization of its use for longer span, 
resulting in substantial economy.
In general reinforced and prestressed waffle 
slabs are structurally more efficient than
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slabs with uniform thickness.
8.2 Suggestions For Future Research
The following suggestions are recommended for 
future research:
1. An exact solution for the plane stress 
problem for rectangular and skew prestrsssed 
concrete waffle slabs is required for better 
predictions.
2. The after cracking behaviour of reinforced 
and prestressed concrete waffle slabs up to 
failure of the slab should be investigated.
3. The effect of edge beam with different cross 
sections is of practical interest.
4. An analysis based on a finite element method 
or finite difference technique should be 
established to deal with the problem of 
varying rigidities of the slab due to crack­
ing of the concrete at various locations.
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FIGURE 3.1 BOTTOM PLAN LAYOUT WAFFLE SLABS 
A 1 AND A 2 .
(1 in. = 25.4 mm)





FIGURE 3.2 GEOMETRIC SHAPE OF THE RIBS AND THE 
PLATE FOR WAFFLE SLAB.
(1 in. = 25.4 mm)
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a) SLAB A .1
Q.
b) SLAB A . 2
Q_simple support
free




c) SLAB A . 3
FIGURE 3.4 LATERAL LOADING CASES FOR GROUP A SLABS































a) SLAB B.l b) SLAB B.2
FIGURE 3.5 LATERAL LOADING CASES FOR GROUP B SLABS
Thickness of plate = 1"
a) RECTANGULAR PLATE
b) SKEW PLATE 
FIGURE 4.1 STEEL LOADING PLATES
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FIGURE 4.2 EXPANSION OF THE LOAD IN FOURIER SERIES.
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FIGURE 6.1 THE REINFORCING STEEL AND ANCHORAGE SYSTEM
FIGURE 6.2 FORM BEFORE CASTING THE CONCRETE
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FIGURE 6.3 HYDRAULIC 20 KIP PRESTRESSING JACK.
FIGURE 6.4 END BLOCKS AND LOAD CELLS FOR PRESTRESSED 
SKEW SLAB.
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FIGURE 6.5 LOADING SYSTEM FOR UNIFORM LOAD
FIGURE 6.6 REGULATOR SYSTEM AND PRESSURE GAUGES
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FIGURE 6.8 LONGITUDINAL SECTION FOR THE LOADING FRAME.
(1 in. = 25.4 mm)
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FIGURE 6.9 REINFORCED CONCRETE WAFFLE SLAB A.1
(1 in. = 25.4 mm)
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FIGURE 6.10 REINFORCED CONCRETE WAFFLE SLAB A. 2.
(1 in. = 25.4 mm)
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FIGURE 6.11 REINFORCED CONCRETE SKEW WAFFLE SLAB A. 3 / 
SKEW OF 4 5°.
(1 in. = 25.4 mm)
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FIGURE 6.12 PRESTRESSED CONCRETE WAFFLE SLAB B.l.
(1 in. = 25.4 mm)










FIGURE 6.13 PRESTRESSED CONCRETE WAFFLE SLAB B.2.
(1 in. = 25.4 mm)
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FIGURE 6.14 DIAL GAUGES IN POSITION.
FIGURE 6.15 POINT LOADING SYSTEM.
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FIGURE 6.16 LOADING SYSTEM FOR SLAB A.2
FIGURE 6.17 LOADING SYSTEM FOR THE SKEW SLAB A.3.
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FIGURE 6.18 LOADING SYSTEM FOR PRESTRESSED SLAB B.l
FIGURE 6.19 LOADING SYSTEM FOR PRESTRESSED SKEW 
SLAB B.2.
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FIGURE 6.20 PRESTRESSING FORCE AND EDGE MOMENTS 
FOR SLAB B.l.
(1 KIP = 4.45 KN)




















FIGURE 6.21 PRESTRESSING FORCE AND EDGE MOMENTS 
FOR SKEW SLAB B.2.
(1 KIP = 4 . 4 5  KN)
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FIGURE 7.1 SLAB A.l FAILURE.
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FIGURE 7.9 DEFLECTION SHAPE FOR SLAB A . 2.
FIGURE 7.10 SLAB A . 2 CRACKS.
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FIGURE 7.18 CRACK DEVELOPMENT IN SLAB A.3.
FIGURE 7.19 BOTTOM CRACKS FOR SLAB A.3.
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FIGURE 7.21 LOAD DEFLECTION RELATIONSHIP FOR SKEW SLAB A.3
(1 in = 25.4 mm)
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STRAIN DISTRIBUTION FOR SKEW 
SLAB A . 3 AT BOTTOM FIBRE FOR 
LOADING AT CENTRE.




FIGURE 7.26 CRACKS DEVELOPMENT FOR SLAB B.l














FIGURE 7.28 THE UPWARD DEFLECTION (CAMBER)
IN SLAB B.l DUE TO PRESTRESSING.










  Edge Beam
FIGURE 7.29 TOP FIBRE STRAIN DISTRIBUTION FOR
SLAB B.l DUE TO PRESTRESSING.












Simple Support   Theor.
Edge Beam
FIGURE 7.30 BOTTOM FIBRE STRAIN DISTRIBUTION FOR 
SLAB B.l DUE TO PRESTRESSING.

































































































































































































FIGURE 7.3 5 CRACKS FAILURE FOR SLAB B.2.
FIGURE 7.36 CRACKS DEVELOPMENT FOR SLAB B.2.
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FIGURE 7.3 7 PUNCHING FAILURE OF SLAB B.2.
FIGURE 7.38 CRACKS FAILURE FOR SLAB B.2.














FIGURE 7.39 DEFLECTION DISTRIBUTION FOR SKEW
SLAB B .2 DUE TO PRESTRESSING FORCE.
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FIGURE 7.4 0 STRAIN DISTRIBUTION IN SLAB 
B.2 AT TOP FIBRE DUE TO PRE­
STRESSING FORCE.

















FIGURE 7.41 STRAIN DISTRIBUTION IN
SLAB B.2 AT BOTTOM FIBRE 
DUE TO PRESTRESSING.















































































































Point loading at 
centre
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 Exp.
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FIGURE 7.4 7 DEFLECTION PATTERN FOR RECTANGULAR 
SLAB DUE TO UNIFORM LOAD OF .01 
lb/in2 .










FIGURE 7.4 8 STRAIN RATTERN AT TOP FIBRE 
DUE TO UNIFORM LOAD OF .01 
lb/in2 .
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  Waffle  simple
Support
  Uniform Thickness ----  Free
FIGURE 7.4 9 VARIATION OF DEFLECTIONS ALONG 
THE TRANSVERSE DIRECTION FOR 
POINT LOAD AT POINT 1 AND 2.
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STRAIN







 Waffle  Simple Support
 Uniform Thickness ---- Free
FIGURE 7.50 VARIATION OF STRAINS ALONG THE
TRANSVERSE AXIS AT TOP FIBRE DUE 
TO CONCENTRATED LOAD 1 KIP 
AT POINT 1 AND 2.








  Waffle Simple
Support
  Uniform Thickness ----  Free
FIGURE 7.51 VARIATION OF STRAINS ALONG THE 
TRANSVERSE AXIS AT BOTTOM FIBRE 
DUE TO CONCENTRATED LOAD 1 KIP.
'rVin.






0.50 * 10 in.
0.00Waffle
  Uniform Thickness
FIGURE 7.52 DEFLECTIONS DUE TO
UNIFORM LOAD OF 0.01 
lb/in2 .








FIGURE 7.53 STRAIN PATTERN AT TOP
FIBRE DUE TO UNIFORM 
LOAD OF .01 lb/in2 .








PATTERN DUE TO 
CONCENTRATED LOAD 
1 KIP AT POINT 1 
AND 2.









FIGURE 7.55 STRAIN PATTERN AT
TOP FIBRE DUE TO 1 
KIP AT POINT 1 AND 2.
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FIGURE 7.56 DEFLECTION (CAMBER) DUE TO PRESTRESSING
FORCE.
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A P P E N D I X  ( A )
Expressions For Matrix Elements
A 1 - 2k3k 4
A 2 *• k 3 “ k
A 3 ' k 3 ^ k 3
A 4 “ k 4 (3k^
A S " -El(A|
A 6 - 2EIX2A
A_ = -R-,k. ■7 1 4
A 8 “ ”x 2 ^ R l'
A 9 - “X2 (R1]
A 10 R 3A 3
A 11 - -R 3A 4
A 12 = -x 2 (R
A, , = r _ +• :13 3
A 14 R7A 2









= -x 2 (R





k4 “ R2X 2A 2J 
k 3 + R2X 2A 1^
R 4A 1 ” R5k 3 
R 4A 2 + R 5k 4 + R 6 
4k 3 + R 5X 2A 1 “ R 6X 2A 3^ 
R 4X 2k 4 " R5X 2A 2 " R 6X 2A 4 
R 8k 4 ~ R9 
R 8k 3 
+ R 10 
R 8X 2k 4 + R 9X 2A 2^
8k 3 + R9X 2A 1^
J A 1 “ R 10X2A 3*
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> to o
= - x ^(GJA2 + R 10x 2a 4)
A 21 ■ -Tnk 3
A 22 = T k, - 1/c n 4
A 23 = x2k 3/o
A 24 = Tn - x 2k 4/c
A 25 = k 3/c
A 26 = Tn - k 4/=
A 27 _Tnk 3x 2
A 2 8 = -l/o + Tnk 4x 2
B 1 = 2k3k 5
B 2 = k 2 - k 2 3 5
B 3 '
= k 3 (k^ - 3kg)
B 4 = k 5 (3k^ - k|)
B 5 = -EIY*(B* - B[)
B 6 = 2EIY^B1B 2
B 7 = Rlk 5 “ R 2
B 8 = y 2 (R1k 5 + R 2Y 2B 2)
B 9 y 2 (Rik 3 “ R2y 2B l^
B 10 = R 3B 3 + R4B 1 - R5k 3
B 11 = - R 3B 4 + R 4B 2 + R5k 5 " R6
B 12 “y 2^R 4k 3 " R5y 2B l R 6y 2B 3 ^
B 13 = - r 3 + R 4y 2* 5 + R5y 2B 2 “ R 6Y 2B 4
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14b
B 14
— R7B 2 + R 8k 5 ' R 9
B 15 = -R?B 1 + Rgkj
VO 
1—1 
m = QJks - R10
B 17
= - r ? + R sy 2k 5 + R 9y 2B
B 18
= y 2 (Rgk3 - r 9Y2b i >
B 19
=
4 (GJB1 * R 10i,2B 3>
B 20
= -y|(GJB2 - r ^qY2B 4)
B 22 = Tnk 5 + 1/c
B 23
= k 3y 2/ c
B 24
= -Tn - k 5y 2/c
B 26
= -T - k_/c n 5
B 27 = "Tnk 3y 2
B 28
=
1/c + Tnk 5y 2
d ll = -D / c 2 x'
d 12
= 2D s/c2X
d 13 = - (D^s2/ c 2 + D1 )
d 21
= - d 2/ c ^
d 22 = 2D2s/c2




— D /c xy
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fl3 3 -Dxys^c
K ln ” cosh R lncos Rrl
K 2n = sinh R Xncos Rrl 
K 3n = sinh Rlncos Rrl
K 4n = cosh R lnsin Rrl
K 5n = cosh R 2ncos Rr2
K gn = Sinh R2nsin R r2
K 7n = sinh R 2ncos Rr2
K e = cosh R 0 sin 8n 2n r2
Lln = cosh S lncos Ssl
L 2n = Sinh S lnsin S sl
L_ = sinh S. cos S , 3n • In si
L. = cosh S, sin S , 4n In si
L c = cosh R 0 cos S _ 5n 2n s2
L,. = sinh R~ sin S ~6n 2n s2
L_ = sinh R_ cos S „ 7n 2n s2
L 8n = cosh R2nsin Ss2
R rl = x 2k 4anb 
R r2 = k 4Bna 
R ln = x 2k 3anb 
R 2n = k 3Sna
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S a a ^ 3 '-1 )1"
Sba









= 2/ ( x 2ct2b 2 (a2b 2 + 2A?m 2ir2) ^ 11 XI ^ + m^ir1*)
Sxl = sxan™<-i>m
Sx2 =
Sya = 2/( y|a^b2 (a^b2 + 2B2m27T2) + m^Tt1*)
1—1 >1 
w









Ta2 = A 2$^a2 + m 2 Tr2
Ta3
=
k3 ^ Sna2//x2 + m2ff2 )






B 2Bna2/y 2 + m2Tr2
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Tb3 k 3 (B *a
Tb4
=
k 5 < Sna
T -ixl = A. a 2b 2: 1 n
T x 2
= A _ a 2b 2; 2. n
T x 3
=
x 2k 3 <x
T x 4










y 2k 5 (y
u_3n = k-B u 3 n
4n
= k . 3 u 4 n




V 3n = y 2k 3an
V 4n
=









2 u  2 . 2 _  2
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APPENDIX (B) 
Fourier Coefficients For Lateral Load
The Fourier coefficients of Equation 5.2 are
evaluated below:
aQQ = ( 1 / / 2 a )  f  f Q ( u ) d u
-a
.a
= (l/2a) J  |c1? + c 20 (u2/ a 2) + C 21 + C 24 ( TuVb" -1) } du
= C17 + 1/3C2q + C21 + C2 4 (TaV5b' - 1)
aom = <1/a> / fo (u) cosctm u du 
-a
“ C 20Ilm + C 24T I3ma “/b '
The integrals I^m / ^3m ' etc. are defined at the end 
of this appendix
_aJ  f o ( u >b = (1/a) I f (u) sina u du = 0 ora /  ra
-a
a
c = (l/2a) / f„(u) du no
-a
<C lnW ln + C 4nW 2n + C 5nW 3n + C 8nW 4n> <-1>n
a
c = (1/a) / f (u) cosa u
nm J n m
-a
= (ClnA jl + C 4nA j2 + C 5nA j3 + C 8nA j4}(_1)
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f , M
= (1/a) j f(n) sina^u du = 0 
-a
Fourier Expansions and Definite Integrals
ct
= (1/a) / (u2/ a 2)cosa„u duIn J  n
-a
b
/, ,v2 ^ 2
-b
= (1/b) I ( / b )cosBnv dv
= 4(-l)n/ n 27T2 and so on.
I, = 8(-l)n (l - 6/n2ir2)/n2ir2 3n
I_ = -2 (-1) n/nTr on
I_ = -2(-l)n (l - 6/n2 tt2 )/mr 7 n
/W ln = (l/2a) J cosh u 3ncos u4n du
-a
” x 2 (K3K 7n + K 4K 8n)/a Bn
W 2n = x 2 <K3K 8n ' K 4K 7n)/aBn
W 3n " y 2 (K3L 7n + K 5L8n)/aBn
W 4n y 2 (K3L 8n “ K 5L 7n)/aBn
W Sn = <K3K 3n + K 4K 4n)/ban
W 6n - (K3K 4n ' K 4K 3n,/bon
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W 7n “ (K3L 3n + K 5L 4n>/b“n
W 8n = (K3L 4n ~ K 5L 3n)/ban
/A . ± = (1/a) cosh u^n cos cosct^u du
-a
- Sa 2 (Ta3K 7n + Ta4K 8n>
A j2 “ tSa 2 (-T a4K 7n + Ta3K 8n>
A j3 Sb 2 (Tb3L 7n + Tb4L 8n)
A j4 ’ Sb 2 (-Tb4L 7n + Tb3L 8n)
A j5 “ S x 2 (Tx3K 3n + T x4K 4n>
A j 6 = Sx 2 (-T x4K 3n + T x3K 4n»
A j 7 Sy2*T y3L 3n + T y4L 4n'
A j8 Sy2*T y4L 3n “ T y3L 4n*
d
t]1 . U/., /.I,. CO. CO
-a
= S ,(-T _K_ - T _K0 )al a2 7n al 8n
B j 2 Sa l (TalK 7n Ta2K 8n}
B j3 ~ Sb l ("Tb2L 7n ~ TblL 8n)
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A P P E N D I X  ( C )
The Fourier series is given by
y = f(x) = a /2 + En_C°(a cos 2nrx/X + b sin 2nirx/X)
° n=l n n
where X is the total length of the cycle.
The coefficients for Fourier series are obtained





a = (2/X) j f(x)dx (C.l)o
-X
X/2
an = (2/X) I f (x) cos (2mrx/X) dx (C.2)
-X/2
X/2




The width of one division = dx = X/m
x = {(x/m) (k - is) - X / 2  }
x/x = {(1/m) (k - is) - is ( 
Substituting in Equation (C.l)
ao = (2/X)k E^ yk (x/m)
= (2/m) E™ y, (C-4)
k=l K
Substituting in Equation (C.2)
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a = C2/X) E™ y,<jcos 2mr( 1/m (k - H) - ^  X / m  
n k=l K I >
= (_2/m) k|^(-l) m yk cos |( 2n7r/m) (k - H) - mrj
a = (2/m) Em (-l)m y, cos (2mr/m) (k - h) (C.5)
n k=l K
Substituting in Equation (G.3) and following the same 
procedures the final equation is obtained,
b = (2/m) , E™(-l)m y. sin (2nTr/m)(k - *s) (C.6)
n k=l K
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A P P E N D I X  ( D )
Design of Concrete Mix
Five trial mixes were made to meet the following 
conditions: concrete is required for reinforced and pre­
stressed concrete waffle slab deck bridges;
Concrete mix must have: 3 to 4 in. range in slump, 
suitably vibrated and adequately cured.
Cement content: Different cement contents range from 660
to 750 lbs. per cu. yd. and air content of 5% were used in 
the concrete mixes.
Strength: Two different concrete mixes for strength equal
to 4000 and 6000 psi were required for the reinforced and 
prestressed concrete slab models, respectively.
Aggregates: Maximum size of coarse aggregate was chosen
as h in. with a specific gravity equal to 2.65.
Assumptions: According to reference (22, Table 10), the
amount of water required per cubic yard was 300 lb. The 
percentage of fine aggregate to the total aggregate was 
assumed between 40 to 70% for the different trial mixes. 
Quantities per cubic yard: From the information given,
the absolute volume occupied by the paste was calculated 
as :
Cement, abs. vol. = 750/(3.15 x 62.4) = 3.81 cu. ft.
Water, abs. vol. = 300/(1.0 x 62.4) = 4.81 cu. ft.
Air, abs. vol. = 5 x 0.27 = 1.35 cu. ft.
Paste, total vol. = 3.81 + 4.81 + 1.35 = 9.97 cu. ft.
Aggregate, abs. vol. = 2 7 - 9 . 9 7  = 17.03 cu. ft.
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Coarse aggregate, wt. = 17.6 x .40 x 2.65 x 62.4 = 1126 lbs. 
Fine aggregate, wt. = 17.6 x .60 x 2.65 x 62.4 = 1689 lbs.
The above quantities per cubic yard were approximate, 
and used as a preliminary trial batch.
For 10 lbs. of cement, a trial batch consisted of:
Cement ..........................................  = 10.00 lbs.
Water ....................  265 x 10/(750) = 4.00 lbs.
Fine aggregate ............ 1746 x 10/(750) = 22.50 lbs.
Coarse aggregate .........  1164 x 10/(750) = 15.00 lbs.
Based on the workability and maximum strength of this 
trial mix, four trial mixes with different water/cement ratio 
and fine aggregate content were made using Figure 32 in 
reference (22). The following table shows the proportions of 
the five mixes and their strength after 7, 14 and 28 days.
TABLE (D.l)
Mix Ratio by Weight in lbs. Strength in psi
No. Cement Water Sand Gravel 7 days 14 days 2 8 days
1 1.0 0. 70 3.00 2. 00 4000 4670 5090
2 1.0 0. 60 2.50 1.80 5580 5870 6270
3 1.0 0.50 2. 00 1.50 6720 6580 7710
4 1.0 0. 40 1.40 1.20 7045 7965 8275
5 1.0 0. 40 2. 25 1.50 6600 7400 7900
The total volume of the slab and cylinders
= 10 ft3
and the total weight of the concrete mix required
= 10 x 146 = 1460 lbs.
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which was divided into two batches. Mix No. 1 was chosen 
for the reinforced concrete waffle slabs, and Mix No. 2 
for the prestressed concrete waffle slabs.



























GROUP 5.00 0.200 1.420 1.425 0 0
A 4.65 0.230 1.405 1.410 0 0
SLABS 3.90 0.195 1.415 1.420 0 0
GROUP 5.00 0.250 1.375 1.380 1.400 1.620
B
SLABS 5.20 0.260 1.370 1.375 1.400 1.620



























A . 1 5000 84 71.5 0 10.73 10.88 0.78 0.79 1.65 0 0
GROUP
A A.2 6635 84 71.5 0
12.47 12.48 1.03 1.02 1.85 0 0
A.3 4690 84 101.1 45 10.34 10.48 0.74 0.73 1.50 0 0
GROUP B.l 7665 84 71.5 0 12.91 12.91
1.13 1.14 1.95 60.00 34.30
B B . 2 8285 84 71.5 45 13.35 13.40 1.22 1.22 2.05 62.70 35.35
D , D , D. , D0, & D in lb. in2/in x 106 
x y 1 2 xy
ORTHOTROPIC RIGIDITIES OF SLAB MODELS
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APPENDIX E 
CALIBRATION OF LOAD CELLS













STRAIN ( 1 $  In/in.)
FIGURE (El) CALIBRATION OF REINFORCING STEEL 
WIRES.












E= 29.7 xIO6 i b/in?
12010060 80
DEFLECTlON(ir>103 )
FIGURE (E2) LOAD DEFLECTION FOR HIGH TENSILE
STEEL WIRE.








S LO PE* 1.244
50000 20001000 3000 4000
STRAIN (106ir/ia)
FIGURE (E3) LOAD STRAIN RELATIONSHIP (LOAD 
CELL 5 K I PS).









S T R A I N !  1(56 in/in. )
FIGURE (E4) LOAD STRAIN RELATIONSHIP (LOAD
CELL 25 KIPS) .
















STRAIN (106 in / in .  )
600100 200
FIGURE (E5) LOAD STRAIN RELATIONSHIP 
(1-15 LOAD CELL).














100 600200 5000 300 400
STRAIN (10s i a / i n . )
FIGURE (E6) LOAD STRAIN RELATIONSHIP
(6-11 LOAD CELL).















500 600100 300 400200
STRAIN (106 in / in . )
FIGURE (E7) LOAD STRAIN RELATIONSHIP
(12-20 LOAD CELL).















500 600200100 3 0 0
STRAIN (|<£ia/in. )
FIGURE (E8) LOAD STRAIN RELATIONSHIP.
(21-38 LOAD CELL).
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■rw 4 4 AAA A AA AA A A FFF-FFF'-?^F F FFFFF-FF FFF LL
wyf A'W AAAAAAAAAA AA FrFFFFFF~“FF r? FFF-FFF FFF LL
* W ,/w AA AA FF FF LL
M\t U'U AA AA FF FF Li.
M ,S U'M AA AA FF FF LL
;i ,i *4 AAAAAAA AAAAA FF-F=FFF ?"FFPs FF LL
vra Vi« VW AAAAAAAAAAAA FF-FFF-F FF FFF-FF LL
’* * W W « ‘4 •* W A A AA FF F = LL
A W '# W «w jw AA AA FF FF LL
4 W '4 *4 AA A A FF FF LL



























































































// WAFFLE JC8 ( XXXXXXXXXX . 5 . 5 . . 123 7 ) . • 3 S3 AKHY* , w SGL£VSL=( I . I ) . CLA3S=d
«C3=r^C 0 t Mi I 3 [ON At_ ARRAY OF 0 ImEnS IJN ( NS , JS ) TO STjRS the matrix SOLUTION
*OC=TwO DIM E N S I O N A L  a r r a y  OF 3 IMEN3 luN ( NS tL.N I TO STORE TH- SOL. VECTORS
•ST0R=2 J I ME Hot ON A L ARRAY OF 0 [ ,Me!l3 IJN ( N ST I > N ST2 J TO STOSS SOME OF THE
• ELEMENTS f o r  ANTI-SYMMETRIC LOADING 
*Lli.MUV£CTJK3 OF 0 1 MENS ION ( NS )
*VL=TWO O I ME X 0 I ON A l_ ARRAY OF 0 I MENS ICN I A , 5 ) . T HE FIRST 01 MENS ION IS THE
•SERIAL NUMUiR OF THE LOAOING CASE AND THE SECOND CNc REPRESENTS UCV
• CCOROINAT E3 OF THE CENTRE OF PATCH LCAO. THE WIDTH AND THE LENGTH OF THE 




• N ST 2— ANAAYEN 
*NSS-=NS «NS
• N-s MAXIMUM IJMUER OF HARMONIC 
«LN»MAXIMUM A UMBE R OF LOADING CASESI a ).
• 2 2 L.ES S THAI 3, IF ALL QUANTA TIES ARE NESCSO AND GREATER THAN 3. IF INPUT £. 
•FINAL. RESULTS ONLY ARE NEEDED.
•Z A=0 CR »V: -w« SYMMETRICAL LOADING Only.
• Z A*-VC FOR A IT I-SYMMETRICAL LUAOING.
*23=0 FOR Jill JGH SLAB.
«II*SLAJ NUMJEH.
«A=SEMI AtorI Or SLAB.
•6 — SEMI SPAN OF THE SLA3.
• 3A=3K2 A A NG _ E IN DEGREE.
• NL = a CT'JAL NJNOER OF LOAOING CASES T3 3£ SOLVED.
*MNH=FINA_ IJMSER OF h a r m o n i c  TO 3E SOLVED.
»NGC3 NUMBER Jr POINTS AT WHICH THE DEFLECTIONS AND MOMENTS ARE REQUIRED. 
•NGP9=TH£ SERIAL NUMBER OF THE GAGE FOR WHICH THESTRAIN In THE 3 0 TTUM
• FIOHE GF TH 3 SLAB IS REU I RED.
«NGPd-0 .STRAINS ARE NOT EVALUATED.
•YTP^OEPTH OF NEUTRAL AXIS o f  3END ING FRCM THE TCP FI3RE IN X-OIRECTION.
• YTP=OEPTH D- NEUTRAL AXIS OF 3EjN0I.NL FROM THE TCP FtdRE IN r-OISECTION.
• YTLUOEPT.H J- NEUTRAL PLANE FOR TWISTING MOMENTS F R.J M THE TCP FI3RE 
«THK=TCTAL 3-Ad THICKNESS.
*MU*NU. OF PIE SRE S 3 1NG FORCES ALONG THE SUPPORT.
*MV»NO. OF PRE3RSS31NC r:JRCE 3 ALONG THE CREE ICGc •
*ECU=CCCENTT. ITY UF PRE5RE S3 I NG FORCE A LC.NG > £  SUPPORTS.
• G C V = £ C C £ ITIL ITY CF PRS3RE33ING ~ 3RC=. ALCNG THE FREE EDGE.
*FU=PRESTRE3 j IMG FORCE ALONG THE SUPPORTS.
«F V=PSE3T.1£ jj I NG FURCE ALONG THE FREE EDGE.
• EXC = MCDUL US OF ELASTICITY OF CONCRETE IN X-OlRECTtUN.
*e y c =.m g d u w JS o f  e l a s t i c i t y  o f  c o n c r e t e  i n y -o i r e c t i o n .
«AXX— AREA J- o n e  Rid PER UNIT WIDTH OF fl18 SPACING IN X-OIRECTION
• AYY = ARE,A OF ONE Rid PER UNIT W 10TH GF RIB SPACING IN Y-OIRECTION
• AMU-s PC ISSON' S RATIO OF 5LA0 MATERIAL.
• T <=Th I CKNS33 CF F l a n g e  o n l y .
XX X X W XX XXXXXXXXXWXXXX* • X X X X X X
« h o w  t o  °u t  t h e  i n p u t  c a t a  «
• •Jixxwi.xxx-xmxw4w.xxwi'* xx * * x x x x  w
*Z .ZA . 23 » Y r= . YTY , YTU . TH* ( I X , 7F I 0 . 0 )
• II.A.O.SA.JX.OY.Ol I IX.AA.6F10.0I
*02 ,0 X Y .DYX.iI .GJ .N L .t .NP,3 I 5FV 0.0.A I 5)
• NGC .dOTTOM FtdREIIS) .IF 30TH OR TOP F ISR E (215)
• CENTRE COORDINATES OF THE PATCH L 3AO . W I C T H ,LENGTH AND TOTAL LOAD OF PATCH
• ( 12F 6.0) 3 ..........
• E X C . E T C .A X X ,AYY . AMU, TK I I OX , 6 F 1 3.0)
• M U . M V ,ECU .E.V ( 21 I 0.2F 10 .0 )
■FU( I ) . t» I i'IJ CFV ( I ) . I s I . MV ( 2 X . 12 Fo • 2 . 6 X )
• COORDINATES OF NGC( TOTAL POINTS) ( 12F-..0)
DOUBLE PRECISION CH.DC A Si
COMMON A,PI . SA,C .S.TN,CA . AA ,AA3, AAA, Z .S Y A S .C 2 .C O , ST . SF. T .73.MNH A *2
COMMON / J L P  d, DX , DY .OXY , DY X ,D I , 0 2 .i I . G J . H , VL (A . S ) . 2d A SO
CCMMCN/BL j/MHC . N 3 3 . NC . JC . NH2 , NH3 .NHA , NH 5 , NH 6 , NH 7 , NH 3 . N.9 I , Nd2 . NM , NL 
COMMON /JLJY F M 2 (0) , F I 3 I I 08 ) .F 3 a ( 7 U  .F I R< 54) ,F20( 12d ) A 55
COMMON /EXL/ UC I 2A ) , VC ( 2 A ) . NGC .YA(*j 0.2») . NR .UP I R ) . /R ( 3 ) D P I  ID)
COMMUN/p -I X/~ J ( 2 0 ) , F V ( 20 ) . wu . MV ,FU I .rVl
DIMENSION GDI 3A , 33). D C ( 3A.A), STORI 3A.A3). Ll( 3A), M I ( 3 a), a 57
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I C H  ( 7 C 2 6  > 4 5 a
■ D I M E N S I O N  = - U ( 3 > .  F M S ( 1 5 ) .  F M 6 ( l a )  , F M 7 I 3 ) ,  F 2 6 ( 3  ) , F 2 9 I 9 ) ,  F 1 0 ( 1 3  A 5 9
I ) .  F  I  1 ( 1 0 3 )  . F I  3 ( 3 6 )  . ( 5  71 . r  2 2 ( A  > . F 2 3 ( 3  ) . F 2 4 <  5 ) , F 2 5 (  I 3 )  . F 2  A 6 0
2 3 ( 3 )  > r  3 3  ( 3 J  ) > F  3 4 ( 3 ) .  F 3 S ( 3 > .  F 3 6 ( 1 3 ) .  F 3 7 C 2 ) .  F 2 7 C9 ) .  F 1 5 ( 2 S ) .  F  A S I
3  I  7 ( .  I  I  ) ■ F  3 0  I 9  ) • F 3 1 ( I  3 >  . F 3  2 (  I  3 )  . F J 9  ( 6  ) . H A ( 1 0 4 ) ,  :-tO ( 1 0 ) .  H E ( I S ) .  A 6 2
4  X ( 9 )  < Y ( 9 > .  F  M J  ( 3  ) . F M 4 < 3 ) .  F M 8 ( 1 2 ) .  F m 9 ( 1 0 > .  F 1 2 £ 3 o ) ,  F  1 4 ( 1 3 ) ,  F  A 6 3
3  1 5  ( 3 6  ) . V l _ 3 {  4  ) A 6 4
O A T A  ( H U / "  • /
R E A D  3 5 .  F  11 , F M 2  i F M 3  . F M 4  ,  F M 5  . F H 6  , F M 7  . r M S  , F M 9  . F I  0  .  F I  t  , F  1 2  , F I  3  . F  1 4  , F  A 6 3
1 l S . F 1 6 . F l 7 . F i a . F l 9 . F 2  0 . F 21  , F 2 2 . F 2 3 , F 2 4 , F 2 5 , F 2 S . F 2 7 , F 3  9 , F 2 3 , F 2 9 , F 3 0  A 6 6
2  , F 3  I » F 2 2  . F J 3  . F 3 4 . F 3 S . F 3 6 . F 3 a . F 3 7  A (,7
W R I T E  ( 6  .  F 3  7 ) F M t  . F M 2 . F M 3 . F  M 4  , F.MS . F M  6 . F M 7  . F M 3 . F M 9 . F  10 . F I  t  . F I 2 . F 1 3 ,  A 6 3 C
l F 1 4 , F l 3 , F 1 6 . F 1 7 . F l 3 . F l 9 . F 2 0 , F 2 1 , F 2 2 . F 2 3 . F 2 4 , F 2 5 . F 2 f c > , F 2  7 , F 3 9  .  F 2  3  .  F 2  A 6 9 C
2 9  . F 3 0  , F 2  I  , r  3  2 . F 3 3  , F 3 4  , F 3 S  . F 3 6  . F ‘3 3  . F 3  7 A 7 0 C
R E A  J  5 6 .  ( H J (  I )  i U t  , 3 )  . M F . M G . H H . M t . M j . M K  A 7 1
WR I T E ( 6 . 3 6 )  ( MO ( C ) . t  a  I  . 3  ) . H F  . MG . H H .  H I  . H J  , H K
R E A O  5 6 .  ( H i ( l ) . I a l , 1 5 )  A 7 2
W R I T E ( 6 . 3 6 )  ( H E ( I ) , 1 =  1 , I  5 )
R E A O  C5.FMI) ( H A ( I  > .t=I ,104 ) A 73
' W R I T E ( 6 . r  M l ) (H A ( I  > , t a  1 , I 04 )
■ P 1 =  2 .  i  a 1 3 9 2 6 : 3 3 5 3 9 3  a  7 4
P I  9 = 9  0 . / P I  A 7 5
. N =  1 0
L N  =  4
N S  =  2 * N  +  '*
JS = NS <■ _N 
NSTl a MS '
■ H 3 T 2  a  4  »  . (  *■ A t  L N
■N5S a  N 3  *  S 3  
C A U _  U N I T
1 R E A O  ( 5 . F M 2 )  Z . 2 A ,  2 3 . Y T P . Y T Y . Y T U . T H K  A 7 7 C
C A U L .  T U 3 E O  ( I  C P U  )
C P U = I CPUF 100 0 .
WR I T E  ( 6  . 10 3  ) C P U  
I  0 3  F O R M A T  ( 5 0 X .  « C P U  U S E D  = * . F 3 . 2 . *  S E C S * )
c a l l . t i n i  r
W R I  T E  ( 6 . F M 2 )  2  . 2 A ,  2 3  .  Y T P  . Y T Y  . Y T U  . TH.<
( F  ( Z . E O . O . )  GO T U  5 S  A 7 8
R E A D  ( 5 . 2 0 0 )  t  I  . A . 3  . 3  A . OX , 0  Y , 0  I  . 0  2  . 0  X Y  . C Y X . £  I  , G J  . N U  , '  M N H , -
I  ( N P <  I ) , I  a  I  . M N H ) , N f l  , N G C  . N T P .  MGPM
( R I T c t f i .  2 3 0  ) ( I  . A . 3 . S A . D X  , O Y  . 0  1 . 3 2 . 0 X Y  . C Y X . E I  . G J  .  7I>» , M N H ,
I ( N P ( 1 ) . I = I . M N H ) . N R , N G C
N R C  a  NR
I F  ( N R  . E D . 3 )  N R C  a  I
R E A O  ( 3 .  5 d  ) I  ( V L (  L .  J  > . J =  I . 3 )  . L =  I . .N U )  . < VR ( £ ) , ( =  1 , N R C )
W R I T E ( 6 . S a  ) ( < V U ( U . J ) . J a t . 5 ) . U = l , N U ) . ( V R ( I ) , £ = t , N p t C )
THETAs5A«Pt/i 30.
C = C 2 3 ( T H E  T A )
3 * S I N ( T H 2 T A )
R E A O ( 5 , 7 6  ) EXC .EYC,AXX, AYY > A M U ■TK 
W R I T E ( 6 . 7  6 )  EXC .EYC . A X X , AYY ,AMU , T K  
7 6  F O R M A T ( 1  OX, j r 1 0 . 3 )
E X = E X C » ( 1 . / I 1 . - A M U * * 2 ) * A X X / T X )
E Y = E Y C *  ( I  . / (  I  . - A M U « « 2  ) M Y Y / T X )
. E l  =  A , W C * E X C / (  l . - A M U « « 2 >
E2-=AMU*£YC/( 1 ,-AMU««2)
R E A O (5.20t)MU.MV.ECU.ECV 
W R I T E (6 .2 0 U M U . M V , E C U . E C V  
201 FORMAT (2 IIJ .2 F 10.3)
R E A J { 3 > 7 i ) ( FU( I ) . I =  1 ,MU) n
WR ITE(6 . 73) IFU( I ) .I a I ,MU)
REA015.73) ( = V ( I ) .I* I ,MV)
W R I T E  ( 6  . 7  5 )  I  F V (  I  ) . 1 =  1 , .MV )
7S FGRMAT (E X .L2F6.2 .6 X )
FUT=0
OO 215 lal.MU 
2 IS FUT=FCT vP'J( I ) •
P A Y a F l T  / ( 2 . « A  >
F V T = 0  ~
D C  2 1 6  I = t . M V  
0  1 6  r V T - a F W  T > F  V ( 1 )
P A X = F ' .  T / <  2 .  « d )  s
- O X Y  l  =  c X * £ Y - S I « E 2
C X X = (PAX4fc£y/ T X A Y « £ I)/DXYl 
C Y Y = (P A Y * E X / T X - o A X * £ 2 )/OXYl 
DO 2 0 2  I - s l . l U  
2 02 FU( I )=FU( I) -*ECU 
OC . 202 I a I. 4 V
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2 03 FV< I )af=V( I) * iCV
FU 1 = 0 . . . .
OQ 204 |al,Md 
2 0 * FUt=FUl+rU( I >
FU l=FU 1/ ( 2- a A >
FV 1-0
30 20 3 I a t .N V 




IF CNGC.NE.O) 5a TO 104 
NGC = 1 2  '00 100 1= I •a
’ R I ■ I
UCC I J 4 0.
UCI I*41 = ( < I-1 . )* A ^ 4 .
vc c n  * t s-Hi)»a/4.
I 00 VCC I 1-4) = o.
UC ( 10} = o.
VCI 1 0 ) a o. i*a
UC C 1 I > = 0. » «A 
VCt 11 ) 4 0 . ,
UCt 12) a 0.)»A 
VC t I 2 ) = O.J»8 
CO TO 105 
I 0 4 REAO '2 2 i (UCt I ) . VC { I ) . 1= L . NGC)
WRITE (6 .53) I JCt I ) .V C ( I ) . I = 1 .NGC)
30 10 1= 1 .LT * | [j
30 10 JaNGC.24
10 Y A t I ,J)=l000000000. A tl6
10 5 NC7H a I
NTHE=4 
NCH a Q
IF tUYX.EQ.O) GO TO 30
NCHaJ . . . .
GO TO 33 
30 NCH a N CH ■+ I
GO TO (32 .31 > . NCH
3 XY = C 
OYX a C
01 = C 
32 a 5 
GO TO 23'
3 1 OXY a 0.5 *0X Y
3 YX = OXY 
3 1=0.5=01 
32 = 01 
GO TO e3 
32 OYX =CXY-
32 a C I
3 3 IF tSA.CT.O) GO TO 33
00 5 1 L = 1 ,N_
IF I VLtL. 3) .20.2*4) VI_3(L> = VL(L.S)
5 1 CONTINUE
NCTH = 4
NTHE a l ’
11 GO TO 104,33.36) . NTHE
3A a «C.
GO TO 2 7 \
34 SA a 0.004555 
GO TO 27
35 SA a 20.0- 
GO TO 27
36 SA a 45.0
27 OO 50 L=l.Nw
IF (V L C U .3).EQ.2«4) VLt L . 5)= C 3 S (S A * P \/ 1 30.)«VL5(L )
50 CONTINUE
5 3 CONTINUE
IF tNR.E3.0J GO TO 106 
00 107 := 1.5
R i a l , .
URttl = tnt-i.)*4 / 4 .
107 U R t I + 4 ) a (<I-l.)«4/4.
0 0 10 1 t a I ,.iri .
1 0 I VK( I ) = ( 1.-VRt I ) ) =9
106 WRITE (u.Fll) I t ,A ,3.3 A ,3X.OY , 3 1 .02.OXY ,0YX.E I ,GJ A 33
tr tIA) J.J.I A 34
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2 2 MR ITE (6.67) IJ. (Ki (CD( MJ,NM«(J-1 I+n I it)) • CO ( N J , NM3+K > • X = I • NN ) A I 6*
GO TO (23.23 .23.24) , NH A I 65
WRI TE (3 . F22 ) (:< . ( C3( NJ ,NH« ( J - U  +< > , J = I .3 ) , X-»S . NM ) A I 66
30 TO 23 A 167
•2 2 N I A I 66
WRITE (j.FEJ) (CO(NJ.NH 8 H U  iKa.Nl ,4) A 1 o9
24 "X R I T S (6.F2,) ( CO ( N J , NC <■ J ) , Js I .NL J A I 70
WRITE C 6 •F M L ) (HP.lal .32) A 171
r• A 172
c * aa-aax* ***.*.is a* as. aiasas* a a ass a ■ a aaaaa «a *• xDax m m ossa *c INVERSE THE MATRIX A l 73
c A I 74.
23 CALL N IN A C P t ,NS3 .C O . O C . 3 T 0 R . N S ,J S . L N . N S T I , N S T 2 . L I .Ml .CH) A 1 75
IF ( Z .CT . 3 ) GO TO 32 A 176
WR I TE (6 .FJ-, ) A I 77
00 31 L“ l.N_ A I 73
IF (NH-4) 2j .27.27 A I 79
26 NNs NH A I ao
GO TO 2 3 A I 3 I
27 ,• JN=4 A I 82
23 WR I TE t a. FI 2 ) L . (VLtL. I ) . 1=1.5) A I 33
WRITE <6 .F33) - • A i a»
WRITE (6 .FM4 ) tHF.Ial.32l A i as
WRITE C3.F23) t X . C OC C NHa ( J- I ) «■< . L ) . J = I . S > .OC ( NH 3 . L ) . < = I .NN) A i as
IF { N H —A ) -JJ .31 .29 A 1 87
2 9 WRITE (6 .FJ+) ( K . (DC( NH* ( J- I ) *< , L ) .3= I . 2 ) . K=i .NH ) A I 33
GO TO 31 A I 39
30 N la.NHM I A I 90
WRITE t 6 .F33 ) (0 C ( N H 3 * < , L ) .< — Nl.41 A 1 9 I
3 t WRITE (6.FM4) (HF.Ial.32J A I 92
C A I 93cct* COMPUTE MOMENTS A NO DEFLECTIONS A I 94Sa
C A 1 9S
32 IF { 3 Y A 3 J 23 . 33.33 A I 56
33 CALL 0S2A (20.OC.5TOR.NS.JS.LN.NSTl.NST2) A I 97
i f (n r .n e .o ) c a l l  o s r a (c d .o c .s t o r .n s .j s .l n  ,n s t i  ,n s t e )
GO TO 35 A I 93
:» CALL CA2A (2 0 . D C .3T0R .NS,JS .LN.NSTl ,N S T 2 ) A 199
IF( NR .N£. 0) g a l l  d a r a (C O ,OC . S T C R .MS, j s .l n .n s t I, NST2 )
33 IF (3 Y A 3 ) 37 .37 , 36 A 20 I
36 tF (Z A ) I 2.3 7 , 37 A 2 0 2
3 7 DO AO L-a I .M_ A 203
LTX=( L - I J *Nf 4-MMH +-NHC
LTY=L TX4-MNH A 205
LXTaLTT + M W A 206
LMl a|_X Y YMNH A 2 07
L M 2*a L W I H MNH A 203
LMT=LN2♦MNH A 209
OC AD is I .NGC A 2 10
X P Y = ( Y A ( L T X . I ) + Y A ( L T Y .1))« 0 .5 A 2 I I
X M Y s ( YAtLTX , I J - Y A ( L T Y . I ) ) *0 .5 A 2 12
XY1 = 3CRT( XMY **2»(YA(LXY ,I ) ) **2) A 2 13
Y A ( L M I •X )sX»Y+XYI A 214.
Y A ( L M 2 .I)sXPY-XYI A 2 IS
IF (XNY ) 33. 3 5.3 3 A 2 16
33 YA( LMT . I J.sA T AN ( Y A { LXY . I ) / XHY ) *P I 9 N A 2 17
GO TO AO A 2 13
39 YA (L.MT . 1 ) « JO . A 2 19
4 0 CONTINUE A 2 2 0
IF (Y T P ) Al,A 6 .A I A 22 1
4 I 03TR-a(CX*0Y-Jl «02) A 2 2 2
OO AS L = I i.'L A 223
L T X a ( L — I ) »N T♦HNH+NHC
LTY=LTX+ 4N.H A 2 2 S
LXY s l TY*MNH A 226
LSX=LTY w WNH*5 A 227
L S Y s l SX+HNH A 223
LS’Js l E Y ♦MN.M v A 2 29
OC AA la I .N2C A 230
IF (I-NTP ) * 2 .A 2 . A 3 A 231
42 YA(_3X. I JsY T P * (OY « Y A ( L T X , I J -0 1 * Y A (LTY . I ) J/OSTR A 232
YA(LJY , I Jar TY *(D X«YA(LTY . I ) -0 2 *YA(LTX , I ) I7DSTA A 233
YAIL3L.I ) a ( 7 A ( LSX . I ) * Y A (L SY .1) > «0 .5-2 . » YTU*YJ(LXY .1 ) / ( D XY i-0 Y X ) « I •  C  A 234
13 6 A 235
Y A ( L a X .IJs Y A ( L S X ,I)-EXX
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2 PRINT SO A as
so ra 4 A a6
PRINT- to A 37
a WRITE C3.rl.iJ (t-.IVLCL. t) .1-1 .5) .L = L .ML) A aa
IF C 23 I j .6 . r A
5 PRINT 4 1 A ■30
SO rs : A 3 I
6 PR INT 42 A 92
GO rc S A 32
7 PRINT 4 2 A 94
3 THETAa.3A-*PI/ 180 .0 A 95
C=C03 < TH'ETAJ A 96
S=3-IN < THETAJ A .3 7
M^( J 1 + C2 .OXY +OYX ) /2 . 3 A 98
PK=H»*2-OX»3 Y A 99
IF (PK ) 9 ,5-f .S3 A I 00
<5 WRITE C6 ,FMoJ A I 0 1
YSMa IHK + YTP
YOYsfhK.YTY
YUU=TH* CYTJ
C ' . PRINT SA, I N P < I J , I a I,MNH)
C A I 37 .
c
c COMPUTE CONSTANTS OF THE 3LA3 A t 08
A
c A 1 09
CALL CONST iMLJ A I 10
0 0 4o NHC = l'. MNH
. NH = NP Cl HC)
NH2-NH + NH
,NHS=NH2+NH A t 18
NHi-NhiYNH A I 13
NH5»NH4fNH A I 20
NH6-s.NH5-f.NH A I 21
MH7=Nh£fNH A .I 22
NH33NH 7+NH A I 22
N8|3NH8+1 A 124
N82 — NH £ f 2 A I 25
N8S3NHS+J A 1 26 '
NC=NH8+4 A I 27
JC=NC fNL A I 23
c A I 29
C COMPUTE THE MATRIX A 1 20
c A 121
CALL SYLA C.J51 .NSL .CD .OC . 3TQR . NS . J S . LN . NST I .NST 2) A I 32
GO TO 13 A 133
I 2 CALL ASLA C. IS I . N S L . S Y A S . C O .OC . STOP .NS.JS.LN . NSTI ..N3T2) A 1 34
1 3 IF C2.GT.2.) GO TO 25 A I 3S
IF ( 3 Y 4 3 > 1S.14.14 A I 36
I A PRINT 15 A 137
GO TO 16 A I 33
I 5 PRINT C.6 A I 39
I fa WRITE C6.F21) C t V L C L . I ) . L = t . 2 J .1=1.2) A I 40
WRITE C5.F-V*) CHF,l = t,32> A t 4 1
.00 20 I si .3 A I 42
0 0  20 N3 t ,:h A I 43
I J3.NH»1 I - 1 J f 4 A I 44
GO TU (17,17,17), NH A 1 43
N,V=A A 1 46
00 TS 13 A 1 47
1 7 ,m n = n h A 148
I 3 WRITE ( 6 , F2 J ) I , N « C X , ( CD ( t J .NH* { J - I) -f < ) » J = I . 8 ) •C O ( IJ .NH8 *<) > < — I .NN A I 49
1 ) ■ A I 50
GO TO Cl "J.19.19,20). NH A 1 S 1
WRITE C6 .F22) ( '< . 1 CO ( I J . NH« ( J - I) f < ) . Js I .d ) ,X = S. NH ) A I 52
GO TO , 20 A 1 53
i 9 ■NlaNH+l A 1 54
WRITE C6.F23) (COC IJ.NH3f<1 .X3fU .A) A 1 53
23 WRITE (s.F2») (C O C I J . N C f J ).J=l.NL) A I 56
00 2 A ,\st . A A 1 37
I J-3.N f 3 A I 58
NJ-NHSfN A 1 59
GO TO (21 .21 .2 t) . NH A , 1 60
NN-34 A 15 1
GO TJ 22 A .162
21 n n = n h A 1 63
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YACL3Y . t )=YA C L S Y .I) -EYY
GO T3 44 A 236
A3 YA(U3Xi [|sYJ.'4«OY«Y4turx, t ) -O I «YA(LTY . I D / O S T R  A 237
YACLSY . I )-Y J Y « ( OX «Y4{ LTY . I ) -G2*YA (LTX , I ) ) /OSTR A 233
YA CwSU. t )==( Y A ( L S X . I ) •» Y A ( L 3Y , I ) ) *0 . 3-2 . « YBU*YA 1 LXY , [ )/( OXY -t-OYX ) « I .5 A 239
106 A 2 40
YAtLSX . I ) = Y4 < USX . t ) — EXX ya(lsy.:j3Y4(lsy,u-cYy
44 CONTINUE A 24 1
AS CONTINUE
46 CCiNTIXLi
C A 2 43
C SU.MMAHI 3E THE RESULTS
c . a . * * , * , * . > « * * » * = * . « * *  * * » « « . . * «  * » * = * * =  « * » »  *  •  « * « « = « «  « = * * • » » * > * « * = « « « «
C A 2 SO
tF (YTP) 4*9.4 3.4 9
45 KN=7 A 252
50 TO 20 A .2S3
4 9 K.N310 A 2 54
NTPlaNTP-f 1 • A 2 55
PRINT 63. YTP ,Y T Y .Y T U .TH< , N T P .NTP 1 ,N G C  A 256
SC 00 103 w-l
LT=IL - I ) *NT A 253
■jRtTi (6 .FIJI L . CVL(L . I ) . 1= I .5 ) A 259
WRITE 16.60) (HI .1 = 1 ,02J .HJ.HJ.t [ ,HJ , lat. 12) A 264
WRITE (6.71) ( H t , 1 = 1 , 32 ) . HJ ,H J , < UC I I J .H J , 1= I , 12 ) .HJ ,rtj , < VC( I > .HJ . I A 265
t= I . 12) . CH I . I a l ,02) A 266
■ OO 32 »»t I(tl A 2 60
K3=(K-l>.3 A 261
LX=LT ♦ (K- I) «MNH A 262
WRITE C 6 I rMj ) (HA(XdY I ) , [ = 1 ,3) A 263
WRITE C 6 . 71) CHJ.NP(N),
I (HJ, YA(LX>N. [ ) .1=1 , 12) |HJ .I3L,l43l , MNH )
IF I NGC — I 2) S2.52.51 A 263
5 1 WRITE CS.FM+ ) (H I , |al .32) A 2 69
PRINT 72 A 270
WRITE (6.65) C H I , 1 = 1 , 32 > . HJ ,H J , ( I ,HJ , I = 13 .24 > A 271
WRITE (6.70) (HI , C = 1 ,32) .HJ ,HJ. (UC(I ) .H J, 1=t3,24) ,HJ.HJ . (V C ( I ) .HJ, A 272 *
11= 13,24) .(HI ,1*1 .32) A 273
WRITE (6.71) (HJ..NP<M),
1 (HJ.YA(LXYN.I ) ,1=1 >12) .HJ < I 3 L .N= I ,M N H )
C 52 WRITE (5.F1A) ( H I , 1 = 1.32)
52 CCNTINUE
IF (NR.£3.0) GO TO 103
PfltNT 7 3 
0 C I 0 2 <=* I . 4 R 
L.<=LT >(<*.<*) .MNH
WR I TE (6.69) (MI . I=1 .32) .HJ ,H J ,( I .HJ . 1= t , I 2 )
WRITE (Ci. 70) (HI .1*1,32) .HJ.MJ,(UR(I ) ,MJ, [at ,9 ) . UR C I ) , H J , JR t 9 ) .
1 HJ.Ufl(j) .HJ.HJ.HJ.tVRI X ) ,NJ . t=I . I 2) . (HI . I = I ,32)
-RITE C 5. 71) (HJ.NP(N).
I (HJ.YAtLK+N.I ) .1= 1 . 1 2) .HJ , I3L. N= 1 .MNH )
102 WHITE (6 .FMA) (Hi,I=1.32)
I 03 CCNTISLE
IF( N C T H . N E . I )GO TO tlO 
IF (N C H •£3 <3) GU TU I
GO TO SO 
110 IF (3A.NE.6J.0) GO TO 74 
00 39 L= 1 ..I-
IF { VL(L,3) .EQ.2«A) VL(L.S)=VLS(L) >
39 CONTINUE
7 4 NTHE = N THE Y> I
IF CNTHE.LT.5) GO TO 11 
SA a-l.O
IF (NCH.LT.J) GO TO 30
GO TO I A 2 76
53 WRITE (6 .FWu) A 277
GC TO I - A ,273
5 4 WRITE (j.F.l/J - A 2 79
GO TO I A 230
5 5 STOP A 23 1
C A 2 32
56 FORMAT (134-Y.aX) A 233
5 7 FORMAT ClSIj) A 234
33 FORMAT ( 12F j .2,3 X ) A 235
59 FORMAT (/ 5 4 X • SYMMETRIC LOADING O N L Y 1 ) A 236















FORMAT (/3-ZA ' GENERAL. LOAO CNCC SYMMSTrl IC i . ANT tSYMHgTM [C L O A D S ) ’ ) 
FORMAT (/ SO A ' THE SLA3 tS Cl. AMP £3 ON ALL EDGE S ' )
FORMAT (/40 A 'THE SLAS 15 ELASTtCA LLY 5 U F P C R T 50 ON T JO E D G E S ’ )
FORMAT .(/ASA •THE 3LA3 IS SIMPLY SUPPORTED ON ALL E D G E S ’ )
FORMAT <45Xi*NUMBER OF HARMONICS AN A L Y 3 E D ' iA X12. I 0( ' , • . t2 1 //) 
FORMAT C/ S 4 X ’ SYMMETRIC LOAO S Y S T E M ’)
FORMAT {/SIX ’ANT I— SYMMETRIC LOAO S Y S T E M ’)
FORMA T l/tJ, [A,9FlA.a/( t7 ,?F14,3 ) )
FORMAT I/ASX 'DEPTHS OF N.A. FROM TOP Ft E R E ’ . 3F1 0 •A/'
& A S X ’SLAS THICKNESS = ’ . F 1 0 .A,» [NS* /A-SX’TOP GAGES
1 ’ > 2SX ’ 1 THXU ’. I 3/ASX ’BOTTOM GAGES', t 2S , • T H R U ’, IS/)
FORMA T ( 2X32 A 4/2 XA 1 ,6 X.A I . 12 C I 5 ,3X At ) )
FORMAT t 2X3.1 A 4/2 XA I ,4X"Ja' ,Al , 12(F3.2, tX.At ) /2X A I ,JX'V*' ,Al , 1 2 ( F3,
I 2 . IX . A I )/2X32AA )
FORMAT I 2 XA 1 ,1X'NH=', t2.t2(Al,F0.AJ,AI/(A2,AI,t6.12<A t,F9.A),Al) ) 
FORMAT (SOX’C O N T I N U E O ’ )
FORMAT (/ 6 0 X •R E A C r l O N S ’/)






















t - *  S X 3  M M  M M  M  M  M  M  M M  M M  M  X X  M X  M M M M M M M M M  M
IU.n ST (NLJ
i A 2  t A J i A 4 i
i3d(A I •
X22 . X23 . X 
. A t 7 , A I <3,
• a is.<31 a.
a  S A L  X 3 . X 4 , . < 5
C O M M O N  A.PI i 3 A  ■£ <3 < TN iCA t AA ,AA3,AA4i S . S Y A S . C 2 . C 3 .  ST..sr.T.TS. MNH 
C C M M C N  /JLJ/ □ . 0 X . 0 Y . 0 X Y . 0 Y X . 3 l . 0 3 . S I  . 0 J. rl . VL  ( 4 , 5 ) . S3 
c o m m o n  / u L i /  p . c a t  a ) . c a s t  a )  . x a  , k a  , « s  , 3 a  .393  ,334  , x a ,  y z  , a i  ,
1 3 I <32 .30 • 3a 1 SCA , 3C3.SCC .5 CO .31(A). 52 C A ) , 3 3 U I , S A ( » |  .53(A)
2 S 7 ( > )
COMMON X3L2X RI .R2.R3.R4,RS .R6.R7 ,Rd .R9 .R 10 . R t 1 , R 12 .RIK3. 
12A.Y22.Y23.Y24 ,A3 . A o . A 7 .A3.A9 . AI Q .AA I .Al2.At3iAlA.Al5.Al6 
2A 20 . A 2 1 . A 2 2 ,A23.A2A,AG.3S.36.a7,aa.J').3l0,ai I .3 1 2 .J 13 .d 14 
3Bt7.ai3.dlJ.0 2 0 .322.323 ,a2 A .A 13 
COMMON XBLOX FM2{3) ,r13( I 08 ) .F38( 7 I) .pl?(94| ,r20( 125)COMMON /SPLX A 2 S.A26,A2 7. A28.3 2 6.327 .02 3.Cl .TNA,T N A J.T N B .TNUA,3C2. lOOC.aeTN.R2J.R7A .





3 T—  5 a c
Sr = 2T «ST -
SCA=» ( 2 .0 *ST*OX *C2*H ) «2 .0 
3 C 0 - 3 F * 0 X *2.0 AST*C2*H+CA*0Y 
SCC = A .3*5 *OX 
5C'J= (ST«JX>;’ «H)»A,0*S
o o  t .1 * 1 . nl',:.
C C ( L 3 - C 0 /  A X j « V L ( L  .5)
c q s (l j a c j (l j / sea
CONTINUE
A A= A * A 
A A3= A A*A 
A A 4= A A * AA
s o - d * e  -
■3 3 3 = 3 3  »u .
03A=ea*d3
o x o  Y ^ s c a r o x  * o y  )
0 X 2 = 0 X * 2 .
Y A— (DX0Y*H)/0X2 
PKKJ-=C2*Y A
K2— C « S C R T ( Y A )
PKK 1 =C * S-JRT C ( 0X0 Y-rl)/OX2)
X4=PXK1*3
: < S = P K X  t - dPKXA— K 4 * = 2
? X K 3 * X S * * i
X 2 = l . / ( . =  < :<□  * P K K  A )
Y 2— I . X ( P K i O * P K X 5 )
X22=X2*X2
X2J=X22*.<2
X 2 4-= X 2 2 * X 2 
Y22=Y 2 *Y2 
Y23=Y22*Y2
Y 24-* Y * 2 * Y 2 
00=0 I*0XY O Y  X 
T N= 3 X C
0 X T = 0 X * T N * * 2
R l=o*(2.*0Xr *2. *OZ + OXY+OYX)
R 2 = - ( ST *  ( O x r  * 2 .  « H ) + O Y « C 2 )
R3=0XXCJ
R A-ss— 0 . C * 5 **9 J Ss
R5= ( 3 .*0X T*J 0 ) /C
R 6 = - s * < o x r * j o ) / c
R7=OXXC
R 3 = - 2  .0*S*R7




fi 1K3=R I -*Xd ■ „
A1=2.*K3*KA 
A2*( ? k :<3-f <.> A )
A2=K3= (PKXJ-d . «o<X4 ) ■- 
A A a X A 4 ( J . « J < i O - P « 4 )
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A6-=2 . *A1 *A2*X.2A4£ J 3 73
A 7-=-P IX A-P2 3 74
A3a-X2«(^U+-R2*X2T>A2) 3 75
A 9 = - ( P l,<3 ♦•Pa *X2 -« A 1 ) * X2 3 76
A 13=«2»AJ-P**AI-RS«K3 3 77
A U a - R 2 * A W < ^ » 2 + a 5 * K 4 H 6  . 3 73
A 12-=-X2»< R44f<3*9S4X2*Al-96* X22 *4.3 I 3 79
A I 3a ( sa-t-xa-*^ 4*<A -PS * X22 * A 2-P6 «X2 J * A4 J 3 30
A l4a«7«xa-RJ «XA-R9 3 31
Al5-s-R7<Ai-r<3»X3 3 32
A l6a*4*Gj-t-Pl O 3 33
A 1 7=-R7-.12*X2*K4*p9*X22*42 3 34
A13a-X2»(rt3*K3+R'5*X2*Al ) 3 3S
A 19»-X22»(Ai »CJ-RI 0 *X2«A3 ) 3. 36
A20=-(A2 *CJ*P 10 *X2-*A4 ) »X2 2 9 37
A G—5 K 3 * C 0 . 3 3 a
a l» 2  . *K3«K3 3 99
0 2=< PKX3-PK.<6 ) 3 90
03 = <J* ( P K X 3 - 3 . *PX.<3 ) 9 91
•3 4j <3 ♦ (3. *Pn K3-P<.<S 1 3 92
■35-s-E 11 ( J2«J2-3 ! *3 1) «Y2A 9 93
06=2•*01 * 3 2 * Y 2 A * £ I 3 94
0 7=»c;r iKa-ruj a 9 S
08=(R lKj*92*Y2*S2) «Y2 9 96
i)9=(RlX3-P2*Y2*9 1 )*Y2 3 97
3 lO=P2*-J3fP4 *Bl-R3«<3 a 98
3 I l = -K2*-J4.-PA*a2*PS*<5-96 3 99
3 12=-Y2= (P4*K3-PS*Y2 *0 I -96* Y22 *0 J ) 3 100
3 I J=-R2+P 4*Y 2*KS-<-9S* Y22*82-R6 *Y23*3a 3 lot
JlA=fl7»J2*Rj-»<5-R9 3 102
3 IS=-R7*8 H-P3*K3 3 t03
3 16-3 K ; *G J —PI 0 3 104
3 I7=-K7*P3*Y2«<5+99»Y22*92 3 l QS
8 I 3= ( R3*:<3-P9* Y 2 -*3 I > «Y2 9 1 06
Q19=(ai*GJ7p lO»Y2-*8 3) «Y22 9 107
8 20-3 ( 32 *GJ—p 10*Y2 *04 ) * Y22 9 103
T-=3C3/0X 3 109
CI*1./C 3 110
TNK4= TA*<4 3 111
T N KS= T N *i< S 3 I 12
CXA-»K4/C ' 9 113
C1R5=M2/C 3 114
A 21 = — TN *<3 3 1 IS
A22=TNt<4-CI 3 1 16
A24-* TN-CX 4*42 3 117
A 2S = K 3/C 9 113
A23=A22*X2 3 1 19
A26=TN-C:<4 9 1 20
A27=A 2 1 «X2 3 i2i
A28=-CI7T.NK+ «X2 3 122
3 22=TNXS*C: ' a 122
0 23= A 2 i•Y 2 3 124
32 4=- T N -C K5 a Y 2 3 125
0 2 6=-TN-C:<j 9 126
3 27=A a I * Y 2 3 1 27
323=C I yTNK j *Y2 3 1 23
TN A = * 2• *TN/A 3' t 29
7NA3=-4 . * TN* 7 *AA3/384 3 I 30
TN3-=»-2.«rN/'3 3 131
7N84a-Z , y TNJ \ 3 I 320 8 C = 8 e 3 / C / l 2 . 9 1 33
3QTN-=S3J *TN/ 24 . 3 1 34
3C2=2./9/C 3 1 3S
P23=R2/3d*2.. a 1 36
P7A=«?/AA 3 t 37
3 1(1 )a-OX/C2 3 13a
32 ( I ) = -2 . 0 * j * S l(l) 3 1 39
S3< I Ja-JXT-J 1 3 1 40
3 1(2)4-22/32 3 1 A I
3 2 (2)4-2.J * j ® S 1 (2) 3 1 42
S 3(2)=-02 *T I **2-9Y 3 1 A3
51(2)40.0 3 1 44
32(J)=3:<Y/C 3 I 45
3 3 ( J ) 4 - 5 4  3 2 ( 2 ) 3 I 46
3 4 ( I ) = - OX /CO 00133 0
33(1) = - 3.)«S«34( I ) 0 0 1 340
36(1) = -(1.5*32( 1 ) *5 ♦0 I f O Y X )/C 0 0 I 2 S 0
37( 1 ) = ( -53( I ) * OYX ) /C *5 00 t 360
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S A  ( 2 J = J .0
S 3 ( a J  3 3 IC a ) - S 2 ( 3 ) / c  
3 6 ( 2 J 3 -  3 3 C 2 )  *Z.0 * S  
3 7 ( a )  s - O Y - l D J t  O X Y )  
L F COXY . 2 3 . 0 . 0 )  GO TO a 
O Y X O  a 3 Y X / 0 X Y  
GO TO 3 
O Y X D  =  3 . 0
* ( TN ) ««2
( SI C I ) - SI (2 ) ) *C «S+S I (3) * ( I .-ST -t-CYXO (sat 1 )- 32(2))*C *3+S2C J)*(i.-STfOYXO ) -S3( 2 ) ) «C «3 *S3 C J >* < I .-ST+CYXO t ) — S I ( 2 ) ) *C «S *S 1 ( 3) * ( ST * 0 Y XD n-S2(2l) *C*S+S2(J)*( ST + OYXO I)-S3(2))*C«S+S3(3>*( 3T+OYXO
C SJC C St ( 
( 32 C ( 3JI
0 0 13 7 0 
00 I 330 





«C2 ) +’S* ( I 1 *S-Sa( 2) »C 
« C 2 )*55( l)*S — 55(2) *C 
*C2 ) YS6 C-t ) «S-SO C 2 ) *C 






S 6 ( 4)
S 7 ( 4 ) a 
IF (2-2) 2.2.3
W R I T E  (6. Fid) C . S . P . C2 . M i 3C A.SCO .SCO .SC C > AA .33. TN,X2»Y2,K3«i<4 > ,< S «R 
l l . R 2 . R 2 . R 4 , R S . R 6 . R 7 . R 3 . R 9 . R l 0 . n i K J , R l < 4 , R l K 5 . T , A L . A 2 . A 2 . A 4 , A S . A 6 . A  
27, AS
WRITE (6 .F 3 d } A 9 , A 1 0 . All,Al2.Al2,At4,AtS.Al6,A t7.Al3.Al9,A20.AG.2t 
I»D2.U3.j4.Jj,o6.0/.B3.d9.ai0.£l l , 012.313, BI a .215.Flo.317.313.319.3 












1 4Q I 40 
t 50 
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S U t f P C L T  t N 5  a / L A  ( MS i  . N S L  • CO »OC • 3  T ' J R  , M S  . J S  . U.v< . M S  T t , M o T 2  ) C I
« ai j r *  *  * 4 *  4 g a m * ** * x x s  « x n  mm xu* ft ft ft *  , : ft -ft
o a u a u s  P R S G I  S I G N  C H . O C — -*
S 6 A L  X t.S , <2 .N i X j N .  K A N  . K S N .  K 6 N  . K 7 M  i < 3 N  . U  I ,>> . L 2 . N  . L O N  . L + . N  . U 5 M . L L . N  . 1— 7N c 3
1 3 N .  1 Its, ( 3 . N .  1 5 N  , ( 7 N  , ( < 3  , K A  , X 5  . K . M N ,  i_MN c A
C O iMHQN  A . P l  i s A  i C T N . C 4 .  AA . A A O .  A A  2 i 3 Y A S . C 2 i C O . S T  . S F  . T . T 3 , MNM c 5
C O M M O N  / 3 U 0 /  a . 0 X i 0 Y . 3 X r . 0 Y X i 0 l , 3 2 . C I  , C J . M . V L ( * o ) . 2 3 c  . 6
CC.MMGN / 3 l _ t /  P . CO ( 4. ) , C C S  ( A ) . < 3  . K A  , :<5 ,  3 3  , 0 8 3  . a 3 *  . X 2  . T 2  . A t . a 2 . a 3 . a a . c 7
1 8  I  . 3 2  . 3 3  , 3 0 .  ,  S C A  . SC 3  .  3 C C  . 5C-> . 3  1 ( a  ) .  5 2  ( 4  ) . S 3 C  4 ) , S A ( A )  , 5 3  ( *  ) • 3 6 ( A )  ,
2  S 7 ( 4 )
C OM M ON  / 3 L Zf R t  . S 2 .  R 3  , R 4  ,  P S  , R 6  , R 7  , R 8  , , 19  , R  1 0  . P 1 1 . R 12  . R  1 K 3  . X 2  2 , X 2 3  , X c 9
1 2 4  ,  Y 2 2  i Y 2 3 W 2 4 , a S « A 6  , A 7 ,  A 3  . A 9  , A 1 0 , A l  1 . A 1 2 .  A t  2 . A  I ^ . A  I S  .  A 1 S , A I  7  . A I  9 , c 1 0
2 A 2 0 . A J I  , A 2 2  . A 2 3 . A 2 A . A G . 3 5 , 8 6 . 8 7 , 3 3 , 3 9 , 3 1 0 .  8 1 1 . 3 1 2 . 3 1 3 . 3  1 4 . 3 1 5 . 3 1 6 . c 1 1
3  3  I  7 ,  3  13  > 3  1 9 , d  2  3  ,  8  2 2  > 3  2  3  » 3  2  4  , A 1 3 c 1 2
C C MH O N / 3 1 _  S / N H C  . N 3  3  . N C  . J  C . N H 2  . N H 3  , N H 4  , N H S  ,  N H 6  , N H  7 , N M 3  , N 8  I  . N 3  2 . N H . N L
C O M M O N  / J L J /  F M 2  ( 3  ) , F I  3  t I  0 8  ] . r 3 3 ( 7 | J  , F 1 9 ( ? * I  . F 2 0 (  12 5  ) c 14
C O M M O N  / 3 P L /  A 2 S  . 4 2  6 . A 2  7 , A 2 3 , 3  2 5  . 3 2 7  , 3 2 8  , C I  . T N A . 7 N A 3  , T N D . T N 8  A . 3 C 2 . c 15
l  O G C . a B T N , R 2 3  • R 7 A c 1 6
C O M M O N / P M  T / F  J  ( 2 0  ) , r  V (  2 0  ) . « U  , M V  , F  U l  , r  V  t
D I M E N S I O N  C O I N S .  J S ) .  O C C N S . L N J .  5  T OR ( N S T I . N S T 2  ) c I 7
0 I M E N S I 3 N  J l ( 8 ) .  4 J ( 3 ) ,  3 J < 3 ) c 18
0  1 M E N S  I O N  J M C  I •*)  , V M C  ( 4  ) , U MC  1 ( A ) .  V M C I  ( A )
NS  l s N h 4 > I c 19
NS2-=»NH4 + 2 c 2 0
f l 3 2 = N H 4 * S c 21
N S A = N h < 4 + 4 c 2 2
N S L 3  NS 4 * N L c 2 3
0 0  2 1 = 1 .  NC c 2 6
O C  I  J = I . N S - c 2 7
3 T O R ( I . J ) - 0 . c 2 3
C O N T I N U E c 2 9
OG 2  4 = I ,  J C c 3 0
C O ( I  ,  J ) = 3  . 0 c 2  I
C 0 ( N 3  V . N J  1 ) 3  I  . 0 c  - 3 2
C 0  ( N 3  I . ,N3 2  ) = 0  . J 3 3  3 3  3 3 3 3 3 3  3 3 C ■ 3 3
C O I N S I  . N c l 3 )  =  l  . 0 C ■ 3 4
c o ( n o  i  . n c ) =  r « A A A / a a A / s . - i . c 3 5
S T O R C N S 3 , N S 2 j a 1 . c 3 6
S TOR ( N c  J , N - j  a  ) — 1 • c 3 7
CF ( 2 3 )  3 . 5 . A c 3 8
C 0 ( N d 2 . N 8 2 ) = 2 . / A / C c 3 9
CO ( N 3  2 . N C  } = - .  .  * T  * A A 3 / 3 8  4 / C c AO
C 0 (  N 8 2  . N  6  3  ) ■= 8  C 2 c A I
C 0 < N 8  3 . N C )  =  - - 3 C 2 * 2 . c 4 2
S T O R ( N 3 2 . N 3 1  ) a  I  . / A / C c 4 3
3 T C R ( N 8 2 . N S 2 ) = - T N / 3 c AA
S T O R ( N 8 2 , N S 3 ) = 3 . / A / C c A S
5  T O R ( N 6 2  . N 3 4  ) s - T N / 3 c 4 6
S T U R {  N C . N 3 U  a - T N / A ■ c 4 7
3  T O R  ( NC « N S 2  ) =  1 . / 3 / C c 4 8
3 T 0 R l . S C . N 3 3 )  = - T N / A c 4 9
S T O R ( N C . N S A )  3 3 . / 3 / C c  • 5 0
C O ( N C  , N J l  } = * . c S I
C O ( N C  . N 3 2  ) • = !  . c 5 2
CO ( N C  , N 3 J  ) -=J .  3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  3  3  3 c 5 3
C 0 ( N C  , N C )  =  T a 4 A 4 / 0 1 S A - 0 . 2 c 5 4
S T O R ( N c 1 . N 3 1  ) = I  . c 5 5
S T 0 R C N 2 1  r . , NS 3)  =  t  . c S 6
I F  ( 2 2 )  7 , 3 , 5  ^ c 5 7
C 0 <  N C  , .NC ) = 2 4  .  0 * <  R 3 «  T * A + £  r  ) / 3 8 4 c 5 8
S T O R ( N 8 1 , N 3 J ) = 6 . « 9 3 / A A 3 c 5 9
S T O R ( N 8 I  . N O - ) = 6 . = R 6 / 8  8 3 c 6 0
S T 0 R ( N 8 2 . N S 4 . )  = 6 .  « R l O / 8 8  3 c 6  I
CO ( N 8 2  • M 3 2 )  =  2  • « R  7 A c 6 2
C 0 ( N 3 2 , N d J } = 2 .  = R 9 / 6 3 c 6 2
C 3 ( N S  2 , N C  ) =  - 4  .  « H ' J / 2 d +  1 2  . «  9 7  « T  *  A A / D  DA c 6 4
C 0 ( N 2  2 , N 3 J ) = R 2 3 5 5
C D ( N 3 3 . N C ) = - R 2 3 = 6 .  * c 6 6
5 T OR ( <N c  2  > M 5  J  ) = 6 .  * R 7 A — 6 7
S T O R  ( NC , .N 5 4  ) = K 2 3  » 3  • 5 8
DC 210 1=1,-. 
VMC( 1)30 'JMC I I ) a 0
v m c i ( ( >=o
2 1 0 'JMC 1 ( C ) = 0
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7 3N=»l .0









C A 4 3 0 a 2*a ;j2
o n = p n p /3
Q N 2 =8 N - * *2
3N3-=0N273N
9N4=0N2*UN2
00 l=0 N*a.N0S2=»CNJa.N2 3NA=aN*A 
A.N0=AN40 
XANss X2 * AN3 
rA,S=Y2 »ANd 
RR 1 = <A* XA N 
3R2 — K A *UNA 
SS lsK5*YAN
3 3 2-=K**0 iNA
R l,SaX2»XA.N - 
R2N=K2 *JNA ''
S 1 N = K2 4 Y A iN 
CRR1=CC3 ( rJRl ) 
3r h ;=s :n i r w i )
CRR 2 =CCj(SR2 )
SRR2-=«S INC -<R2 J
S33i=SIN{ SOI >
C S 3 2 = C C 3 C S 0 2 )
•3352= S INC S32 J 
IF CR1N-30.0) 3.3.9
3 CflI»exPt-2.J*RlN)
CHR1 = C I .0 ♦“ A I )/2 .0 
SHR1=C I .0 -5-t 11/2.0 
GO TO 10 *
9 CHR1=0.5 
S HR 1 — 0 .3
10 IF CR2N-50.G) H . 1 1 , 1 2
tl 0R2=£APC-2.J « R 2 N )
CHRjv= C I .0 *“R2 ) / 2  . 0  
SH«2=C1.0-£X2I/2.0 
GO TO tJ 
12 CHR2-SC.S
Sh R 2 = 0.5 
IJ IF C5 1N-50.J) I A , 1 A, IS
LA £S l = e X P < - 2 . 0 «SIN)
C H S l — C I .0* Z j 1 )/2 . 0 
SHSl = CI.0-=j t)/2 .0
GO ro 16
15 CHS 1 = 0.3 
3HS 1 = C .5
16 K 1,N=CHS I * G H  1 
< 2 N = S h R 1« S.22 I
K 3N=»SHh H C U l




. Ka.V=»CHP2*SRR 2  
L IN*CHSI«C33 1 
1_2N=0h5 1 *S35 I 
L3N=3hSI«C3JI 





R IN= I . -G . /-OP/ANP 
ISN=-2 ,/RN = *JN
1 1 N® I 2 N -* I 5.‘ 1/ ’ J N 












































c I 12£ I 13



























c I A I
r I 43r- t 43
c I AA
c t 45c I 46




4 1 C J ) - C K3-«K/N+<A *<SN ) /3NAX 
■H I (2 /3NA X
yi U )  = (X3X./N+XS*LdN)/9NAY
» t t A ) a (KJ *1 IN-<5 *U7.N ) /JNA Y
4 I ( 6 )a (K3 *i<jN + K4 *<4N )/A.N3 
J 1 ( 5 )a(X3*X»N-<*J«X3iN ) /ANS 
W I ( 7 )a(XJ»UN*K3-*V.lNI /ANS 




N M W a N h * * N  
NH5N*» NH5-* ft 
NH 6 N » N H 6 +N 
NH?NaNI-7iN 
C0( NH4N < NH4 ^ JaXl.N 
CO ( NH4N > 'IMS A l=K2N 
CO ( NH4N ,NH6 N ) = L1 N 
C O ( N H 4 N , h h 7 H )*L2N 
C O (NH4N,N32) = I IN 
CO(NH4N . N O  a T *!3N/934JA^i 
C O ( N H 5 N * N H4 AJ= -<4N 
CO(NHSN.NHSN>=K3N 
CO I NH SN ,NM-jN )-LAN 
CO(NHSN.UH7.A)=-t_3N 
C 0 ( N3 I ,N) =ON*Wt ( 1 J 
C3C.N8 I ,NHN)»ON*W I (2 )
COCNd 1 ,.NH2:i) aGN*Wl ( 3)
CO (NS 1 .NH2N) SQN«« I C 4 )
STCRC NH3N .Nj I ) =: I SN 
STOP! ( NHSN ,No3 )= C 7N 
IF ( 22) 1.7,19,18
1 7 CO (NH2N ,N J = JN* ( A 25* K 7 N «-A 2 6 * <3 N )
CO CNH2N ,NHN I * 3N * ( - A 2 6 *< 7N +A 25 «<3 .*11 
COC NH2N ..-IH2N J38N«( A23 -*<_ 7N*8 26 *L3N )
C0( NH2N ,NHJN Ja8 N* ( -62 6*U7N-f A25 «<-3N >
CO < NH3N.N )•= JN* ( A26*KSN- A2S* K6 N )
CD CNHJN.NH-I) aflN* < A2S* <5 N* 42 6 * K 6N )
CO ( NH2N .NH2U) = 3N* { -324*L5N+ A25*t_SN }
CO (NH JN .NH3N ) = 8 N* ( - A2S*'_SN- Q26*L6N 1 
CO(NH3N,NSj) 3TS3*[3N 
CO ( NH2.S .NCJ a TNQ4» t 7N
CO( N H 6N . N H 4 N )=AN*< A23«<3N-t-424*KAN)
COC N H 6 N,NH5 A) = A N * ( - A2A*<3N + A 2 3 * K 4 N )
CO (NH6N , flHij.l ]aAN«( 32J*L3N+6 24 *LAN )
CO < NHSN )=AN»( -32 4*l_3N-t-323*L AN )
CO(NH7N, NHA.i )AAN*( A 24 *<1N-A 23 * X2M )
CO( NH7N ,NH5n ) =AN» ( A23*< IN fA 2A»K2N J 
CO ( NH7N.NH6..I = AN * ( -32 4 « L. 1 N+ 623 *U2N )
C O (N H 7 N , N H 7 N ) a A N •(-323*U 1N - 0 2 4 » L 2 N )
CO (NH7.V .N32) = TNA* C5N
CD ( NH7N . N O  a T N A3 « t 7N
3 TCR (N H 2 N , N j A ) a - 3 . » T N * [ 1N/9
ST CM ( NH6 N ..1331 a-J . • TN« I INXA
STUMC ,\S2.N> = 0 A1« ( A 2 7 * w 1 (S 1f A 2 3 * W 1(6))
STON ( isa2. NH 1 ) =QA 1 *( - A 23 •'* I ( S ) cA27* »l (ill 
STGR ( N82. 1' * 1 2 N )  s o  A I « ( 327 «W t ( 7) HQ28* W1 ( 3 ) ) 
STOR ( N32,.fHJN)*aA I * ( -32 3*X I ( 7 ) * 6 2 7 «* 1 ( 9 ) ) 
' 3 T C H (N C . N ) » J 3 I «( A2 t I( I > +A22«xl (2))
STOR(NC .NH-)) aC3 I «( -A22*Wt ( ( ) «-A2l «'* I ( 2 ) ) 
STC H ( N C . N H 2 S ) -=08 I * ( A2 1 *W I ( 3 ) f 3 22 *'4 I ( 4 ) ) 
STOR(NC.NH3N )=031 * ( -622 *9 I ( 3 ) + A2 I * '41 ( 4 1 ) 
13 CD(N ,.S)^X5N
CO(N.NHN) =K=>N 
C O (N , NH2Nl=wSN 
CO ( N . NH3N )a.SN 
C O (N .N 8 3 )a 11N 
CO <N .NC J =»-( ON 
C O (NHN,N)=-<3N 
CO(NHN,NHN) a <7N 
CO(NHN,NH2N)= L3N 
CO(NHN.NH3N)=-U7N  
C3(NC.NHAN) j -JN«W U S )
C0(,SC..NH3N)Au H * i 1(6)
CO (NC .NHiiN) aCfU'l 1 ( 7 )

















































c 1 95c I 96c 197
c 1 58






c 2 10C 2 1 1c 2 12c 213
c 214c 2 IS
C 2 16c 2 17
c 2 18
C 2 t 9
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S T O R (NHN < Nii ) = ( SN C 2 2S
3TOR ( .NHN . MS* ) = t 7N C 2 26
'IF C 23) 2 2 . I ).20 C 227
19 =:a=-s:*3N c 2 2 3
C O t N . N J a a N J i (St 3 * < 5 N + A I0 « K 7 N + A I I «< 3 N ) C 229
C OC N . NHN I ao.-4 3-C a t 3«K6N- A I l« K7.N + A 19*<3N ) C 220
CD(N.Nh2fl)a3N0«( SI5«l_5N-3 10*(_7N+tH l*t_3N ) C 23 1
,CO(N.,ShJ.'Oaj.SJ.«(=l3«LoN-3U <L7N+31Q*L3N ) C 232
CO ( .NHN 1.1) *JNS * ( A I I * KSN- A I 0« <6N-c C 3*X.3N ) C 233
CC;,Nhh„NHN)aQN3*UlO«<SlN+4U*i<6.N’''ia*K7N) C 23*
CO C NHN ,.NH2N) = QN3* C-31 I *<_SN+310 »LoN+£ td-*L3N ) C 23S
CO ( ,NMN ,,'IH a8N3 * ( -3 1 0«U3.M-3 U  •UiN-c I 3 «U7N I C 236
CO(NHN ..NC )=*-24. 0»R6»C S.')/3U3 . C 237
C0CNH2N.N ) - J N 2 M  Al4<i<SN*4 lS*<6N-AG-»aM*<7N<-Al6*BN*K3N) C 233
CD ( NH2N • NHft) aSN2 * ( - A I 5* <5 N-f A 1 4 »<6N-A 1 6 * 0N *K7 N—A G *8N*< 8N ) C 2 39
COC NH.2N.NH2N Ja3N O’* ( 3 I 4*U5N+3 15 *t_ 6N-A G *d N-»L7N ♦e 1 6*I3N*(_3N ) C 240
COC NH2N ,NH3 A ) =BN2«< —3 15*1. SN +8 I 4*I_6N-31 6 «e N*t7N- AG-*d N« l_3N ) C 24 t
CD (N H2N ,N )=JN 2« ( A 1 6«ON*K5N+AG «0N *<6N A I S «K7N - A I 4*<3N) c 242
COC N M 3 N « N H<’ IJ = 5N2 «(-AG «JH«K5N + A l5*BN-*K6N + Al4*K7N+Al3<Ka.N) C 243
COC NH3.N ,NH2 l)a3 N 2 *I -ala«aN*LSN-AG*3l'i*U6N-3lS*L7N»Hl4«LiSN) C 244
CO C NH3N ,NH3A)=LIN2»(AG*aN«L5N-316*0N*l_6N-314*L7N-dli)*'_3N) C 245
COC NHJN ,n C )--24 . 0*R 10« t 3NXD33 C 245
CO CNC =3A4* C A5» * I ( 5 > *A6«* I C 6 ) ) C 247
COCNC.NHSN)A 3A4*(-A6*WI ( S ) +AS*W1 C6)J C 243
COC NC ..SH6N) aCAA-* ( 3S-** I c 7 ) *96-»W 1 ( 3 ) ) C 249
CD C NC .NH 7.N ) a 3A4 * ( -d6«W I C 7 )-35 «Wl C 3 I ) C 250
STOR C N3 I i.N J = J A3 * ( A 12« W I C 5 ) > A1 3»W I ( 5) ) C 251
STOR C N3 I , NHN )=0A 3* C - A I3«vr I C S J *4 t 2»vl I C 6 ) 1 C 252
STOR C Nd I • NrtJN ) =0 A3* (3 12*^1(7) + 3 I 3 *W 1(3)) C 253
STOR ( ,S3 I i NNJN ) = UA3* <-3 I 3 « wl C 7 ) *3 12«« I ( 3 ) 1 C 254
3TQaC,N82iN)*0A3*(Al9»'il C5)»A20*«l 1(0) 1 C 255
STOR C N32 ,NHN )-aCA3« (-A20*W I C 5 ) ■>■ A I 9-*W I ( b ) ) C 256
STOR C ,N32 . JN ) >0 A3* ( 3 14«w I ( 7 ) +Q20A'K1 C 3 ) ) C 257
STCRC N32..NHJ ))=OAJ*( -B20«'Kl (7 ) -c3 19»« I ( 3 ) ) C 2S3
GO TO 21 C 259
20 CD(NH2N.N)=JN2«(A14*KSN+AIS*K6N) C 260
C O (NH2N.NHN) a6N2 *( -A I 5« < 5 N+A I 4 * K 6 N ) C* 26 I
COC NH2N.NH2N )= 3 N 2 *(3 I 4JH.3N+315-»06N I . . : C 262
COC NM2N .NH3N ) =3N2*C -31 3 «I_SN+B1 4-L6N) . ' '" 'C 263
CO(N H 3 N . N ) = d N 2 * ( A 15 * K 7 N - 4 14*K3N) C 264
C0CNH3N.NHN) a3N2*( A14«<7N*A 15-»K3iN) C 265
CO ( NH2N |NH2.) ) «3N2» ( -3 IS «L7N fd 14AIL.3N) C 266
COCNH3N,NHO n )= 3 N 2*<-dI4*L7N-315*L3N) C 267
21 C 0 C N H 2 N , N C ) a - R 9 « [ IN/OU*12 .0 C 263
C O C N H 6 N , N H 4 4)s AN 2 * ( A 3 « < I N * A 9 * K 2 N ) C 269
C O C N H 6 N .N H S N )=AN2»C-4 9 * < I N * 4 6 * < 2 N ) C 270
COC NH6N .NH6 N ) =AN2*( S3*U 1 Ni-39*U2M ) C 271
COC NM6N >NH7N )aAN2*( -39 * L 1 N<*38»U2N ) C 2 72
COC NH7.S.NH4 U a A N 2 * C  -A3**4N + A 9 « K 3 N ) C 273
CO C NH7N ..NHSN) = 4N2* C A 9 «<4N + A d ■ < 3N ) C 274
COCNH7N.NH6 1 )-=AN 2 « C 3 3 «I_4N-9 9 *I_3N ) . C 275
CDCNH7N ,NH7N )=AN2*( - J 9* t_4 N - 38 *U3N ) C 2 76
1 CO C N32 f NH4N ) =D A2 « C A I 7*W I C 5 ) *• A 13* W 1 C6 ) ) C 2 77
COC ,N3 2 .NhSN) 3QA2 * C - A 1 3* t CS ) >A 1 7 *■* 1C 6 > ) C 273
COCNd2 .NH6N) a O A 2 * C3 I7»*t (7) +3 I3 * W 1 C o ) ) C 279
COCN3 2 . N H 7 N ) s O A 2 * ( -3 I3*Wl (7 ) ♦□ I 7*W 1C 3) ) C 230
COC N33.N) aJji* C A7*'tf I C I ) -R 1*3*4 I C 2) ) - C 231
COCN3J . N H N ) a O S 2 « t R 1 K 3 * « t ( I)*A7*J I(2)1 C 232
COCN32 .NH2NJ =032« C 3 7-*Wl C 3 ) *R lX3-»'4 I (4 ) ) C 233
COC N3 3 .NH JN) =032 « (-Rl <3« * I C 3) +07 *■* 11 4 ) ) C 234
STCRCNH3N .No 4 ) = 6 . 0*R9*CSN/83 C 235





ANOJaJNc*ANJ C 29 1
ANX2=AN32«<J2 C 292
ANY2aAN32«YdJ. . C 293
A NXaANS2* X2 C 294
ANY=A iN02» YU C 295
A2AXa»A2 *4 NX2 - C 2 96
3 2AY»22«ANY2 C 2 9 7
A23NaA2»))Ui ' C 298
323Na32*'JNA2 C 299
TAl=Al*3'lA2 C 300
T3 I— 3 1 A'3.' IA J C 30 1
TX 1 ai A NX 2 « A 1 C 302






TV l = AN'r2*dl
CP- C 2 -  I  ) 2 3 . 2 3  . 2 S
: F  (MH-MNH) 2 S - . 2 4 . 2 S
AR I TE t 0 . r 1-5 ) NH , N .ON, AN . 3N . AN2 , 3N2. ANJ ,3N2 . ANA , t IN . t 3N. [ SN . .3 1 N , 32 
IN .3 IN ,X IN ,<'.'1 . X3N . ,<4N ,<5N . XoN . <7 N . XoN . RS I , RR2 .S3 I .2 IN . l_2N .J_3N , LAN. 
2I_5N .LON .l_ 7N . t_3N . RH2 
PR I NT *3 . R.iP iRMPS . RNPS , 3NA2 , ANOC . 3NX2 . 3 NV 2 . ANX 2 . an 7 2 . A23N. 3 23N . A2 
I AX .32 AY .3 NX, 3 NT . A N X . A N Y. T A I ,T3 I , TXl i TY I , ( I , (a t , 3 > , ( .V I ( ( > . [ a I , 3 ) 
QHal.O






SAAJ»2 ./ ( S N A 2 * < 3NX2 + 2 . « A2*RM22 ) +RM2 4)
S 3 A a 2 ./(BNA2«(3 N Y 2 + 2 . » B 2 * R M 2 2 )+RM24)
5XA= 2 ./ ( ANX2 « ( ANB2 + 2 . *A2-«RM22 ) *RM24)




| Y 1 = 5 YAaRMP.1«OM
3a2aS2J*JNA*O.M 
SX2=5*A «ANd*'JM 
5Y2-3SY A«ANJ« JM 
TA2aA23hfRM22 
T32=U22N*-R 122
TY2=a2AY + n. 122 '
TA3=(SNXVRM22)»K3
TAAJi ( SNX-RM22 J **<4
TB3= < SNY VR 12 2 ) *<3
T34as( SNY-RM2 2 ) « * S
TX-G= ( ANXYR-I22) *<3*X2
TX4=( A.SX-PM22) *K4*X2
TYS3( Af.Y-t.RM22 ) »<3*Y2
T Y 4 = (ANY-RM22)*K5*Y2 ■ •
A J  C I ) - 5  3AS«(TA3*<7N+TAA*Y.3N)
AJ ( 2 ) = 3A2'( - 7A4«K7M*TA3-»<3N )
AJ(4|sS3i»( - rE4aU7N-»-ra3«'_5N )
A J( 3 ) =5X2 «( r X3a<3N-f TX4«<4N)
AJ(o)=5X2a(- TXA *K3N*TX3 «K AN J 
AJC 7 ) = SY'2 «( TY3au3M«-TY4*L4N)
AJ ( 3 ) =SY2*( - TY4 «l_3N*7Y3«t_4N )
BJ C 1 )=3At *( - TA2*K7N— TA1*<3N )
0 J (2 ) = 5 A I * ( T A 1«<7N-TA2*X8N)
B J( 3 J =531 «( - 7E2at_7N-T3 I «L3N )
■3J(4 )=S3l »( T3 I «L 7N-T32*U3H)
3J(S > = S X I «(-TX2«K3.N-TXl«KAN)
0J(6)=SXl*(TXl«<3N-TX2aKAN)
B J( 7 ) *SY1 »( -TY2«t_3N-TYl «t_4N )
•3J( 3 )=5Y1 »< TY I •L3N-TY2KL4N)
( F  ( Z - l )  2 3 . 2 6 . 2 3
IF (Nh-MNH) 2  8 . 2 7 . 2 3  
WRITS (5.59) NH.N.M
PRINT 33 ». , R M P .RMPP. R.HP2 . RM2 A ,RM2S . CMR > SAA.SOA.3XA.5YA.5Al ,53 1 ,5X1,
I5Y1 i3A2.332.5X2. SY2 . T A 2 ,TS2 .TX2,TY2, TA3 , T B 3 . TX3 . T Y 3 .T A * . T 3 A ,TXA ,TV 
24
WRITE (6.61) ( I . 1 = 1 .3) . (AJ( I ) ,lal ,3) , (3J( I ) , 1=1 ,3 )
NHMaNh+H 
NH2M=NH2+N '
NH3M = f,H3YM .
N H A M = N H A ^ M  
MHSMaNHSfM 
NHCM=NHS+M 
MH7MaKh7 t-M - 
C D ( N H 4 N , N ) a J  l * A J ( I )
C0(NH4,M ,,'IHN) aQN«AJ( 2)
C0(.NH4,M ,.|H2M ) =CM*AJ ( 3 )
C O ( NH4M . N H 3 N ) =  O N  «  A J ( 4  )
5T3R(NH5M .N) = O N * B J ( I )
ST'JR ( NHSN .Nrl IfaONaJJU)
ST0SINH5 I .NM2N)=GN«3J(3)
S T O P (N H 5 M . N H O N )= C N * 0 J (A )
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2 9 CD ( NH3N i NH4 A )=OAl*CA27*OJ(S I + A23 *►3 JC o ) )
CO ( NH3.M . tN HSR )=OA t »< -423=8J C S ) * A27*8J ( 6 ) )
CO CNH2M iNH6 1 )aQA I *C 327-*8J ( 7 ) *323 *8JC -3 1 )
CO C.NHJM ,.NHM ) =UA I « ( -6 23 *6 J< 7 ) +32 7 *gj ( 3 ) ) 
CD( NH7M ,.N ) = Jd I «C A2 1 *3 J C 1 ) +A22=8J < 2 J )
CO C;th7M i NHN ) =C3 I *C - 422 = 8 J Cl)+A21«dJC2) )
COC .NH7M ..1H2N )=<33 l*C A21*BJ (0 ) +822*6JC A ) )
CO C (NH 7M ,NHJN ) =09 I »( -322*0 J C J J + A2 I «3J C A ) ) 
STORC NH2M ,,() = 0A I«(A27*4J C 5) + A23»AJCo ) )
STCS C Nh2M ,.NHN ) =0 A 1 » C - A2 3= A J C5 ) +A27 *A J < 5 1 ) 
STOR i (NH2.N kNH 2 N )-=C A I * ( 327* A J C 7 ) +323 *A J ( a ) ) 
3T0a<(NH2M ,NH3N )=0A 1 * < -323 * A J ( 7 ) + 82 7= AJ C 3) ) 
STOR C NH6M ,.N) =031 * ( A2 I « A J < I ) + A22= A J (2 ) )
STOR C NHoN ..NHN ) =08 I «C -A22* AJ { I } +A21 *A J < 2 ) ) 
STORC NH6M (.NH2N )=0B1 *< A2I * AJ ( 3 ) +922=AJ C A ) ) 
STOR ( NH6M .N.1 JN ) =03 1 «( -322=AJC 3 ) + A2 1«AJ ( * I )
30 CO CM,N H 4 N ) = J N « A J (3)
CO C M , NH5.N )=GN* AJ C6 )
COC M (Nho.N )=JN»AJ ( 7)
CO CM I.NH7N ) = J.N* 4 J ( 3)
5 TOR ( NH.M . N) =JN»d J C 5 )
STOR C NHM,.NHN ) *ON=8J C 6 )
STOR I NHM , NHdN)=0N=8J C 7 )
STOR C NhM . .NH J(N ) = 0N«8 J C 3 >
IF CZ 3 ) 33.J I ,32
31 CDCM.NH6N)=jA4*(AS«AjC5)+A6*AJC6))
CO t M , NHSN )•= J A 4= ( -46 = AJ C 5 > + 4 5= AJC o ) )
COCM .NH6.N ) = J AA*( 35= AJ t 7 ) +86+AJ C J ) )
CO CM * Nh 7N )=JA4=C -86=AJC 7) +3 5= A J C 3) )
CO C NHN I.NHA.NJ = 0A3 « ( A I 2 *9 J C 5 ) +A I 3 = 3 J Co ) )
CO C NHN,NH5N) = CJA3»C-A13 = 8JC5 }+AI2«dJC 6 ) I 
CO C (NHM ,NH6NJ =0A3*C 3 12 = 9 J C 7) +813*8J C3 ) ) 
COC.NHM ,.NH7N) =0A3*C-3t3«8JC7)+8l2*ajC3> )
CD C NH3M >(NHA.n 1=0A3* C Al9«8J C 5 ) + A20 =dJC 6) )
COC NH3M i (NH5( 1J =0 A3 * C - A20*SJCS) + At 9«3J Co)) 
C0CNH3M ,.NHo n  )=OA J=C 31 9 * d J (7 ) +320 = 9 JC 3 ) )
COC NH2M *(NH7n )=OA3«( -6 20 = 9 Jt 7)+8l9«3J C 3 ) ) 
STOR C V t N )~J A3 »(A12 = AJCS )+A13*AJC6) )
G T O R [M rNH M ) = 0 A3=C-A13«AJ C 5) + A 12=AJ CO) )
STOR t N ..NH2N) =0A3* C 912= AJ C 7 ) +a 13= AJ Ca ) ) . 
STOR CM ,NH JN) = 9A3«.l -613=AJ C7 )+912 = AJC 3 ) ) 
STOR CNHM.N)a J AA = ( A5 * 8 J (5) +A6 = 8JC 6) )
. STORCNHM,NH t ) =Q AA«C— 46 = 8 JC S ) +A5=dj (5 ) )
STOR ( (NHM , .'W2.N J =G A a * (35=aJC7) + 56*6JCJ) ) 
STCRC N H M , N H J N )=OAA= C-36 = 8 JC 7)+85 «dJC 3) ) 
STCRCNH2M.N) =CA3*C A19«AJCS) + A20*AjCfc > )
STOR C NH2.M ,,NNN )=OA3« C-420 = AJ < S ) +419 * A J (6 ) ) 
STORC NH2.1 )-l2N )=OA3=< 319*AJ(7)+920*AJC3>)
ST0RCNH2M ,.N-t3N )=0A3*C -820«AJ(7)+3t9=AJ(a) )
3 2 COC NH2M ,.1H4 d )=0A2=( A17«AJ(5)+A13«4JC6> )
COC NH2M . NH ON ) =OA2 « C - Al 3* A J C 5 ) + Al 7 = AJ C 6 ) )
CD CNH2N ,.NH6N ) =OA2*C 31 7* AJ ( 7) +813 = AJC 3 ) )
CO CNH2M ,.NH7 i ) =QA 2= C -6 I 8* A J C 7) +8 I 7 * AJ C 3 ) ) 
CDC.NH6M ,,N ) = J32*C A7=AJ C I }-RIK3»AJ C 2))
CO < NM6N ..NHN) =082* <R l.K3 = AJ C I )+A7= AJ 12 ) ) 
COCNH6M iNH2.N )=0Q2*(37«AJ<3)+RIK3*AJC4) )
CO CNH6M ..NHJ^ ) =08 2 * C -R 1 .< 3 = A J C 3 > + 97 * A J { 4 ) ) 
STURCNHJ.M ,N)=0A2*CA17*3JCS) + A 19*8J Co) ) 
STORC NH3M ,NiM)=OA2*( — Al3*3J (5 ) + AI7=uJ C 6 ) ) 
ST0RCNH3M .NM 2N ) =0 A2 « C 8 1 7 * d J C 7 ) +013=0J C 3 ) ) 
STCRCNHJ.M i.N-lJN )=0A2*C -3ia = 3J( 7) +9 I 7**2 JC 3) ) 
STORC NH7M cl) =082 *C A7«9J C I )-RlK3*dJ <2) ) 
ST0RCNH7M ,.NH.N )=OB2* CRIK3*8J Cl)+A7*8JC2) ) 
STORC NH7.M ,Nn 2N ) =082 = C a7«aJl3)+filK3*dJl4)) 
STOR C NH7M i.'HJN ) =082= C—R1K3»8J C 3) +87=8J C a ) )
33 A M=RMP 2/A
AM2 = AM*AM 
A M 3-= A N 2 * 4 M 





3V1=8N*VL CL. 2 ) - 
C V t = C C 3 C 3 V U  
SVI = 3 CN C 3 Vt J '




■ c 3 8 3
c 3 3 4
c 33S
c 3 8 6
c 38 7
c 3 3 8
c 3 8 9
c 3 90
c 391c3 9 2
c 3 9 3
c 39A
c 3 9 5
c 3 9 6
c 3 9 7
c 3 9 8
c 3 9 9
c 4 0 0
c 40  1
c 4 0 2
c 4 0 3
c 4 04
c A O S
c 4 06
c 4 0 7
c 4 0 8
c 4 0 9
c 4 10




c 4 15c, 4  16
c 4 17
c 4 ia
" ~ C 4*19'“




c 4 2 4
c 4 2S
c . 4 25
c 4 2 7
c 4 2 9
c 4 2 9
c 4 3 0c431c4 3 2c4 3 3c4 34c4 35c4 3 6c4 3 7c4 3 3c4 3 9c4 4 0c4 4 1c4 4 2c4 43c444
c 4 45c446c4 4 7c4 4 8c449c4 5 2c453c4 5 0c451c4 54c4 5 5
■C 4 56c4 5 7c45a
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( I 7N- I5.N ) -r 6N/5N3*TN
aarN*cQS(u j * ( t7N-3 .» t s n )-r&N/3N3«TN
-T 3N4CN/0NJ/C
3UI=SIN< AU1 )
3 I M N = C L I * C 7 I
U l M N a  H .  I  *  5 V  i.
03NN=SU I * CV I
a ^ . M N - a c u  i  * s v i
A U f ^ = A N * V U  ( U »  3  ) / 2  .
a u s = a N * v u ( u . a > / 2 .  
s a a - 3 s  i , n i  a u r j  / a u r
S U B J O I N  ( S U - i )  / B U S
r s = c m /  ( r . m n « «  2- s n n *»2 i  * s a a  «saa= ca (  L  )
a S H 3 H 3 * R M N  
R 3 S » S 3  * S M N
< H f « C  t , W N * H S - l - Q 2 M N * « S 3  
U M N a G 2 M N A H 5 R  - Q  I M N « R S 5  
P H N 3 Q 3 . M t i * R 5 R  +  0 4 M N * R S 3  
0 M N = » a 4 , M N * « S r l f  Q 3 H N - « R S S  
W l a N C f U .
N A U = N S 4 7 U  
I F  ( M - l j  4 6 . 3 4 , 4 6  
3 4  IF C N - I J  4 0 . 3 5 . 4 0
3 3  I F  1 2 2 }  3 6 . 3 6 , 3 7
3 b  C D t N C . N C U ) = - C Q 3 ( U ) * 8 3 4 / 1 3  0 .
G O  T O  4 0
3 7  C D C N C  , N C U ) = - C Q S ( U ) * 3 3 4 / 3 0  .
I F  ( 2 2 )  4 0 . 3 3 . 3 9  
3 d  C O ( N C . N C U ) = i I « C Q S ( U ) / 4 .
C 0 C N 3 2 j N C U J = F U I
3 9  C 0 ( N 3 2 . N C U J = R 9 « C a S ( U )  « B 3 /  1 2  .  + F V I
40 C30=CSSCw)*338/2.
T  6 N - = C C 3  * C V  I  
T 3 N = C C 0 * S V I
C O  (  N d  1 . N C U J  = C D (  N S  t  .  N C U  )  -  7  6 N * 0 N / 3 . N 4  
I F  ( 2 2 )  4 1 . 4 4 . 4 2
4  1 C O t . N .  N C U )  =  - C  J S ( U  ) * (  I  3 N - 2 .  *  I  I N  ) * 3 0 4 / 9 4  .  - T 6 N / 9 N 4
C O ( N M 3 . N  , N C U J  s 0 3 r N * C Q S  (U) «
C  C D  (  N H 3 . N  . N C U )  =
S T O R  (  N H 2 . N  „ ' l m . ) = T N * r  3 N / 3 N 3  
3 T 3 R C N C . N A U )  = S T U R ( N C . N A U )
G O  7 0  4 3
4 2  C 3 ( N , N C U )  = - C Q S  ( L  )  *  (  I 3 N / 6  . -I I N )  « U 3 A / I  6  . - T 6 N / 3 . N 4
43 3 T O R  ( .Nh N » N A . .  } ■= - 7  3 M / 8 N 4  •
IF (22) 46.+4,45
4 4  S . M l  =  - C 3 o  I  U )  * 3 «  I  5 N / 4  . - 7 6 N / 9 N  
C O  ( N  ,  N C U J  = 3 1  *  7 6 N
CO ( NHN ,NCLJ = R6-«SM I 
C O ( N H 3 N , N C U ) = R 1 0« SM I 
5T O R ( N .N A L ) 3 4 6*7 3N/3N 
STOR ( .NHN . NA. )=EI* 73N 
STOR ( \H 2.1 ..NA U ) =R I 0* T.3N/BN 
45 00 206 <at.NV 
2 06 VMC(L )=VMC( _ ) +2. • F V (  ' <) »  < ( -  I . ) * *  N )  *COS (  2 . «N *  P  t »  (  X -0 . S )  / M  V )
CD( NH2N .NCUJ =-R9« ( CQS< U) «93 « I IN/3. -7 6N/3N2) -C«V.MC tU ) / ( 2. «3)
C0{N93.NCU) = CD IN83.NCU)+R2*76N*ON/3N2 
00 203 < = 1 i.)V
2  0 9  V M C  1 (  L  )  =  V N C  I  ( U )  * - 2 . * F V ( , < )  *  (  (  - I  .  )  «  * N )  * S  I N  ( 2  . * N  * E  I  *  (  K - 0  .  5 ) / N V )  
S T C H ( N M 3 N  . N 4 U ) = « 9 « T S N / B N 2 - C  « V M C 1  ( U ) / ( 2 .  * 3  )
4 6  ( F  1 71 — I  0 4 7 .  4 7 , 5 2
47 c a o = » c c ( U )  * S A A / D X / 2 .
T S M = C C 3 * C U l
T 7 M - s C C 0 * S J I
C C ( N H 4 N , N C _ J 4 - 7 5 M / A M 4  '
S T O R  (  N H 5 M  . . ' I A U J  =-T7M/AN4 
I F  ( 2 2 )  4 d . b 0 . 4 9
4 3  C 0 ( N H 7 M , N C U J = - T S M / A N 3 * T N
S T O R  ( N H 6 M  . N A U )  = 7 7 . 4 / A M 3 * T N
S T O R  ( N 6 2  . N A v _ )  = S T C R (  N 0 2 . N A U )  -  7 7 N = C H / A M 3 / C  
4 9  C D (  N C  . N C U  ) = C 0  (  N C  . . N C U  ) - T 5 M « O N / A M 4
I F  ( 2 3 )  5 2 . 4 0 , 5  I
5  0  3  7 0 3  ( N 3  I  , . U .  )  =  S T 0 R  I  N 8  1 ,  N A U )  * R 3 * 7 7  v n . C N /  A t*
00 2 0 7 <= I , AJ
2  0 7  U M C {  U J s J . M C !  _ )  f  2  .■* F U (  < )  « (  (- I  . )  « » N )  * C 0 S  ( 2 . * N « P ( - «  {.<-0 .5  ) / H U )
C O  (  N H S N  , . 4 C U J  = U M C  ( U )  /  (  2 .  *  A )
O C  2 0 3  < =  1 i . 4  J
2  3 3  U . M C  I  (  L )  =  J M C I  (  U )  * 2  .  « F U  ( K  1 *  (  (  -  I  .  )  «  =  N  ) * S  I  N  (  2  . * N  « P I  « <  K - 9 .  5 )  / ' 1 U »
S T O R  (NH7M .NAU ) =  U . H C l  (  U ) /  (  2  . *  A )
5  1 C 0 ( N 3  2 , N C U ) a C D ( N 3 2 . N C U )  4 3 7 *  7 5 N * O M / A M 2
3  2  5 K l = £ I » a . N 4




































































































































SX3« ( S3*AM2f ^ 5 « 8N2 ) *;«
CK l3fl7*AM2M9«aN2 
CK2='-fia*4i,<»JN 
CX3=:-R 1 J»6NJ 
C K « s j *a .m «6n  2 
CX5aR2*ON2»JNM 
CX6-*-R I *AM«JN*ONM
CO(NH4M ,NCU) -»C0< NM4M.NCL) -KMN*O.JM 
STOR C.NH5M ..'ULJ aSTOH t NHSM . N A U ) -PMN«CNM 
IF (Z3) iJ.33.S4
CO< NH3N.NCU) =CD ( NH3N .NCU) -{ TN »H‘I «<MN *AM/C*LMN )
CO (NH7N.NCUJ =CD< NH7M . NCU ) -< TN * A).|« KMN +• 9 n /C «UM N )*CNM
5 TOR ( NH2N . NAu ) = STOR ( NHSN . NAU) - A.M/ C *P M N +■ TN «8N»CMN
STOP ( NH6M .NA w J ®STOR < NH6M . NAU J * < TN* AM-wP MN-SN/C*0.‘JN)* QNM
C D ( N . N a X J t N . N C U )  -XVN
STOR (NHN . NA_ J -=STOR < NHN, NAU) — 3.MN
IF (Z3> 57. j 5.S6
CO (N .NCU) -=C0 ( N .NCUJ -t-SKl AK.MN
CO( NHN .NCU) = CO < NHN .NCU) * S <2 «K UN* 3X3* U -IN
CO ( NH3N >. 1CUJ -=CO ( NH3.N . NCU ) +C K3 •» KMN +C< 4 *U MN
STOR ( N ..NAU) 3 3 TOR { N . NAU) 7SX3 «PNN- 5X2* CNN
S T C R (N H N .N A - )=S T O R (N H N .NAU) ♦5X1«CMN
STCRCNHJN. U U )= S T O R (N H 2 N ,NAU)+CX4«P N N - C X 3 * Q M N
CD( NH2.N.NCUJ sCDl NH2N ,NCU) *C.<t »K M N + C < 2 *UMN
C0(NH6M.MCU) = CO < NH6 W . NCU ) *C KS* KNN + CX6 *U .VN
STOR ( NH 3N .N*u) =S 7OR ( NH3N . NAU ) -C< 2*CMN +CX I «C,MN
3TOR ( NH 7M ..JAU) = S T OR ( NH7M.NAUJ ♦CXS*PMN-CX6«C.MN
CONTINUE
S Y A3a 1 .
RETURN
FORNAT (i X . ' S N P 1 . 13 X . 'RNPP* . I 2 X , •R N P 5 ' . 12X , •3NA2* . I 2 X . 'AN82' .7 1X ,5 
IF I 6 . 3 / 3 X , *3 1X2 * . t 2 X . • 3NY2 * . I 2X . 'A N X 2 ' . I 2X . * 4NY2 » , 12X. 'A23N * ,d X . '32 
28 N « , 1 2X. • A2AX ' . I 2X. • 32 A Y • / I X , 3 FI 6 . 3/ 3 X . ' B NX ’ . 1 2 X ,• dNY • . 12X . 'ANX 
3• . 1ZX , • ANY • , 12X , 'TA 1 • , I 2X , • TO 1 ' , 12 X ' TX 1 * , t 2X • TY t • / X3F I 6 . 3 /5 X 3 I t
4 5/6 X ' *t • , 3.<dF I 5 * 3 ) '
FORMAT (/30A ■N H = • , IS . 5X . • N s <.I5.SX,'M =» • , t 5 / )
FORMAT ( 3 X » ' R M P * , I 3 X , • RMpo. , t 2X • RMP2 • , I 2X • • R «24 • . 12X . ' R.M2S 1 , I 2X , *0 
I M R •/I X .6 F 16. 3/3X . • SAA • ,13X. >S3A' ,13X. • S XA • ,1 3X. ' SY A ' . 13X. 'SA1 < , 10X 
2. 'Sdl ' .t J X, • SX1 • ,13X, • SYI '/tX.3Fl6.d/3X,*SA2' . I 3 X . > 53 2 * .13X, • 3X2 • , 
313X, ' «Y2 ' . I 3 X . * T A 2 * ,1 3X. 'TB 2' . 13X, *TX2 ' ,I3X. •TY2'/tX.3Fl6.d/3X. • TA 
43' .13X, « 73 3' . 13X, • T X3 • ,13X. 'TY3' »13X . 'TJ4' , 1 2X. ' T S4 1 . 13X. 'TXA ' . tOX
5 . ' TY 4 </tx ,3- 16.3)
FORMAT ( 5X . 3 I 1 5/5X , • A J • . 5X , 3F ! tS . 3/6 X , • 3 J ' . 5 X , 3 F t 5 . 3 )
ENO
c 5 2 7
c 5 2 3
c S 2*3
c 5 3 0
c 521
c 5 3 2
c S 3 3
c 5 3 4
c S 3 5
c S 3 6
c 5 3 7
c 5 3 8
c S 3 9
c 3 4 0
c 5 4 1
c 5 4 2
c 5 4 3
c 5 4 4
c 5 4 5
c 5 4 6
c 5 4 7
c 5 4 3
c S4<?
c 5 5 0
c 5 3 1
c 5 5 2
c 5 5 3
c 5 5 4
c S 5 5
c 5 5 6
c - 5 5 7
c S 58
c 5 5 9
c 5 6 0
c S6i
c 5 6 2




c 5 6 7
c 5 6 3
c 5 6 9
c 5 7 0
c 5 7 1 -
\
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mm m m m  m m m  mm m mm m mmm m m  m m *  m « m r n m m M m m m m m m m m  m m m  m m m  *  *x ■
G'JSHUL 7 CNE. a SUA. C NS I , NSu . SY AS . CD . OC . ST OR . NS . JS . UN ..'l‘3T I . NS T3 1
* -aai ■* * * * <j«a *=» x j t j t  m x u - x  m x  x m  m  x  x  x  x - x  9  m  x m  x x x  x x m x x  < » i a
OGUtiUS PRECISION CH . DC 0 2
DIMENSION CJCNS.JS). OCCNS.UN). 3TCR C.'1ST I . NST 2) O 3
C3MMON/'3L5/',4HC . N33 . NC . JC . NH2 . NH3 i .Vh» , NMS.iNHo . NH 7 . Nrtd . NS I . N32 i N H  . NU 
OCMENSION C D J ( A ) , C O K C A ) 0 S
oa 3 l > NH>* . 0 6
NHAJaNH4»J 0 7
0 0 I I»l.N-44 0 3
COC I .NH4J la j f O R < I ,J) 0 9
CONTINUE 0 10
N M 4 1 3 N H 4 + 1 , O i l
00 2 t=NHAL,NH3 0 12
COC 1 . J JsjTJ^ I 1 •J ) 0 13
CONTINUE 0 IA
COC HQ 1 > J )=0. 0 15
COC M3 1 .NH4J) = ST0RCN31 .J ) 3 16
CDCN32.J>*0, 0 17
C0CN32.NHAJJ =ST0.9CN82 . J ) 3 13
C0 ( Nil 2 > J ) — S T DR ( N 83 • J ) 0 19
C 0 ( N3 2 < NH A J J sQi 0 20
C 3 C N C .J ) * S T J R C N C ,J» . 0 21
CO CMC I.NH4 J ) = 0 . 0 22
CONTINUE 0 23
OC S N-1 I NH 0 2A
NHNa.Nh + N 0 25
NH2N— NH 24- N 0 26
NH3N=M1J ►N 0 27
NH4,N = NhA>N 0 23
NHSN=».NH5+N ° 29
NH6N*NH6->-N 0 30
N H 7 N = N h 7 AN 0 31
00 3 1*1.2 0, 32
1 NHN-=NH *( 2ni - 1 ) 0 33
!NM1= [NHM— IH o 3A
I NH2-3 1NH 1 HNH 4 0 35
DO A J-s* 1. A 0 36
NJ*tJ-l)*Nrt>S 0 37
NK=t J + 31 ANHf N 3 23
COJ t J J=C3 C t.lrt 1 ,N J ) 0 39
COKC J )*CD C I.4H2.NK) 0 40
c o n t i n u e  o a i
CDC INH I |N) = C0C [NHN,NHN) 0 42
COC INh t•N H N ) a —CO C INHN.NI 0 43
CO C INH I .NH2.4 1 =-C0( I NHN, NH3N ) 0 A4
CD C I.NH I .NH3.4 ) *C0 C t NHN .NH2N1 0 4S
C O C I N H N . N ) = - C 0 J <2> 2 96
COC C N HN.NHN4*CDJCI) 0 47
CDC INHN.NH2 4)= C D J C 4 ) 0 43
COC I NNN < NHJ 4 ) = —C OJ ( 3 ) 0 49
1 NHN* lNH‘4 + 4 8 A 2 50
CO C IHH2.NH4S ) =C0 < t.NHN, NHSN) 0 SI
CO C I NH2 ,NH5 4 ) =-C0 C t NHN. NH4N ) 0 52
CO ( 1NH2 ,NHo-4 1 =-C0 C 1 NHN, NH7N 1 0 53
COC INh2.NH7-4 J-=C0 C INMN..NM6N) O 54
COC INHN ».'4H4'4 1 * “ C 0 K C 2 I 2 fS
COC I NHN ,NH3.'4 ) =CDKC I ) . 2 56
COC INhN .NHo 4 )-=CDKC A ) 0 57
COC CNH.N ..-4H7N J=-C0K( 3) 0 S3
00 6 J*NSl,MSU 2 = 9
NH8J=.NH4+J O 60
OO 5 :*l.NC ' 2 fi
COC t , NH 3J TOR C 1 . J ) 2 62
SYAS-a-l. 2
RETURN 2 2 =
2,NO 0 65 —
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*  m m  *  m m  m m  m m  m  m  *  M M  m  * m m  m m m m a m m m m -x m m m m  *  « 7 *  a j i a « f * « a « a
s u e r c l  r  i.w£ u n a ( p t . n s s  . c d .  o c  . s t o r  .n s , j  s . l .n  . n s t  i  . n s  tz . u  t . m i . cm i
#  j«  *  *  a * m m  m  m m  m  m  m m m  m m  m  m m m m  m  m m  w m m m m  m  m m m m  m  m  *  m m  m  «  * m  m  m  m  m m  m m m m .m m m m m m m m m  m m  a
OOUQl_E PRECISION C M <OC 
REAL. *3.<<4,XS
COMMON / O H  / P . CO (A ) , C3S( 4 ) . < 3 , < 4 , X5 ,aa .3B3 . 384 ,X2, Y 2 .A I .A C ,A3.AA, ta 1 .02 .33.31.S C A,sea,see.SCO .31(4) ,S2(4 > .33(A) ,SA(4) ,SSC4) .36(A) .
2 27 (A )
CCMMCN/UeS/MMC .N83 . NC . JC • NH2. NH3 .NHA ,NH! . NH6 , NH 7 , .NH 8 , N3 1 , N82 .NH . NL 
DIMENSION C-XNS.JS). OC(MS.LN), S T C R (NSTI . N S T 2 ) , H ( N S ) ,  Ml(NS). C 
IN(NSS)
00 I ,»t.NC 
N C J A N C X  J - t )
00 1 l=l,NC 
C H l N C J t l )= C 0 ( I .J )
NCC=NC*NC
CALA. NINV ( CM ■ NC >0,1.1 .Ml . NS 5 , NS )
OO 2 la I . NC 
OU 2 lsl.NL 
0 C ( I . L J a J .0 
00 2 J=l.NC
OC ( I . LJ-=JCt t . LJ -t-CH ( NC»( J - t ) ♦ I ) *CD ( J. NC»L )






S R 2 = E X P ( C K M « P )




NHAN = Mn4*N 
N H 5 N  =  NH5*nN 
NH6N*,\H6 + N 
',NM7N=NhN-N 
00 2 L = l .NL 
OClN.LJaOCl.t .1-) /ER2 
OCtNHN,LJ -OZ (NHN,L)/SR2 
OC(.NH2N.L)aaC(NH2M,U) /ER2 
0 C ( N K 3 N .L )=J C (NH3N»I_)/ER2 
OC C NH4N.L)4JC( N H 4 N .L)/ERI 
OC ( NHSfi.L )3 J C ( NHSN ,L)/ER I 
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c « * a a a a c *  < < > > < « . » < < « > «  ■> .»*•=<»«
s u a a o u T i t E  -i i n v  c a . n . o , l . m , n s s  ..n s  )
3QUclU= =r?t£3: 3 l UN A . OC i JA35i3!0Ai HOLO F
DIMENSION A(NSS). U ( N S ) . M(NS-) F
0 3 t .0 F
NKa-N F






00 2 J»X,N F
1 Za,N* < J - I > F
OU 2 I*X,N • F
:j312 +1 f
C 10 IF ( Ad5( JIOAI- 4Q5(A([J))) IS.20. 20 F
IF (0 A S 3 C 31O A ) - O A B S C A (IJ })) 1.2.2 F
1 S IGA = A (IJ ) F
LIKJal F
M(X)aJ F
2 CCNTINUE . F
J=L(K) F
IF (J-X) S,j.J F
3 Xl»X-N F
00 A l« I . N F
XI-aXI+N F
HC1_0 = -ACXI ) F
JI=XI-K*J F
A< XIJ « A (J I ) F
A { J I)=HQLO F
A CCNTINOc F
5 I-=M(X) F
IF ( I-KJ 3.3.6 F
6 J P a N * (I-1 ) F




A< JXJ=A< J I ) F
AtJtj^HCl.0 F
7 CONTINUE F
S IF O t O A )  u . 9 , 1 0  . F
9 03 0.0 F
PRINT 27 F
RETURN P
10 0 0 1 2 1 3 1  ,n  P
IF I t-X) 11. 12.1 I P
1 1 IX3.NX+ I - F
A I IXJ3AC IX)/C -aIGA) p
12 CONTINUE F00 I j 131 ,n P
IX=NK♦ I P
HOLO— A ( IX ) P
IJaI-N P
OC IS Ja I ,N P
1 Ja I J + N F
IF C I-X) 13, 15 . I 3 - P
13 IF (J-X) • IA. IS. I A ■, r
I A X J a [ J - [ K  F
A( I J ) a H a O * A  < XJ ) M (  t J ) P
15 C O N T I N U E  P
X J a X - N  P
00 17 J = 1 ,N P
X J 3 X J + N  P
IP IJ - X ) 16, I 7 , I 6 P
16 A ( X J )aA IXJ)/ JIGA • “
I 7 ' CONTINUE P
C 0=C«OICA r
A (XX)a I,0/31 .A P
13 CONTINUE ^
X a N p
19 X-alX-l) f
IF C X ) 26 .2j .20 I
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IF U - K ]  23,23.21 F 75
2 1 JC=N«C K-l } F 7fc
JR=N* ( I - 1 ) F 77






2 2 CONTINUE F 8A
20 JtM(K) F 85
IF [ J-K ) 19 ■ 1 9 • 2 A F 86
2A Kl-K-S t S7
DO 25 1= 1 ,N F 86
Kl=(tl + h F 89
HOLO=A (KI J F 90
JI = K 1 — K+J F 91
A<K1J=-A(J1J f 92
A t Jl )«SH0LD F 93
25 CONTINUE F 9A
GO TO 19 " p S5
26 RETURN F 96C F 97
27 FORMAT l/tOA*THE MATRIX IS S I N G U L A R 1 ) F 98
END F 99-
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5 U 3 R 0 L T I  I E  J S 2 A  ( C O  i  D C  i  S T U S  •  N 5 i  J 5  i  L N  i N S T l  a N S T  2 )  G  1
C  » * « i i : x A U « i j > » « * f t i i > x s « a * s « x i « i v t i t s « « v c s « x x « i a a x t > i  m m  **-*■*■ * * . » , . * » *  1 1
D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  C M  i  D C  G  2
C  . G  3
C  C O M P U T E  J E F L E C T I O N S  A N O  M O M E N T S  [ O L D  S E R I E S )  G  *
C  G  5
R E A L  X M N .  N X 1  a M X 2  .  M X 3  .  M X 4  ,  M X 5  a M K 5  .  K L i  .  M L 2  a M i _ 3  .  M L 4  ,  Ma.  .  N 3  .  X A  ,  X 5 .  M F  ,  L M  G 6  
I N  G  7
C O M M O N  A ,  P I  , S A , C .  S . T N . C A . A A  ,A A 3 , A A A ,  2 ,3Y A S , C 2 . C 3 . S T .S F , T , T 5 aM N H  G 6
C O M M O N - / 3 L 3 '  5  ,  D  X  ,  0  Y  ,  D X  Y  .  0  Y  X  ,  D  I  .  D  2  . E  I  .  G  J  a M ,  V  L  ( 4  .  5  > . 2 3  G  9
' C O M M O N  / d L U  P  . C O  ( 4  ) . C O  S  t A  ) , X 3  . X 4  . K 5  , a B . 3  0 3  , BBA , X 2 . Y 2  . A 1 , A 2  . A 3  . A A  , G 10
1 S I , U 2 . B 3 . B A , s c A , S C 3 , s e c , S C O , S I  ( A )  ,  S i  (  4  )  ,  S 3 ( 4 } , S 4 ( 4 1  , S 5 ( a )  , S 6 ( a )  ,
2  £ 7 ( 4  )
C  C M M 0 N / 3 L 5 / N H C  . N 8 3 , N C . J C .  N H 2 , N H 3  a N H a  , N H S • N H 6  a N H 7  a N H  S  a N 8 1 a N 3 2  a N H , N L  
C  O M M O N  a / I  X _ /  U C t  2 4  )  ,  V C  (  2 4  )  ,  N G C  ,  Y  A  (  A O  0  a 2  4  )  ,  N R  .  U R  ( 9  )  a V R  (  3  )  a N =  (  1 0 )
D I M E N S I O N  C D ( N S . J S ) .  D C C N S a L N ) ,  S T O R ( N S T 1 , N S T 2 ) G 1 4
D I M E N S I O N  P I  ( 2 0 )  a = 2 ( 2 0 ) ,  = 3 ( 2 0 )  a 9 4  (  2 0  ) .  P 5 ( 2 0 ) .  P 6 ( 2 0 ) ,  = 7 ( 2 0 ) .  G  1 5
l P e t 2 0 ) ,  C C { 2  0 , 2 0 ) .  S S ( 2 0 . 2 0 )  G  1 6
L  T = M N H * 1 0  G  1 7
D C  I A  1 =  1 ,  N  J  C  G  I S
U = U C ( I J  G  1 9
V =  V C  ( I  )  G  2 0
D O  1 N = 1 , N H  G  2 1
R N = N  G  2 2
R N P 2 = R N * P I  G  2 3
A N = R N F 2 / A  G  2 4
E N = R N F 2 / 3  G  2 5
V N = 3 N » . V  G  2 b
A U = A N * ' J  G  2 7
8 U = B N * L  G  28
A V = A N » V  G 2 9
A V K = A V * X 3  . . . G  3 0
U  3  N =  K  2  »  3  J . G  3 1
V 3 N = A V K » X 2  ■ , G 3 2
V 3 Y = A V K « Y 2  G 3 3 ’
U A V = X 4 » 3 J A V H  G 3 4
U 5 V = X S * a J - V N  G 3 5
V A U = X 4 * X 2 « A V + A U  G  3 6
V 5 U = K 5 * Y 2 » A V - A U  G  3 7
C M ' J N  =  C D S H ( J j N )  G 3 8
S H U N = S I N H (  J J  G  3 9
P I I H ) = C h V N * : o S ( U 4 V )  G  A O
P 2 ( N ) = S H J N «  j 1 N ( U t V )  G  A l
P 3 ( N ) = C H J N * C O S ( U 5 V )  G  4 2
P A ( N ) = S H J N * S I N C U 5 V J  G  A 3
P 5 ( N J = C 0 5 H ( V J N ) « C O S ( V 4 U )  G  A 4
P G ( N ) = S I N H ( V 3 N ) * S I N ( V A J ) G  4 5
P 7 ( N  ) = C O S H (  / 3 Y )  * C O S ( V 5 U ) G  4 6
P S  < N  )  =  £  I N H t  V 3 Y  ) *S  I N  t  V S U  ) .  G  4 7
C V = C O ' ( V N )  G  4 8
S V b S I M V N )  G  4 9
D O  1 M = I , N H  G  5 0
R M = M  G 5 1
U « = S M « P 1 * U / 4  G  £ 2
C C ( W , N )  =  C O S [ U M ) = C V  G  5 3
1 SSI M  a M - 3  I . J {  J M ) * SV G 5 4
D O  ] 4  L * l a N _  G  5 5
L N *  =  N H C  «■( _ - l  )  * L T  ■
C 0 4 = C C S l u ) / 4 .  x  G  5 7
W L « D C ( N S 1 , L ) + O C ( N 8 2 a L ) * ( U / A ) * * 2 + O C [ N 8 3 , L ) « ( V / S ) * * 2 + ( T « U » * 4 - V * * 4 ) / ' S  G  5 e
1 B A * O C ( N C  a L )  G  5 9
I F  (  2 E )  3  . 2 .  2  G  6 0
2  W L = t a L H C O A * | V « * 4 - ( v « B ) * « 2 » 6 . + 5 . * 0 8 4 ) ^ 2 4 .  G  6 1
G O  T O  A  G  6 2
3  k ' L =  * L + C 0 4  * {  V  « * A - ( V « B )  * » 2 * 2 .  T B Q A ) / 2 A .  G  6 3
4  D O  1 3  K = 1 , 3  G  6 4
L N M = L N * + M N H « X  G 6 5
M L  =  2 .  * S 1  ( X )  v  D C  (  N S 2  .  L ) / A  A + 2 .  » S 3  ( X  )  » D C  ( N S 3 . L  1 / E 9 +  1 2  . *  ( T * U * * - 2 « S 1  ( X  ) - V  G  6 6
! * » 2 * S 2 [ K )  ) * J C ( N C . L ) / S B *  6  & 7
I F  ( 2 5 )  6 , 3 . 5  -  G  6 6
5  M L = M L * C 0 4 * { V « V - B 3 ) / 2 . * S 3 ( X )  G  6 9
G O  T O  7  G  7 0
6  M L * = M L + C O a  » (  V = V - B B / 3 .  )  /Z .  *  S 3  ( X 1 G  7 1
7  M K 1  =  S  1 ( X )  » A 2 - S 2  ( K ) * K A - S 3 ( K )  G  7 2
M X 2 = S 1 ( X ) * A i a S 2 ( X ) » K 3  .  G  7 3
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MK3= S 1 ( K1 02 ( K ) *X2*K4-U3C K) *X2»* 2*A2 G 7a
KK4~=( S2 ( K ) 3 + So ( K ) * X2 *A 1 ) « X2 G 75
rAL 1 = 3 1 < K) »32 + 32 t K ) -N5-S 3 ( K1 G 7c
KL2=S 1 < K 1 *Ji - 52 ( K ) »K2 0 77
M!_3= S i ( K > -3 2 ( K.) *Y2 «K5-S3( K) «r2** 2*32 G 7E
I S2 ( * J S3 ( K1 *Y2 *01 ) « Y2 G 79
DO 12 N=1 iN.-l G ao







3Vl=3ft*VL!_■2) G esCV1=CCSC3V1J G 89
SV1 = S1 N ( 3V1 J G 90
ELS=3N * Vi_ ( _ . 4 I /2 . G 91
SS3=S1N(3L5>/ULS G 92DO 10 v=l ,,-vn G 93RM=M G 94
a k =r m *p j /a G 95AM2=AN*AM G 96
A M*x Aft 2 * A K2 G 97
AU1 — A V* VLl_, 1 ) - G 98CU1 = CCS 1 AU1 v G 99
C 1 KNsCl 1*CVI G I 00
C2KN=SllU AUi ) *SV1 G J 01
RMHf=D7 »AM A + iCA*A R2*B N2 + SCB» SNA G 1 02
SKN-l SCO * A HO ♦SCD*3N’2) *AM»BN G 1 03
ALR=AV*V_tu. 31/2 . G 1 04
SAAx:S I N { ALR1 /ALR G 1 05
RS= 1 • / ( RMN»*2-SMW«*2 ) «SAA»SSD*C0 tl_) G 1 06
RSR=RS*RMN G 107-
RS5=RS*SMN G 1 06
KMi<=Jl.MN*S5R -C2MN»RSS G 1 09
LMNx-QEMNk KSR-QI MN*RSS G 1 1 0
IF ( N .GT . 1 1 GO TO 3 G 1 I 1
T5HBsCC(.)»:j|*SAA/2./5X/A«2tCOS( AM«U) ‘ ."" G 1 12
ML = ML-T5fA3*3 1 ( <) G 1 13
IF IK. CT. 1) GO TO 9 G 1 1 4
WL=WL+T5MB/AM2 G 1 1 5
IF IK .GT. 11 GO TO 9 G 1 16
WL = WL +KMN*:; ( M •W)+LMN»SS(M. N) G 1 17
MK5=AV.2*3 1 < rl)+3N2»S3tK) G 1 1 8MKB=3A*AH*S2{KI G 1 19
ML*Ki_- ( M<s« <. MN-MK6*LMN) *CC( Hi N )* I MXb*KMH-HK5*LMN) *S St F.. N) G I 20
CONTI SUE G 1 2 1
NHMxNhtN G I 22
NH2N=NH2+N G 1 23
NH3A-NH3+N G 1 24
NH4N=NH4+N G I 25
NH5N=Nh5-*-N G 1 26
HHONxNhG *■ N G t 27
NH7N=NH7-t-N G 1 25.
TCiNS= CCS t L 1 *CV1 • S9BS2 . /QU2* CCS t ON* VI G 129
IF I< .GT. 1) GO TO 11 G 130
WL= T£)N3/dN2f JCl N .U) *Pl t N) +0C(NH.‘1,L)*P2 (Kl + OCt NH2N.L )*P3( Nl + DCt NH3N G 131
1 .L)«P«tNlfj; (NH4N.L)»PS(N)+OC(NH5N.2)*Pb(N) + OC( NHbN ,1. ) «P? (N I+OC1 NH G 132
27N»LI*PS(N )7WL G 1 33
M U«K1 + AN’2*< ( -MK3 >®I ( H) -M<6* P6 ( N) ) *DC. t NHAN.l)*tMAA*R5IN) -MK3*F>6 f N ) ) G 1 34
1 *OC t NKSN. LI * ( -K_3*P7 t N) +ML« *P8(N) I *OCt NH6N.L )♦( -ML6*=>7( N) -HI_3*P8 (N G 135
2> > *DC tNH7N•_11 G 136
ML=Rl_*SN2«l f MK1 *P1 t NI-MK2 *P2t N) ) *OCl N,l_ It-1 MK2*P1 { N) +MK 1 *P2t N 1 I *OC( G I 37
1 NHN ■ l_> +1 ML1 * Pj ( N )-ML2*PA c N) > * DCt NH2N . L I + t KL2*P3 ( N > * ML. 1 * P * ( N 1 1 *OC ( N G 136
2H 3N . L I I - 1 6 >13 * S3 ( K ) G 1 39
CONTINUE G 1 40
YAlLNH.,1 ) s A_ SJ 1 4 1
CONTINUE G 1 62
YAti.N»,n=A'. G 1 43
r e t u r n G ] 64
END G 1 65-
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SJdROLTiNS JA2 A (C D , O C . STOR.NS.JS .LN.NSTI ,N S T 2 > H I
DCU3LS »H=:iS10N CH.DC *• 2
REAL KMN , n . i i  . MR2 . MR3 . MK4 , MRS. MK6 . ML1 . ML 2 . ML 3 .NL*-. M_ . < 0  . XL, < 5 .  MF . LM M 0
I N '  H 4
COMMON A.P! , SA.C.S.TN.C4, AA ,AA3. AAA, Z.SYAS.C2.C3.ST .SF.T.TE.MNH M S
COMMON /■3LU-' 3, OX , OY . Ox Y , DYX .0 1 . 02 .3 I , S J. H, VL ( 4 , 5 ) , Zs H 6
COMMON /3ul/ p . CO (4 ) . COS( A ) ,*J , K4 . Kil . 93 .933 . 994 , X2. Y2 . Ai , A2 , Ao. A A, H 7
IE 1.32.33. 3 L .SCA. SC3.SCC.SCO .51(4) , St ( 4 ) ,S3(«).S4t4) ,S5(4),S6(4),
2 £7(4)
C O M M O N / 3 L 5 /  J M C  > N  3  3  > N C  .  J C  .  N H 2  .  N H 3  ,  N H L  .  N H 5  .  N H 6  .  N H  7  ,  N r l  S  .  N S  1 .  N S  2  > N  H  ,  N L  
C O M M O N  / i X . /  J C (  2 4 )  , V C ( 2 4  )  , N G C , Y A ( 4 0  0 , 2 4 )  . N R , U P  ( 9 ) . V R ( 3 )  . N = <  1 0 )
0 1 MANSION CJ INS . JS) . DC(NS.LN), STON ( NST 1 , NST2 > H 1 I.
DIMENSION 3 y C 2 0) . P10(20). Pll(20). PI2<20), P13(20), P14(20). PIS H 12
1(20). P 16( 2 J ) . S C (20,20) . CS(20.20) * 13
LT«MNH*10 H 1<l
00 S 1*1,NSC M ]S
U=UC(I) " Jo
V*VC(I) “ I




3 N=R NP 2/13 H 22
VN*3N*V H 23
A 0=AN *L H 24
SU=3N*L\ H 25
AV*AN»V H 26






V 4 U= K4*X2»AJtAU 
VSU=KS»Y2*AV-AU
H 33 H * 34
C H U N = C C S H (J J N ) * 25
S H U N - S 1 N H (JJ N J 0 (Ji
P9(IJ) = SMJN*.0S( U * v ) [J no
P I 0 ( N) = CrtU J» SI N( U4V) r. “ B
PI 1 (N) = 3HUN*CDS(U5V) * 29
P12(K)*CrtllN#ilN(U3V) H 7"
p 13( N ) *3 I NMl V3 N ) *COS C V4U) *
P U ( N ) * C J S H (  V3N) *SIN( V4U) •
P I 5 ( N )*5 I NHi V3Y ) «COS ( V5U)
P16(N )=C3SM( V3Y) *SIN( VSU)
CV=COS(V:J)
SV*5 1 M V N )
DC I M = 1 , Nrt
P*~M H 49U M * R M * P J • U/A H tl
5C(M.N)sSl.l(UM)«CV , C l ,
CS(M,N)«C 0 5 ( U K ) * S V  
DO 8 I *1 , NL
WL*DC(NO 1 til*U/A + OC< N83.L)* (U/A)**3+DC( N32.L)*V/9+DC(NC.L )«(V / 9 )** H S4
13
OC 7 K = 1,3
ML*o . 0*3 1 (X.) *U/AA3*DC (NB3 .L )»6.*S3 (K ) *V/’BS3*0C( NC .i.) *
M X 1 = S I (K ) * A 2 - S 2 (K>*X4-S3(K) Z
MK2*S 1 ( K) *Ai <-S2I <) *K3 L ?T
M K 3 * 3 1(K ) Y S d (K)»X2»KA-S3(K)*X2**2*A2 " “ j
MK4*( 52(K)«X3+S3 (K) *X2*A1 ) * X2 "
M L 1 * 31(K ) * 3 d + S 2 (K ) *K5-S3(X) *
K!_I>=S 1 (KJ *J.-S2( K> »K3 C
ML3*S 1 ( K) -3 L ( K.) * Y2*KS-S3( K) »Y2A*2«i: " ??
ML4*[ S2lK.)*iJ-S3< K) *Y2*31 )*Y2 "
0 0  6 N* 1 ,NH 
RN*W
RNP2=RN*P1
ANaRUF 2 / A h  7*1
(JNsRNFi/il C
A N2* AN * AN *"
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9N4S3N2 * JN2 
Bvi=aN*v„(u.2)
CV1=CCS ( 3 Vi J 
5Vl = SINfJ VI J 
LJL3= BN*V^ (Li 4 ) /Z .
SS3=5 INI 31.3) /3LS 
DC  4 M = l ,Nrt 
RK=M
AM = 3 M * P I / a . "
AK2=AM*AM ' •
A V4= A b 2 *4 M2 
AU1«=AP*V!_ C1-. 1 }
CUiaCCS ( AU1 )
SU1 = S I M A U I )
C3MN=SL1*CV1 
0 4MN=CCSt AJ1 ) *SV I
RV,N=DX*A.M4*.SCA-*A>M2*BN2«-SCB*Qn 4 
3MN=( SCC •AM_,'*-SCD*3N2J »AN*SN 




R S S— R S * S M N
PVN=G3MN«R3R*-0AMN»RSS 
0MN= 3 4 V. N * RS ■( + 03HN»RS5 
IF ( N . GT . 1 ) GO TG 2
77M3=CG C l_ I J1 *SAA/'2./DX/AM2*SlN(AM»U)
ML=KL-7 7«M3*G J ( K )
IF ( K . 5 T . 11 GO TO 3 
k*’L™ hu ^ T7 MB/ 4 M2 
IF (K .GT. 1J GG TO 3 
WL= JL-*PKN»5C ( K,H)+CMN*CS( M. N)
M K 5 = A H 2 * S 1 U ) + 9 K 2 * S 3 ( K )
MK6=3N* AM* SL ( K ) . ,  -  .
ML = KL — I 5» a MNf M K B ' O M N ) * S C ( M. N ) - t MX 8 * P M N  + P K 5 » 0 M N ) * C »  I H i M
CONTINUE 







TBN6=CCS< L) « SV 1 *SB3/’2 ./BN2*S1N(BN*V;
IF t tC .GT .11 GO TO 5 
» L = W k O C ( N . . I « P > ( N ) + S C (
1PI2(U)+JC J»P13(N1-
2ML=ML + SN2i U  MK? *P9?nT- MH2 * P ]C(N) ) «DC t N . L> f( ►'K2* j=9[ tN "*!*P { ° {,* I j f!1? 
1CI N HNiLj »(M. J*P11(NI -K_2« PI 2<N))*DC<NH2N,L) + lM-2*PiltN}fMLl*Pl2(N> 
2).«=DC ( NK3 I .L> >-TBNB*S3 ( X I „ , , . ^  , „ _ , , , > ....„dU
HL=ML+AN2 * t ( - MH3 *P 1 3 ( N > - M KA * P t 4 t N ) ) * DC < NH4 N . L; > + < MK-* *P 1 3< X ) MIN 3 
l(l.'>)*CC<NH5<,L) + (-ML3*PlS(NJt-ML4»Plo(N)}»DC( NHfcN , L ) +( *ML<t*P 1 5 I Ml 
2L 2*P1 i {NJ )* D C (N H 7 N . L ) I 
CONTINUE
Y A l L N K , n » H _ 4 Y A ( L N M , J  )
C CI IT I NL E
YAILNV i I )s»'.+YA( LNW , I )
RETURN •
C ND
:CNHN.LJ*PIO(N)+DC«NH2N *L> *P U  (N > + DC<NH3N.L >*













































































































2 1 22 
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5 U3HCL T I N£ J SKA ( C D O C  , STOP »NS , JS ,LN . N‘ST I .N S T 2 )
*  *  m m *  m m *  » *  *  mm i * H i x t * « « s i « x x t k > i i x k  mmm m *  *  » x  *  m m » mar m m mm x k a i c k b s c  mm x  *  mm m
3 5'J3tt °.U:i 3JUN CH , OC
COMPUTE JEFLECTIONS AND MOMENTS (OLD SERIES)
RE AC KWN , M.<1 , M<2 ,M K 3 .M K 4 ,M K O ,M R S ,ML1 . HI. 2 . ML 3 . ML A . Me. . R3 . K A , < S . MF , LM
IN
COMMON A,PI.SA.C.S.TN.C4.AA.AA3.AAA,2.SYAS,C2.C3.ST.SF',T.T:),MNH 
COMMON /3U0/ S . OX .OY . DXY , OY X . 01 . D2 ,E I , G J. H, VL( A . 5 ) , Zzi 
COMMON / a n /  P .CO ( A ) , CQS ( A ) ,K3, NA , KS , 3 8 .BS3, 2E4 ,X2» T 2 . A 1 , A2 . AO . A 4 , 
10 I .32.33.3*. SCA.SC3.SCC,SCD,S1<4),S2(4),S2(4 ),S4(a),S5(4).S6(4>,
2 5 7(A)
C 0 M M C N / 3 L 5 / N H C .N83 » N C .JC. NH2 » NH3 » NH4 ,N H 5 .NHfe,N H 7 ,NH S » N S 1 .N3 2 .N H ,NL 
COMMON /• X./ UC(24),VC(24), N G C .Y A (400,2 A ) , NR , U R  ( 9 ) » VR ( 3 ) . N= ( 10)
DIMENSION CJ(NS.JS). DC(NS.LN). ST OH tNST I . N S T 2>
DIMENSION =1(20). =2(20), P3I20). P A (20). PS(20). Po(20). =7(20).
1P3(20). CC(20.2C), SS(20,20)
d i m e n s i o n  P y ( 2 0) . PI 0 ( 2 0 ).pi 1(20) ,P12(20 >.p 13(20). f 1a (20>.P1S(20)
,P16(23)i 
LT=MNH»13 
DO U  J=1 »N3 
V * VR(J)
DO IA 1 = 1 .9 
U = UR(I)















V A  U = K A  *  X 2 * A  ) f A U  
V 5 U = K 5* Y2*AV-AU 
CHUN«=CCSH ( J JN) 
SHUN=£ 1 NH ( Jjtl) 
CHVN c CO SH( V O N ) 
SHVN = SINM(V3N) 
CHVY = CO SH( V 2 Y ) 
SH V Y x S I N K  V3Y ) 
CUA = COS (UA V) 
SUA = SIN(JaV) 
CUS * CCS(USV) 
5U5 ■* SIN(UJV) 
CVA = COS(VAU) 
SVA = • SIN(VAU) 
CVS « COS(VSJ) 
SV5 * 'IN(VaJ)
C S ( 2 0 , 2 0 ) ,S C (20,20)
p U N ) £ C HJ N * CUA
P 2 ( N ) a Sri JN a SUA
P 3 ( N ) £ CH JN a CU5
P ,4(N) X SH J N • SU5
P 5( N) £ CH V N * CVA
P 6( N ) C SHVN * SVA
P 7 ( N ) £ CHVY ■ A CVS
P a ( N ) a SH V Y a SV5
P 9 t N ) a SH JN * CUA
P 1 0 (N) £ CH J N * SUA
P 11(N) a SH J N a CU5
P 12(N) £ CH J N a SU5
P 1 3 t N ) a SHVN a CVA
P 1 A ( N ) a CHVN ~ a SVA
Plb(N) a SH V Y a CVS



























































C V = C O S (V N ) 
S V = S I N { V N ) 
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P p* y,
UfteSM *P1 *‘J/A 
CU = CC3 ( UMJ
su = s i m uy;
CC ( H . N J j: C.J * 
SS(MiN) = 3J * 
S C l K . M  - $J * GS(M • X) — CU * 
D C  14 L=1.N_ 
LNS =  NHC + (L-I K a A
c o a = c c s i l ;/a .





if" i»r*wi*vi»tu»l«0R*T«EQ*9)) GO TO a O _ .,
ML=2. *S1 ( K) > DC ( N82 .L ) / AA + 2 . *S3 t K ) *DC ( HS3. L ) XBB+ 12 «* (T«L»**2*S1(K)-V 
1 **2*S3(KJ )m JC ( NC t L) /BB4-t-C04 * I V*V-5B) /2. *S3 ( K )
I F  1 2 E )  i i . 5 , 5
5 ML=ML-*C04«( V*V~BB) /2.*S3( K)
GO TO 7
6 ML*=ML+CD4 «( / *V-SB/3. }/ 2 .* S 3 ( K )
7 MKl = S 1 (K) *A2 -52 ( KJ *K4-33 ( K)
MK2 = 5 1 CK) »Ai + S2( K)*K3
MK3=31 (K) +SJ. ( K) *X2*K4-S J ( K J *X2**2*Aa 
MX 4a I S2 ( K)»<,3* S3 ( K) *X2*A1 ) * X2 
ML 1 = S1 ( K) *3a4 S2 l.K) * K5— S3( K )
M L 2  =  S 1 ( K) * 3 1 - 5 2 ( K ) * K 3
M L3=SJtK)-S3(K ) * Y 2 * K 5 - S 3 (K)*Y2**2*S2 
M L A=(S2(K>*<3-S3CK>*Y2*31J* Y2 
20 CL « 24. * ( 3, < x> *T*J-S7( K) «V )/BB4*DC( NC . L ) +CC4*V*S7( K )
54(K)» A 3 - S S < K > * Al-S6(K)*K3 
S4(K)*A4+SS<K ) * A2-S6( K ) *K4-37( K )
X2* ( 55 t K ) *K3«-S6( K) *X2 *A]-S*
54 ( K) *■ X2»SS < K ) * K4-S6 ( K) *X2*X2* A 2 - S 7 (K ) *X2 *»3*A* 
S4(K)*33+S5<K)*S1-S6(K)*<3 
S4 C KJ »S4-SS< XJ *32-S6< XJ *KS+S7( K J
T 2* I 55 ( K.) *K3-S6l K) *Y2 *E1 - S 7 <K) *Y2 *Y2*33)
















AS2 = AN2*A'i 
5 N2 * EN2*3n 
SN4=BN£*3N2 
0V1 = 3N*VL l_, 2)
C V 1 = C C 5  t 3  V I 1 
S V ) = S 1 M 3 V 1  i 
S L S = B N * V L 1L  # a ) / 2  «
SBB=S 1 M  BLS) /3LS VN — EX*V 
DO 10 F* 1 i N 40W&U
AM-HM*PI/A 
AK2«AF*AM 
A M 4= A * 2 * A K2 
A U 1 * A F*VL<L.1)
C U l = C C S ( A U l ;
3U1 = £J N (AUl)
Q 1 MW * C J 1 * _ V 1 
Q2MN = 3 U 1*3 V 1 
03MN = SU1*CV1 
04MN a CU1*JV1
RMN=DX*AM4f 5 Z A * A M2* 9N2-*-SC B* BN4 
S M N * (SCC*AM2 + SCD*BN2> *AM*BN 
ALR=AH* VL (*., 2 ) /2 .
SAA= S1N( ALR)/ALR
RS=! ./IR M N * * 2 - S M N * * 2 )*5AA * S 3 B * C O (L )
R5R=RS*RMN
RSS=RS*SMf<
KMN = Cl MN*A3R-02.MN*RSS 
LMN = C2M N* ■< SR— O 1 MN*RSS 
PMN = C3MN*.<SR»04MN*RSS 
OMN a C4MN«RSR»Q3MN*RSS 
u.*-: * am*j
IF ( N • 07• 1) GO TO S 










































































1 02  
1 03
1 04
1 05 1 06 
I 07
1 c e
G 1 1 1
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IF ( .NOT, ( I . EO. 1 .OS . t .EO. 9) J CO TC-.il 
M L = M L - T j 1 I K J / AM*COS ( UMJ 
01 CL = CL + T 3 ^ * S 4 (  <)«SIN( UM!
& IF ( .NOT. ( I . E U . 1 . OR • 1 .00.91 1 CO TO 22
M»;5=A V.2*3 11 0 + B N 2 * S 3 ( K )
MK6=3N*AM*SilK)
ML=ML-IMK 5*< M N - M K 6 *L M N ) *CC( M.N > + t MHO*KMN-XK5*LMN)*SS(M.N)
22 QK5 = AM* (A-i2*S4 t K >+S N2 *S61 KJ 1
0K6 = S N * C A M 2 * S 5 (KJ+3N2*S7tK)I 








TCN3=CCSI LJ «CV I * S 3 3 / 2 ./BN 
IF ( .NOT. CI.EC.I.Oft.1 .EO.9)) GO TO 22 
I 1 ML=ML+ AN 2 * ( t -M<3 *<=5 ( N ) P6 t N) J *0C t NH4N,L) ft MK4*P5 I N ) -M«3*P6 ( N ) )
I * OC { NHSN. L) ♦ ( -ML3*P7 ( N) +MI* *P8 I K J ) O C  ( Hf 6 N 1L ) + ( - K U * P 7  (N)-ML3«PStN 
2 1 J*DC INH7N._ 1 J •
ML=;-U.-*0N2*l t MUl' * P I < NJ-MK2 *P2( N 1) *0 C ( N . L ) * ( K K2 *P I t Nj +MK l*P2(N) )*OC( 
1 NHN, L 1 + t ML1 * P3 t N 1 -Ml2*P4 ( N1 ) *0Cl NH2K .LJ+I V.L2 *P3 ( N J-t-ML 1 * P4 ( N J J *DC IN 
2H3NiLI J “ 7 6Na * S3( K ) / 9 N » C 0 S (VN)
23 OL = CL + A N3‘ { ( — 0K3*P I 3( N) *-OK**Pl A t NJ ) *OC < NH4 N ,L 1 +
1 (-OK**PI 3[NJ -0K3«P1AtNJ l*OCt NH5N.L > +
2 (-0L3*P15( N >-CL»»P1 6 ( NJ )*0 C t N H 6 N . L J +
3 ( O L A * P l 5 1 N >- Q L 3 * P 1 6 t N J )* 0 C (N H 7 N . L J >+T6ND*S7tKJ
A * SlN t VNJ
12 CL = CL+3N3* { ( OKI *P 9fNl-QK2*P10fNJJ *DC I N,L>*
1 (0K2*= 9( N J4-0K 1 *PJ 0 f N ) J *0C ( NHN.L 1 +
2 (QLI*P1 1 (N)-CL2*Pl2tN))*OC ( N H 2 N . D  +
3 < QL2* P t 1 (N > OL l*P12 ( N J J TOC ( NH3N »L J J
YAtLNR.I J = QL 
IF { 1 .EO. 1J YAtLNR, 10) a - ML 
IF IJ ,Ni,9J GO TO 1 A 
YAtLNR.Ill = ML
YAtLNR, 121 = ( Y A t LNR , 1 ) *Y A I LNR , 9 ) +2. * ( 2 .* ( YA (LNR . 2 J tY A t LNR , 4 ) -t-
lYAlwNR.G J f YA t LNR. 6 J J «-Y A CLNR , 3 J+Y A t LNR . 5 J+YA tLNR , 7 J J J * A/I 2 .
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G 11? 
G 120
G I 22 
G 1 23 
G 1 24 
G 1 25 
G 1 26 
G 127 
G 126
G I 34 
G 1 3 S 
G 136 
G 137 
G 1 36 
G 1 39
G 1 44 
G 1 45-
I'JEMJuTlNE JARA < C'J , DC . ST ON ,NS . J S .LN . NST 1 . NST2)
DOUBTS PKECI310N CH.OC H 2
REAU K.MN » M.<i .  KK2 .  MK3. MX A  ,  MK5. MKfc ,  ML.1 . Ml_2 .  *13 .  M L  A  .  M _  • <3 .  K* • K5 .  M P  ,  L «  H 2
j r h a
COMMON A. =1 , 5 A . C .S . T N , C 4 . AA . AA3,AAA, Z . ST AS.C2.C3. ST .S F ,T ,T B •MNH h 5
COMMON 3. DX . DY , DXY . DYX. 0 1, D2 .E 1 . <3 J. H, VL < * • S ) . 23 H t
COMMON /JL.I/ P , C O <* ) .COS( *) .K3.K4 ,XU .B 3 . B S 2 .3D4 .X2 , Y 2. Al . A 2.A 3 .A 4. M 7
1 3 1 »S2.B3,B4.S C A . S C 3 .S C C , 5 C D . S : ( * } . S 2 ( a ),S3(4).SA<4),SS(4),S6( a ),
2 S 7 (A )
C CMMON/BCS/HHC . NS2 . NC » JC . NH2. NH3 . NH* ,NH5 . NH6 .NH 7 , N.-t3 . N6 1 . NS2 . NH . Nl_
COMMON' /£ X_/ UC ( 2a ) , VC C 2 A ) , NCC . Y A ( 40 0 . 24 ) , NR , UP I 9 ) , VR ( 3 ) . H? ( 10)
DIMENSION CJ(NS.JS). OC(NS.LN), £T QPi (NST1 * N S T 2 ) H 11
DIMENSION =1(20). P2I20), P3(20). P4120). P5(20)i P6(20)> =7(20).
IPS(20)> CCC20.20), SS(20.20)
DIMENSION P9(2 0) . PI 0120) • PI 1 (20 ).. P12(20), P13(20). PI4(20). P15 H 12
1(20). P1612J) , S C ( 2 0 .2 0 )> CS(20,20) H 13
LT-=MNH»10 H i *
DO 2 J=1 ,NR 
V = VR(J)
DO 3 1=1.9 
U ■= UR ( I )




DNa RNF2/3 - H 22
VN=3N*V H 23
A U=AN * U H 2*
BU=3N*U H 25











C H VN' = CO SN ( V3N >
SHVN = SI NH( V 3 N )
CHVY = CO SHI V 2 Y )
SHVY = SI NH ( V3Y )
C 04 = COS I J<* V )
SU4 = S I N (04 V )
CUB = COS(JOV)
SU3 = SIN(JEV) 
c v a  * cos(v^u)
SV4 = £1 N(V4J)
CVS = CQS(V j U)
S VS = SIN( Vj U)
P 1[N ) = CHJN * CU4
P 2(N) = SHJIA « SU4
P 3(N) = CHJN » CUS -
p 4(N) = SHJN * SUS
P 5(N) = Crl/N * CVA
P 7(N) = CHVY * CVS
P 0 ( N ) = SHV Y * SVS
P 3( N) = SH V Y * SV5 \
P 91 N) = S.HJN * CU4
PIO(N) = CHJN » SU4 
P I 1 ( N ) = SHJN * CU5
P121N) = CHJN * SU5
P 13(N ) = SHVN * CVA
P141NJ = CH V N * SVA
PI SIN) = SHVY * CV5
P1C(N) = CHVY * SVS ' _
CV=COS(VN) H 45
SV=SIMVN), H AC
DC 1 M= 1 . NH - M Z
S W M  H
UM=HM »P1« U/A H 49
CU = CCStUM)
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SU = S I M  UMJ 
CC(M . M  - ZJ * CV
ssiy.M * ij * s v 
scim.n; « zj * cv
1 CS(M.N) b CJ * 5V
30 8 L=1 , NL • H 52
LNK = NHC * lu- I ) *LT»( Jt-6 ) «MNM
K ~ - A
IF ( .NOT. (t.EC. 1 .OR.I ,iO.VI J SO TO 2 0 , ^ML=o . 0*5 I lO *U/AA3*DCC N63 ,L )+6..*S3lK ) *V/BB3*DCC NC .L ) H =e
MK1=S1 IK) *43-S2l KJ »KA-S3( KJ "
MK2=S 1 ( K J » Al +-S2I K ) *<3 ”
MK3=S1 IK) +SC t KJ *X2*K4-S3< K) *X2»*2*A£ " ®*
M K M  { S2{ K ) »<3f S3 ( KJ « X2*Al ) *X2 H ft
ML1=S 1 ( K) *3-H- S2C KJ *K5-S3( K) H if
ML2=3 1 ( KJ *31-S2 ( K ) *K3 - LJ "Z
M L 3 = S 1<K J -32(KJ*Y2*K5-S3<KJ*Y2**2*32 H ~T
ML4 = (S 2 ( K )* < 3 - S 3 (K J * Y 2 * 3 1 )«Y2 m ce
20 CO s* • C . * ( 5» ( K J *DC ( N93 . L )/4A3*S7 (K )*OC ( NC .LJ/SB3)
OKI •= S4 ( KJ * A3-SS ( KJ * Al-S6( K) *K3
OK'2 = 3 4 t <)«4 « * S 5 (<>*A2-S6<KJ*K4-S7CKJ „ „ , -
0K3 = A 2 * (S 5 (K 1*K3*S6{ KJ*X2 * A 1 - S 7 I K 1 *X2*X2«-3)
OK— = S4{ K) f X2*SS< KJ *K4-S£>< K) *X2*X2*A2-S7 IK) *X2**3* Aft
OL J = 54{ K) •33*S5(K )*31-Sot KJ *K3
OL 2 = 34{KJ*34-SS<KJ*e2-S6(KJ*K5+S7<KJ
Ci_3 = Y2* < SS ( KJ *K3-St> ( KJ *Y2 *2 1 - S7 ( KJ *Y2*Y 2* 3 3 JOLA = S4( K)-Y2*SS(KJ*K5-SfcC KJ*Y2*Y2*C2 +S7(KJ *Y2**3*D4







ANS a ANS *4 •J 
B K3 a EN2*Jn
CJK4=aN2*3N2 •
OV!=DN*VL(L.Z J . . . .
CV1=CCS13VIJ 
SV1=S1N <0VIJ 
3 L S = B N * V L 4 J/2.
£BS=SJNT3L3J/BLS 
VN = =N»V
DO 4 n ]  ,NH 
RM=M
AMaRM*PI/A 




SU1 «= SIN ( AUl ) s.
01.MN « C ’J 1 * 5 V1 
02MN = SJl«jVl 
0 3MN * S J 1 *5 V 1 
04MN ss C J 1 * J V 1
RMN=DX*AMset-3 C A *AM2*BN2*SCB*BN4 
5MN= ( SCC* AMS * SCO *3N2J *A M*BN 
ALS=AK»VL(L.3 )/ 2 .
SAA=SIMALRJ /ALR
RS*J . / t R,HN*«2-SMN**2 J *SAA *S3D*C0 t L )
R0R=3S»RMN 
RSI*RS»3MN’
K MN a C1MN*R5R-02MN*RSS 
L MN * C2MN*KSR-01MN*RSS 
PMN a C3MN4rtSR*04MN«RSS 
OMN a C4MN»fiSR+03MN*RSS
UM a AK*J H °9
IF ( N .GT. 1) GO TO 2
T7MB®C 0(L 1»iUl*SAA/2./D X/AM
IT ( ,NCT.(I.20.1.0R.l.ia.9) J CO TO -1
ML=KL-T7M3*51tKJ/AM»3IN(UMJ
2 1 OL = CL-T7Md«S4(K)*COStUM)
2 IF < .NOT.(I.B0.I.0R.I.E0.9JJG0T0L2
MKSssAK2*S It s J *BN2*S3 < K) H j 07
ML = ML - ( M<5* A MN»MK6*0 MNJ *SC ( M. N > - ( MKe> *PMN + MK5*0MN ) *CS ( M . N ) H 106
2 0K0 s A M * (4^2 » S 4 (K ) + 9 N 2 » S 6 ( K ) )
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IF I .NCT. I 1.£0. 1 .3*.I .£0.9) J GO TO 23 , ,, „
5 NL=ML + QN2* t t 4Kt*P9<N)-MK2*P10tN) ) * JC. I N . L ) -M MK2» P9 t N > + MK 1 « P1 0 t N ) ) »D
; C ( I.rIN . L ) Y ( M_ 1 *P 1 1 ( N ) - Ml 2 » PI 2 ( N ) ) *DCt NH2S.L)+( KL2* PI I f N) *• ML 1 * P1 2 t N )
2)*DC(NK3N,LJJ-T6Nd*SJtA)/SN*SlNtVNJ  ^„
ML=ML ♦ AN2»l l-MK3*Pl3tN)-MK4*PlAtN) )» DC t NHAN » L )■» ( m«4 • P 1 3 ( N > - MK3 *P 1 A
1 C N) ) *3C ( -irlS.J ,L) + (-Ml 3»p 15(N ) -t- ML<* * P 1 o ( N ) ) *DCt NH6N. L) + {- ML 4 * =15(N )-K 
2L3*P1tIN))*3CINH7N,L))
23 QL ■= CL*ANJ« ( ( — 0K3*P S(N>+QKA*P fe ( N J ) *OC I NHA N . L > +
1 t-OKA*P SIN)— 0K3«P 6 ( N ) )* O C (N H S N , L )*
2 {-UL3» P 7tN)-0LA*P BIN) )*3CtNMtN.L> +
3 I OLA *P 7 I N )—0 LJ« P 0 IN) )*OCtNH7N,L))-TSN3»S7IK)
A *C3aI VN )
C QL = CL + 3N3«{ IOR1 *P 1 (N )— Q K2* P 21N))*DC( N.L1 +
1 (3K2*P I(N)+0K1«P 2(N))*3CINHN.L)»
2 (Q L 1 * D 3(N )-QL 2* P A (N )) * O C (N H 2 N .L ) ♦
3 1QL2*P 3IN)+CL)«P 4 I N)) *DC INH3N»L ) )
YAtLNR,I) = 3L +YAtLNR,I)
IF II.23.1) YAtLNR, 10) C-ML+YA(LNR,10>
IF I I .NS. 9) GO TO 8 
YAUHR.ll) = K.L«-YAlLNR,ll)
YAtLNR. 12) a t Y A t LNR , 1 ) * Y Al LNR , 5 )Y2. « t 2 .» f YA t LNR , 2)+YA t LNR, 4 ) ■<■
1 Y A t LNR. fe ) Y YAt LNR.B) ) Y YA tLNP., 3)+Y At LNR ,5)+YA ILNR .7 ) ) ) * A/12 .




H 110 h 111 
H 1 12 
H 1 13
H 1 1A 
H 115 H life
M 1 22 
H I 23
H I 25 
H 1 26 
H 1 27
H 1 32 
H 133-
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